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Zusammenfassung
Die Bildung eines ha¨mostatischen Pfropfs aus Blutpla¨chen im Falle einer Gefa¨ßverletzung
stellt einen ersten essentiellen Schri der Blutgerinnungskaskade dar. Dieser Prozess beruht
auf der Funktion des Plasmaproteins Von Willebrand Faktor (VWF), welches in Form großer,
linearer Multimere vorliegt und in der Lage ist, Blutpla¨chen zu binden und selbst unter
hoher Scherspannung an die verletzte Gefa¨ßwand anzuheen. Bemerkenswerterweise wird
die Aktivita¨t des VWF durch Kra reguliert. Die auf den VWF wirkenden mechanischen
Kra¨e enstehen aus dem Zusammenspiel der a¨ußerst langen (bis zu ≈ 15µm) Multimere mit
dem hydrodynamischen Fluss im Blutkreislauf. Im Falle normalen Blutusses ist der VWF
inaktiv, wohingegen er durch erho¨hte hydrodynamische Kra¨e, die infolge von Vera¨nderun-
gen des Flussprols in Verbindung mit Gefa¨ßverletzungen aureten, aktiviert wird. Hierbei
ist eine erho¨hte Elongationsstro¨mung, eine Teilkomponente der Scherstro¨mung, von beson-
derer Bedeutung. Diese Kra-Regulation der ha¨mostatischen Funktion des VWF ist nicht nur
aus biophysikalischer Sicht faszinierend, sondern auch physiologisch a¨ußerst wichtig. Sie
verhindert einerseits eine unerwu¨nschte Aktivita¨t des VWF in intakten Blutgefa¨ßen, die zu
thromboembolischen Komplikationen fu¨hren kann, und ermo¨glicht andererseits eine eziente
Aktivierung der Blutpla¨chenaggregation genau dort, wo sie beno¨tigt wird.
Voraussetzung fu¨r die Aktivierung eines VWF Multimers ist der Kra-induzierte, abrupte
U¨bergang von einer kompakten, insgesamt anna¨hernd globula¨ren Konformation zu einer
elongierten, gestreckten Konformation. Das Elongationsverhalten unter Kra wird insbeson-
dere durch eine Reihe spezischer, intramolekularer Interaktionen sowie Kra-induzierter
Konformationsu¨berga¨nge innerhalb der dimerischen Untereinheiten des VWF bestimmt. Indem
sie die eektive Multimerla¨nge beeinussen, regulieren diese intramolekularen Interaktionen
zudem die anfa¨ngliche Kra-Sensitivita¨t des VWF, da hydrodynamische Kra¨e stark mit der
La¨nge skalieren. Allerdings sind diese regulatorischen intramolekularen Interaktionen und
Kra-induzierten Konformationsu¨berga¨nge – trotz ihrer zentralen Rolle fu¨r die Kra-Regulation
der ha¨mostatischen Funktion des VWF – gro¨ßtenteils noch nicht ausreichend untersucht und
verstanden.
Um diesen regulatorischen Mechanismen, die die ha¨mostatische Aktivita¨t des VWF bestimmen,
auf den Grund zu gehen, wurden im Rahmen dieser Dissertation sowohl die Mechanik als
auch das Ensemble verschiedener Konformationen von VWF Dimeren – den kleinsten sich
wiederholenden Untereinheiten in VWF Multimeren – auf Einzelmoleku¨lebene eingehend
untersucht.
Mithilfe einer Kombination aus Rasterkramikroskopie (AFM)-basierter Bildgebung und AFM-
basierter Einzelmoleku¨lkramessungen war es mo¨glich zu zeigen, dass schon geringe Ab-
weichungen des pH-Werts vom physiologischen Wert von 7,4, insbesondere hin zu sauren
Bedingungen, eine deutlich verringerte mechanische Widerstandskra der VWF Dimere zur
Folge haben, welche auf die Destabilisierung einer spezischen und starken, durch die D4
Doma¨nen vermielten Interaktion in Dimeren zuru¨ckzufu¨hren ist. Dieser Eekt ko¨nnte einen
Mechanismus zur gezielten Aktivierung des VWF als Reaktion auf lokale Vera¨nderungen des pH-
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Werts darstellen, die potentiell in Verbindung mit Gefa¨ßverletzungen aureten. Daru¨ber hinaus
konnte aus den Ergebnissen der AFM-Bildgebung auf die Existenz weiterer pH-abha¨ngiger,
mechanisch sehr schwacher Interaktionen in der C-terminalen Stammregion der VWF Dimere
geschlossen werden.
Um auch intramolekulare Interaktionen im VWF direkt untersuchen zu ko¨nnen, deren Dis-
soziation sich schon bei extrem niedrigen, aber physiologisch hochrelevanten Kra¨en bis
hinunter zu < 1 pN ereignet, wurde ein neuartiger Ansatz fu¨r Einzelmoleku¨lkraspektroskopie
an Proteinen, basierend auf magnetischen Pinzeen (MT), entwickelt, der hochparallele und
stabile Messungen bei konstanter Kra ermo¨glicht. Dieser Ansatz wurde validiert durch Mes-
sungen an der bereits eingehend charakterisierten Proteindoma¨ne ddFLN4. Im Kontext dieser
Validierung wurde auch die Lebensdauer einzelner Streptavidin–Biotin Bindungen untersucht
und es konnte mithilfe von Messungen an Streptavidin-Mutanten mit unterschiedlicher Valenz
gezeigt werden, dass die Lebensdauer der Bindung stark von der Zuggeometrie abha¨ngt.
Die Verwendung des neuen MT-Ansatzes fu¨r Messungen an VWF Dimeren ermo¨glichte die
Charakterisierung verschiedener Kra-induzierter U¨berga¨nge im VWF. Beispielsweise konnte
der Einuss der Bindung von Calcium-Ionen auf die Kinetik der Entfaltung und Ru¨ckfaltung der
A2 Doma¨ne des VWF aufgekla¨rt werden, ein Prozess, der sowohl fu¨r die Aktivierung als auch
fu¨r die Herunterregelung der ha¨mostatischen Funktion des VWF von Bedeutung ist. Daru¨ber
hinaus konnten mechanisch sehr schwache Interaktionen in der C-terminalen Stammregion
von VWF Dimeren, auf welche zuvor nur indirekt geschlossen werden konnte, bei Kra¨en
von ≈ 1 pN direkt beobachtet werden. Es ist anzunehmen, dass diese Interaktionen wichtige
physiologische Konsequenzen nach sich ziehen, da ihre Dissoziation aller Wahrscheinlichkeit
nach den ersten spezischen Schri der Elongation des VWF unter Kra darstellt. U¨berdies
wurde ein zuvor unbekannter Konformationsu¨bergang in der N-terminalen D’D3 Doma¨ne des
VWF entdeckt, der vermutlich eine regulatorische Funktion wa¨hrend der Biosynthese des VWF
erfu¨llt.
Schließlich wurde AFM-basierte Bildgebung auf Einzelmoleku¨lebene als Methode zur Bestim-
mung der Gro¨ßenverteilung von VWF Multimeren eingefu¨hrt. Diese Gro¨ßenverteilung ist
aufgrund des positiven Zusammenhangs zwischen Multimerla¨nge und hydrodynamischer Kra
von herausragender Bedeutung fu¨r die Gesamtaktivita¨t des VWF. Diese Herangehensweise
besta¨tigte die schon zuvor berichtete exponentielle Gro¨ßenverteilung des VWF und lieferte
Einsichten in klinisch relevante Multimerisierungsdefekte, die nicht durch etablierte Methoden
der Multimeranalyse gewonnen werden ko¨nnen.
Zusammengenommen liefern die in dieser Arbeit pra¨sentierten Ergebnisse einen wichtigen
Beitrag zum tieferen Versta¨ndnis des komplexen Zusammenspiels der verschiedenen Interak-
tionen und Konformationsvera¨nderungen, welche die molekulare Basis der Kra-Regulation
des VWF, und somit der prima¨ren Ha¨mostase, darstellen.
Abstract
e formation of hemostatic plugs at sites of vascular injury represents a rst essential step
in the blood coagulation cascade. is process crucially relies on the large, linear multimeric
glycoprotein von Willebrand factor (VWF) and its ability to stably bind and recruit platelets
to the damaged vessel wall even under conditions of high shear stress. Remarkably, VWF’s
hemostatic activity is regulated by force. Forces on VWF multimers in the bloodstream result
from the interplay of their immense lengths (up to ≈ 15µm) with the hydrodynamic ow they
encounter. While being inactive under normal blood ow conditions, VWF is activated for its
hemostatic function by increased hydrodynamic forces that result from changes in the blood
ow prole in the wake of vascular injury, especially due to an elevated elongational ow
component. is force-regulation of VWF’s hemostatic activity is not only highly intriguing
from a biophysical perspective, but also of eminent physiological importance. On the one
hand, it prevents undesired activity of VWF in intact vessels that could lead to thromboembolic
complications. On the other hand, it provides a mechanism to facilitate ecient VWF-mediated
platelet aggregation exactly where needed.
Prerequisite for activation of a VWF multimer is the force-induced, abrupt transition from a
rather compact, overall globular conformation to an elongated, string-like conformation. Impor-
tantly, VWF’s elongation behavior is governed by several specic intramolecular interactions
and force-induced conformational transitions within VWF’s dimeric subunits. By regulating
the eective multimer length, these intramolecular interactions also govern VWF’s initial force
sensitivity, as hydrodynamic forces strongly scale with dimension. However, despite their
central role in the mechano-regulation of VWF’s hemostatic function, these intramolecular
interactions and further regulatory force-induced conformational transitions are for the most
part not well understood and characterized.
In the framework of this thesis, in order to dissect regulatory conformational transitions
governing VWF’s hemostatic activity, the mechanical response and the conformational ensem-
ble of VWF dimers –the smallest repeating subunits of multimers– were investigated at the
single-molecule level.
Using a combination of atomic force microscopy (AFM) imaging and AFM-based single-molecule
force measurements, it was shown that even minor pH changes from the physiologic pH of 7.4,
especially acidication, result in a markedly decreased mechanical resistance of VWF’s dimeric
subunits. is eect could be traced back to destabilization of a specic, strong intermonomer
interaction mediated by VWF’s D4 domains. is pH dependence might represent a mechanism
to promote activation of VWF in response to local pH changes, which may occur at sites of
vascular injury. In addition, further pH-dependent, but mechanically very weak interactions in
the C-terminal stem region of VWF dimers could be inferred from the imaging results.
To enable direct investigation of interactions in VWF that dissociate at very low, but physio-
logically highly relevant forces down to < 1 pN, a novel approach for single-molecule protein
force spectroscopy based on magnetic tweezers (MT) was developed. is approach, which
enables highly parallel and stable measurements at constant forces, was validated using the
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well-characterized protein domain ddFLN4 as a model system. In this context, also the lifetime
of single biotin–streptavidin bonds was investigated and, by measurements with streptavidin
variants of dierent valencies, it was shown that the bond lifetime strongly depends on the
pulling geometry.
Applying the MT assay to dimeric VWF constructs, several force-induced conformational
transitions in VWF could be characterized. For instance, the impact of calcium binding on the
kinetics of unfolding and refolding of the VWF A2 domain, a process relevant both for VWF’s
activation and down-regulation, was elucidated. Furthermore, mechanically very weak interac-
tions in the C-terminal stem region of VWF dimers, which had previously only been inferred
indirectly, were observed directly at a force of ≈ 1 pN. ese interactions can be expected
to have important physiological implications, as their dissociation likely represents the rst
specic step of force-induced elongation of VWF. Moreover, a previously unknown transition
within VWF’s N-terminal D’D3 assembly was discovered that likely plays a regulatory role in
VWF’s biosynthesis.
Finally, single-molecule AFM imaging was introduced as a tool to determine the multimer size
distribution of VWF, which, due to the positive relation between multimer length and hydro-
dynamic force, is highly important for VWF’s overall activity. is approach conrmed the
previously described exponential size distribution of VWF and, in particular, yielded insights
into clinically relevant multimerization defects that could not be gained by established methods
of multimer analysis.
Taken together, the ndings presented in this thesis help to gain a deeper understanding of
the complex interplay of interactions and conformational transitions underlying the force-
regulation of VWF’s hemostatic function.
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Introduction
Mechanical forces acting on biomolecules, in particular proteins, are an integral part of many
biological processes and oen critically regulate the physiological functions of a protein [1, 2].
A remarkable example is the large, multimeric protein von Willebrand factor (VWF), which
is activated for its vital function in primary hemostasis upon sensing elevated hydrodynamic
forces in the bloodstream that emerge due to alterations in the blood ow in the wake of
vascular injuries [3, 4].
is force sensing of VWF –i.e. the conversion of changes in the hydrodynamic ow into a
physiological response– is highly remarkable from a biophysical point of view, as the forces
acting on VWF are not governed externally, but result from the interplay of its structure with
hydrodynamic ow encountered in blood vessels. In other words, the forces that VWF can
experience in the vasculature are “built-in” into its molecular architecture. Here, the linear
multimeric nature of VWF, allowing for immense lengths of multimers of up to several µm [5],
is key to the sensitivity of VWF to hydrodynamic forces, since hydrodynamic forces strongly
scale with dimension [4, 6, 7].
VWF’s physiological role in primary hemostasis is to bind and recruit platelets to the
damaged subendothelium in order to form a platelet plug sealing the site of vessel injury [8, 9].
To fulll this function, VWF needs to overcome rather high hydrodynamic li forces acting
on platelets under high shear rates that counteract the adhesion of platelets to the vessel wall
[5], therefore requiring stable binding of VWF both to subendothelial collagen and to platelet
receptors. At the same time, inactivity of VWF under normal blood ow conditions has to be
ensured, as otherwise formation of platelet plugs could rapidly lead to thrombotic occlusions,
as for instance occurring in pathologically stenosed vessels [10]. Accomplishing these opposing
requirements warrants a strict regulation of VWF’s activity. e physiological relevance of
VWF, and the importance of its tight regulation, are demonstrated by a variety of mutations in
VWF that lead to dierent forms of the bleeding disorder von Willebrand disease [11, 12], and
by VWF’s role in thrombotic complications such as myocardial infarction or stroke [13–16].
Prerequisite for activation of VWF multimers is their force-induced transition from a rather
compact conformation to an elongated, string-like conformation [5, 17], which is thought
to result in an increased accessibility of previously shielded binding sites, thus facilitating
multivalent binding [4, 5]. In addition, due to the positive feedback between multimer length
and force, this large-scale elongation increases the force acting on the multimer suciently to
induce further small-scale conformational changes within the main platelet-binding domain of
VWF under high tension, which markedly increase the anity for platelet binding [17–19].
Importantly, recent ndings have indicated that the elongation of VWF, which has been
observed as a rather sharp and seemingly cooperative transition [5], is not just a simple uncoiling
of a coiled polymer, but involves the dissociation of specic intramolecular interactions and
reversible domain unfolding [7, 20]. Since recently identied intramolecular interactions within
VWF shield and “hide” a signicant fraction of the length of its dimeric subunits, they can be
expected to signicantly reduce the initial force sensitivity of VWF by reducing the eective
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multimer length, thus likely promoting the initial compact, inactive conformation of VWF [20].
Once sucient force is reached to provide a rst signicant length gain by dissociation of the
weaker interactions, dissociation also of stronger interactions and thus further elongation can
be expected to be triggered in a cascade-like fashion due to the positive feedback between
length and force, unless rapid relaxation of the multimer can occur. In this context, the ow
prole encountered in the blood stream plays an important role. Elevated elongational ow
components, as found at sites of vascular injury [3, 4, 7], are especially eective in promoting
elongation of VWF, as they allow for alignment of the multimer with the direction of ow and
thus prolonged exposure to force [21, 22]. Undisturbed blood ow, in contrast, which resembles
simple shear ow [23], possesses a signicant rotational ow component, resulting in tumbling
of the molecule and thus facilitating more ecient relaxation [4, 21, 24].
To fully comprehend how intramolecular interactions and transitions regulate VWF’s force
sensing and force-induced activation at the molecular level, a comprehensive characterization
of their stability, in particular of the kinetics of both dissociation and re-association under
physiologically relevant forces, is of outstanding interest. Moreover, it should be studied to
which degree the stability and kinetics can be tuned by external parameters. is may have far-
reaching physiological implications, since activation of VWF may not be purely force-induced,
but also supported by changes of the local environment occurring in connection with vascular
injury, such as for instance local pH changes [25, 26].
With the work presented in this thesis, motivated by the above considerations, I primarily
aimed at investigating the mechanical response and the conformational ensemble of VWF’s
dimeric subunits at the single-molecule level, under varied pH and ionic conditions, to eluci-
date and thoroughly characterize regulatory conformational transitions that govern VWF’s
hemostatic activity.
I will rst give background on the physiological roles of VWF and on the unique, close interplay
between multimer structure, force, and function, which have to be considered in unison to allow
for a thorough comprehension of VWF’s force-regulation. In this context, I will briey discuss
general considerations about the behavior of polymers in hydrodynamic ow and, in particular,
review the current state of knowledge on the molecular basis of the mechano-regulation of
VWF’s hemostatic activity. An interim conclusion will be drawn to point out open questions
and to motivate the research I conducted.
Aer introducing the employed experimental methods and materials (chapter 2), I will present
the results of my studies and discuss them in detail, in particular with regard to their impli-
cations for VWF’s physiological roles. Here, I will rst describe a marked impact of the pH
on the conformation and mechanical resistance of VWF, as inferred from a combination of
atomic force microscopy (AFM)-based single-molecule force spectroscopy and AFM imaging
(chapter 3). Next, I will present and validate a novel approach for protein force spectroscopy
based on magnetic tweezers (MT), which allows for parallel measurements at constant and low
forces (chapter 4). Application of this approach to VWF’s dimeric subunits allowed for directly
probing several interactions and force-induced transitions within VWF (chapter 5), including
observation of a previously predicted interaction at very low forces on the order of only 1 pN,
and discovery of a previously unknown transition within an individual domain of VWF. In
the last results chapter (chapter 6), I will present the use of single-molecule AFM imaging for
determining the multimer size distribution of VWF, which is of utmost importance for VWF’s
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activity, and for gaining insights into pathological processing defects of VWF. Finally, I will
summarize the insights gained from my work in a brief conclusion and point out possible
future lines of research that could help to further deepen the understanding of the molecular
mechanisms underlying VWF’s intricate mechano-regulation.
4
Chapter1
Biophysics and physiology of von
Willebrand factor (VWF)
In this chapter, I briey want to give a background on the physiological importance and the
extraordinary biophysical properties of von Willebrand factor. First, physiological functions
and pathological dysfunctions of VWF will shortly be described. Key to VWF’s functional
diversity are its highly complex multi-domain and multimeric structure and its remarkable
responsiveness to hydrodynamic forces in the vasculature, and these aspects will be addressed
in detail. In particular, the force-induced activation and down-regulation of VWF’s hemostatic
function, which make VWF a highly fascinating system from a biophysical point of view, will
be discussed. Finally, I will summarize to which extent the molecular mechanisms that underlie
VWF’s mechano-regulation are understood, and will draw an interim conclusion to motivate
the research I conducted within the framework of this thesis. 1,2
1.1 Physiological roles and von Willebrand disease
e central and best-described function of the plasma glycoprotein VWF is its role in primary
hemostasis. At sites of vascular injury, where conditions of elevated hydrodynamic forces
are present, VWF recruits platelets to the damaged endothelium, thereby inducing formation
of a platelet plug and initiating wound closure. Ecient binding of VWF to platelets and
sub-endothelial collagen correlates with the force-induced transition of VWF molecules from a
rather globular to an elongated “string”-like conformation [5, 27]. e string-like structure of
VWF results from its linear multimeric nature, and the extraordinary length of multimers (up to
several µm) is key to VWF’s sensitivity to hydrodynamic forces. e structure and biosynthesis
1Section 1.1 and the summary of previous AFM-based force spectroscopy measurements on page 16 in section
1.4 are adapted from a review article that I authored and that was published in Advances in Biological Regulation,
vol. 63, pp. 81-91, 2017, as Biophysical approaches promote advances in the understanding of von Willebrand factor
processing and function by Achim Lo¨f, Jochen P. Mu¨ller, Martin Benoit, and Maria A. Brehm.
2Section 1.4 closely follows a review article that I authored and that was published in the Journal of Cellular
Physiology, vol. 233, pp. 799-810, 2018, as A biophysical view on von Willebrand factor activation by Achim Lo¨f,
Jochen P. Mu¨ller, and Maria A. Brehm.
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of VWF multimers will be described in the next section, and the force-activation of VWF for its
hemostatic function will be discussed in detail in section 1.4.
A second vital, yet likely force-independent, function of VWF related to hemostasis is to act as
a transporter of coagulation factor VIII, which circulates in the bloodstream bound to VWF
and is thereby protected from otherwise rapid degradation [28].
In addition to its functions in hemostasis, VWF has been described to be involved in a
remarkably wide variety of other processes. For instance, VWF has been reported to act as a neg-
ative regulator of angiogenesis [29], to be able to stimulate smooth muscle cell proliferation [30,
31], to contribute to platelet and tumor cell apoptosis [32] as well as to inammatory processes
[33–35], to directly interact with neutrophil extracellular traps [36], and to inuence physio-
logical bone remodeling via its interaction with osteoprotegerin [37]. In the work performed
in the framework of this thesis, however, I focused on VWF’s central role in primary hemostasis.
e importance of VWF for primary hemostasis is illustrated by von Willebrand Disease
(VWD), the most common hereditary bleeding disorder, which arises from a variety of muta-
tions in the VWF gene (reviewed e.g. in [12]). ree types of VWD have been dened: While
type 1 is characterized by low levels of functional VWF, patients with type 3 have virtually no
VWF in their plasma and platelets. In VWD type 2, VWF exhibits structural and functional
defects [11]. Type 2 is further divided into subtypes 2A, 2B, 2M and 2N. VWD 2A is associated
with a signicant reduction of high molecular weight multimers (HMWM), resulting in decits
in platelet-dependent function of VWF. 2M shows a similar phenotype, although HMWM are
present at almost normal levels. 2B exhibits lack of HMWM due to enhanced VWF proteolysis
or due to increased platelet binding. e laer oen leads to strongly reduced platelets counts
(thrombocytopenia). In subtype 2N, mutations diminish factor VIII binding, leading to a phe-
notype similar to hemophilia A [38]. Furthermore, VWF is also involved in arterial [39] and
venous thrombosis [14] as well as stroke [15, 16, 40].
1.2 Domain organization, structure and biosynthesis
General structure and domain organization
VWF circulates in the bloodstream in the form of linear multimers that can reach immense
lenghts above 15µm [5]. In these linear multimers, large multi-domain monomers are C-
terminally connected in a tail-to-tail fashion via three disulde bonds [43–45], and the resulting
dimers are N-terminally linked in a head-to-head fashion via two disulde bonds [46] (Fig.
1.1B). Consequently, dimers are the smallest repeating subunits of VWF multimers.
e domain organization of a VWF monomer, following the domain annotation introduced
by Zhou et al. [41], is depicted in Fig. 1.1A. Monomers are synthesized as a preproprotein
including a short signal peptide sequence (amino acids 1-25) and a propeptide sequence com-
prising the two domains D1 and D2 (aa 26-763) in addition to mature VWF (aa 764-2813), which
comprises domains D’D3, A1, A2, A3, D4, C1 to C6, and the so-called C-terminal cystine knot
domain (CK) [12, 43]. While the full preproVWF monomer has a mass of ≈ 309 kDa, the mature
monomer is reduced to approximately ≈ 226 kDa. e static length of a mature monomer is
roughly 70 nm [47] (see Figs. 1.1 and 1.2).
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Figure 1.1: Structure and domain organization of VWF. (A) Domains of the VWF propeptide (pp) and of
mature VWF, following the annotation introduced in [41], with locations of binding sites for specic binding
partners. Red lines beneath the CK and the D’D3 domain indicate cysteine residues that form disulde bonds
during dimerization and multimerization, respectively. (B) Linear VWF multimers are built from dimers as smallest
repeating subunits, which are linked in a head-to-head fashion via the disulde bonds Cys1099-Cys1099’ and
Cys1142-Cys1142’ between their N-terminal D‘D3 domains. Dimers consist of two monomers that are linked in a
tail-to-tail fashion via the disulde bonds Cys2771-Cys2773’, Cys2773-Cys2771’, and Cys2811-Cys2811’ between
their C-terminal CK domains. e C-terminal C domains can zip up into a compact ”stem” with a length of
approximately 35 nm. Panel B adapted from [42].
e N-terminal D and A domains of VWF are signicantly larger than the C-terminal domains
C1 to C6 and CK. All domains except the D domains, which are assemblies of several distinct
submodules, were reported or predicted to adopt an approximately globular structure [47]. D4
was shown to exhibit an overall crescent-like shape in transmission electron microscopy [41],
but no high-resolution structure of D4 is currently available. In D’D3, which has very recently
been crystallized, submodules VWD3, C8-3, TIL3, and E3 form a compact entity with the laer
three modules being wrapped around VWD3, whereas submodules TIL’ and E’, which contain
the binding site for factor VIII, protrude from the rest of the assembly [48]. High-resolution
structures are further available for the three A domains [49–52] as well as for domains C4 [53]
and CK [44].
With exception of domains A1, A2, and A3, which possess a hydrophobic core, domains in
VWF are mainly stabilized by a remarkably large number of intradomain disulde bonds [4, 12].
Importantly, all domains except A2 have been predicted to be protected against force-induced
unfolding by long-range (in sequence) disuldes connecting residues close to their termini [41].
Furthermore, VWF is heavily glycosylated with both O- and N-linked glycans. Glycosylation is
most abundant in two exible linker regions anking the A1 domain [4, 41].
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Domain functions
Special functions have been assigned to most domains. e propeptide domains D1 and D2
are essential for multimerization, as they mediate orderly association of dimers [54], as will be
described below.
D’D3 can form two disulde bonds with another D’D3 domain via its cysteines Cys1099 and
Cys1142, thereby facilitating N-terminal multimerization [46]. Furthermore, D’D3 contains the
binding site for coagulation factor VIII, located primarily in submodules TIL’ and E’ [12, 48, 55].
A1 possesses binding sites for collagen and, importantly, for platelet glycoprotein GPIbα [4, 8].
e A1–GPIbα interaction is central for the hemostatic function of VWF, as it is crucial for
recruitment of platelets to the injured vessel wall and formation of platelet plugs [4, 8, 27].
A2 is the only domain in VWF not stabilized against domain unfolding by disulde bonds [41],
and reversible force-induced unfolding of A2 has been demonstrated at forces relevant for VWF
multimers in the blood ow [7, 56]. Since a cryptic cleavage site for the protease ADAMTS13
(a disintegrin and metalloprotease with a thrombospondin type 1 motif, member 13) buried
in A2 becomes accessible only upon A2 unfolding [7, 50, 57, 58], the force-induced unfolding
of A2 is a prerequisite for the enzymatic control of multimer size and consequently for the
down-regulation of VWF’s hemostatic activity, as the activity of a VWF multimer depends on
the multimer size, as will be discussed in the following sections. Furthermore, A2 unfolding
has implications for the elongation behaviour of VWF in the bloodstream under elevated ow
conditions, as will also be discussed in the following sections.
A3 is the main collagen binding domain of VWF [59–61] and thus mediates binding of VWF to
the damaged subendothelium at sites of vascular injury.
In work that I was involved in, D4 was recently shown to critically inuence the structure
and force response of VWF by formation of a strong intermonomer interaction that markedly
decreases the eective multimer length [20], as will be described in more detail in section 1.4.
Domains C1 to C6 allow for a ”zipping” of the C-terminal segments of the two VWF monomers
within a dimer into a compact stem under acidic conditions [47], which is important during
the biosynthesis of VWF, as described below. Recently, it was furthermore shown that also at
physiological, neutral pH, intermonomer interactions between the C domains inuence the
compactness of dimers and thus may tune the eective length of a multimer. is aspect will
also be discussed in section 1.4.
C4 additionally comprises the binding site for the platelet integrin GP2b3a, also known as
αIIbβ3 [41, 43].
CK is responsible for C-terminal dimerization of VWF monomers via disulde bonds involving
its three cysteines Cys2771, Cys2773, and Cys2811 [44].
pH-guided biosynthesis and multimerization
e rather complex biosynthesis of VWF multimers, which takes place only in megakaryocytes
(the precursor cells of platelets) and vascular endothelial cells [43], can be divided into dierent
steps that are spatially separated and exhibit dierent pH requirements. As will be outlined in
the following, the pH changes that VWF encounters in dierent cell compartments critically
guide its correct biosynthesis and multimerization by inducing structural transitions.
Aer synthesis as preproproteins, VWF monomers are transported to the endoplasmatic
reticulum (ER) (Fig. 1.2A), which possesses an approximately neutral pH [12, 43]. Here, the
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Figure 1.2: Biosynthesis of VWF. (A) In the ER, at an approximately neutral pH of 7.4, proVWF monomers are
N-glycosylated and most of the disulde bonds present in mature VWF are formed. Monomers are dimerized by
C-terminal linkage via formation of disulde bonds between their CK domains. (B) At the slightly acidic pH of the
Golgi (pH ≈ 6.2), dimers adopt a more compact conformation due to formation of C-terminal stems. In addition,
further O-glycans are added. (C) Triggered by the acidic pH of the trans-Golgi network and WPB (pH ≈ 5.5),
dimers self-assemble into tightly packed helical tubules and are multimerized via disulde bond formation between
their D’D3 domains. e propeptide, comprising domains D1 and D2, is cleaved by furin. (D) e resulting mature
VWF multimers are stored in WPB until stimulated secretion into the bloodstream. At the physiologic blood pH
of 7.4, the constituent dimers adopt a more exible conformation. Figure adapted with permission from [47].
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signal peptide is cleaved and the resulting proVWF monomers are equipped with N-linked
glycans. Furthermore, the majority of disulde bonds present in mature VWF are formed [3,
12], and monomers are dimerized via C-terminal linkage. Dimerization involves formation of
the three disulde bonds Cys2771-Cys2773’, Cys2773-Cys2771’, and Cys2811-Cys2811’ between
the two CK domains [44, 45] (see also chapter 6). Recently, in work that I was involved in, it
was shown that dimerization is catalyzed by protein disulde isomerase (PDI) [45].
e next step of processing, addition of O-linked glycans, occurs in the Golgi [43] (Fig. 1.2B),
where VWF dimers encounter a slightly acidic pH of approximately 6.2. Electron microscopy
(EM) performed on VWF dimers immobilized onto an EM grid at this pH revealed that most
dimers adopted a compact conformation, with the C-terminal portions of two monomers –from
the CK domain up to A2– within the dimer being zipped up to form a compact ”stem” [47]
(Fig. 1.2B). is conformation was termed ”dimeric bouquet” [47]. Such compact stems were
also observed for truncated dimers only comprising domains A3-CK or D4-CK, indicating
that domains N-terminal of D4 are not essential for stem formation. In contrast, addition of a
specic protease that targets a cleavage site within the D4 domain to the D4-CK constructs
resulted in mostly unzipped dimers, suggesting a central role of D4 for stem formation under
acidic conditions.
Regarding the potential mechanism underlying the pH-dependent stem formation, an involve-
ment of protonation of histidine sidechains was proposed [47]. is assumption was based on
a pH titration curve of the fraction of exible dimers observed in EM, obtained at pH values
between 4.4 and 8.6, which reached its half-maximum at a pH value around 6.5, close to the pKa
value of histidines. Furthermore, stem formation was not inhibited by high salt concentrations
of up to 2 M NaCl, which suggested that stem formation does not rely on simple electrostatic
interactions, but on more specic interactions such as hydrogen bonds involving histidine
sidechains.
Aer processing in the Golgi, VWF dimers are transported further on through the trans-
Golgi network and to Weibel-Palade bodies (WPB) (Fig. 1.2C), which is accompanied by a
further decrease of the pH to a value of approximately 5.5 [43, 54, 62]. WPB are secretory gran-
ules that are uniquely found in vascular endothelial cells. Triggered by the low pH and the high
Ca2+ concentration of the trans-Golgi, dimers self-assemble into tightly packed helical tubules
and are multimerized by formation of disulde bonds Cys1099-Cys1099’ and Cys1142-Cys1142’
between their N-terminal D’D3 domains [46, 54]. e formation of helical tubules is thought
to ensure orderly association of the D’D3 domains of neighbouring dimers, thereby enabling
correct multimerization, yielding linear multimers.
It has been demonstrated by EM that individual D’D3 domains form dimers under acidic, but
not under neutral pH conditions [47], and that D’D3 dimers together with the VWF propeptide
domains D1 and D2 are sucient for the self-assembly of helical tubules very similar to the
tightly packed tubules of full-length VWF observed in WPB. is tubule formation only oc-
curred under acidic pH conditions and in the presence of Ca2+. e pH dependence of tubule
formation is in all probability mediated by histidine residues. Phylogenetic analyses allowed to
identify 13 highly conserved histidine residues in domains D1, D2 and D’D3 [63]. In particular,
the two histidine residues His395 and His460 in the D2 domain were found to be essential for
correct multimerization.
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Importantly, a prerequisite for the formation of tightly packed tubules of full-length VWF
appears to be the above-mentioned pH-regulated compactness of dimers with their C-terminal
portions forming a rigid stem. Tight packing of VWF in WPB is further thought to be supported
by the fact that the pH of mature WPB is close the isoelectric point of VWF [62, 64], which
minimizes electrostatic repulsion.
Helical assembly further goes along with cleavage of the propeptide domains D1 and D2 by
the enzyme furin, which however remain associated to the mature part of VWF until secretion
[3, 12, 47].
In WPB, VWF multimers are stored in the highly compact, tubular form until secretion into
the bloodstream [43] (Fig. 1.2D). For the sake of completeness it should be mentioned that in
addition to a stimulated pathway of secretion, VWF is also secreted constitutively [65]. Aer
secretion, multimers encounter the approximately neutral pH 7.4 of the vasculature. Ecient
secretion by exocytosis of WPB likely is promoted by an increasing exibility of dimers at this
pH as compared to acidic conditions, and by electrostatic repulsion resulting from the rise in
pH. Based on EM images obtained at the physiological pH of 7.4, which did exhibit only exible
or loosely associated dimers [47], it was claimed that the constituent dimers of VWF multimers
adopt a nearly fully exible conformation in the blood [3, 4, 47]. However, these experiments
as well as earlier EM studies [66] were performed in the absence of divalent ions or even in
the presence of EDTA. In contrast, in recent work that I was involved in, a prominent and
mechanically stable intermonomer interaction mediated by VWF’s D4 domain was identied
that crucially depends on divalent ions and that under near-physiological conditions is present
in roughly one-half of all dimers [20]. is interaction and its implications, as well as further
C-domain interactions present at physiologic pH, will be described in more detail in section 1.4.
1.3 VWFas a force-sensing polymer inhydrodynamicow
e prerequisite for VWF’s sensitivity to hydrodynamic forces in the bloodstream is the ex-
traordinary length of its linear multimers. Importantly, the peak force acting on an extended
linear polymer in a ow gradient scales strongly –roughly quadratically– with multimer length
[4, 6, 7]. is can be intuitively rationalized considering that, rst, larger multimers experience
a larger ow gradient than smaller ones as they cross more shear lamina, and that, second,
larger multimers possess more subunits and the forces acting on all subunits of the multimer
add up. More formally, one may for instance model the extended polymer as a bead–rod chain
and apply Stoke’s law to obtain the peak forces on the polymer, which act on the center of the
polymer [6].
e situation before elongation of the linear polymer is however more complex and strongly
depends on the ow prole. erefore, to gain an understanding of the forces acting on VWF
multimers in the bloodstream, an understanding of the ow proles found in the circulation
obviously is of great importance. However, blood –containing a variety of cells, proteins, ions
etc.– is a complex non-Newtonian uid and ow conditions vary signicantly between dierent
parts of the circulatory system [23]. Eects of crowding and margination eects, resulting
from cell depletion close to the vessel walls due to hydrodynamic li forces [67–69], further
complicate the maer. us, a comprehensive treatment of the interplay of VWF with the hy-
drodynamic ow proles encountered in the vasculature is beyond the scope of this thesis. Still,
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Figure 1.3: VWF as a linear polymer in shear and elongational ow. (A) Linear polymers subjected to
steady shear ow. Simple shear ow can be conceptualized as superposition of a rotational and an elongational
ow component with equal magnitudes (le). Consequently, a linear polymer will in shear ow undergo a
tumbling motion with alternating periods of higher and lower extension (right). (B) Elevated elongational ow
at sites of vessel rupture and vasoconstriction. e simple shear ow prole assumed for an idealized vessel is
distorted e.g. at sites of vasoconstriction (le) or vessel rupture (right), resulting in an elevated elongational ow
component. Elongational ow facilitates alignment and more ecient elongation of linear polymers. Orange
shapes schematically indicate the expected elongation of VWF subjected to the respective ow proles. Figure
adapted with permission from [3].
a few very simple considerations already can provide important insights for comprehension of
VWF’s force sensing ability.
In healthy arteries, blood can usually be described as a Newtonian uid, and laminar shear
ow with a parabolic velocity prole can be assumed [23]. Under the assumption of non-
slip boundary conditions at the vessel wall, such a ow prole is characterized by the ow
velocity u(r ) and the shear rate Ûγ , which simply is the velocity gradient in direction of r , i.e.
perpendicular to the ow direction [24]:
Ûγ = ∂u(r )
∂r
. (1.1)
e wall shear stress resulting from the blood ow across the vessel wall is given by
τ = η · ∂u(r )
∂r
= η · Ûγ , (1.2)
where η is the dynamic viscosity of blood, which is approximately four times as high as the
dynamic viscosity of water [23].
Importantly, simple shear ow can be conceptualized as superposition of an elongational and a
rotational ow component with equal magnitudes [24] (Fig. 1.3A). As a consequence of the
rotational ow component, a linear polymer subjected to steady shear ow will undergo a
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tumbling motion and exhibit periodic uctuations in its extension (Fig. 1.3A), as observed both
in simulation and experiment [24, 70]. is implicates that VWF under conditions of normal
blood ow can be expected to hardly stay in an elongated conformation for an extended period
of time due to the rapid relaxation associated with tumbling.
In contrast, much more ecient elongation of a linear polymer is facilitated when the
elongational ow component is elevated. e extreme case of steady elongational ow, for
which the rotational ow component is absent, is dened by a linear velocity gradient along
the direction x of ow and therefore can be described by the strain rate Ûϵ [22]:
Ûϵ = ∂u(x)
∂x
. (1.3)
In such a purely elongational ow prole, signicant stretching of a linear polymer in the ow
direction sets in at markedly lower rates as compared to simple shear ow, as the polymer will
align with the direction of elongational strain and maintain this alignment over time [22, 24, 70].
Consequently, elongational ow should be especially eective for elongation and activation
of VWF, as multimers are subjected to higher forces and experience these forces for a longer
period of time [4, 21].
Importantly, ow proles with an elevated elongational component are indeed found in the
circulation at sites of vascular injury –i.e. where VWF needs to be activated–, resulting from
constriction of vessels in the wake of injury or from outow at vessel rupture sites [3, 4] (Fig.
1.3B). Moreover, conditions of elevated elongational ow also occur in pathologically stenosed
vessels, where VWF can provoke thrombotic occlusions [4, 10].
To allow for connecting the elongation of VWF to underlying force-induced molecular
transitions, estimates of the forces that VWF multimers experience in the bloodstream are of
interest. Based on a simple model describing VWF as a rigid chain of beads connected by rods
[71], Zhang et al. estimated the maximum force reached for a fully extended 200-mer subjected
to a relatively high shear stress of 100 dyn/cm−2 to be on the order of 100 pN [7]. However, in
this picture VWF was modeled as rigid and fully extended, so that tumbling due to rotational
ow components –as present in shear ow–, which is accompanied by alternating extension
and relaxation, was not taken into account. As the tumbling timescale depends both on the
multimer length and the shear rate, and as VWF may only reach its highest extension for a
short period of time during a tumbling cycle, it is not trivial to determine at which point during
tumbling VWF will experience the highest force [7, 24].
In order to obtain a more realistic estimate of the maximum force acting on a exible VWF
multimer in shear ow, Zhang et al. aimed at considering the point of maximum elongation
during a tumbling cycle. ey assumed this maximum elongation to be reached under an angle
of θ = 3◦ relative to the direction of ow, as had been suggested by coarse-grained simulations
modeling polymers as chains of beads connected by springs and interacting according to a
Lennard-Jones potential [72]. Multiplying the maximum force of 100 pN obtained for the rigid
case by sin(2θ ) thus yielded an estimate of ≈ 10 pN for the maximum force reached in the
center of a 200-mer subjected to a shear stress of 100 dyn/cm−2 [7], in quantitative agreement
with another computational study [21].
ese estimates are further in line with the range of forces at which physiologically relevant
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molecular transitions in VWF, such as unfolding of A2 domains and dissociation of inter-
monomer interactions, have been observed experimentally, as will be described in the following
section.
1.4 Force-induced activation anddown-regulation ofVWF
Platelet adhesion to subendothelial matrix proteins and platelet aggregation are crucial initial
steps for the formation of hemostatic plugs at sites of vascular injury. ese processes are
highly complex and dynamic and involve a variety of specic adhesion receptors and ligands,
as reviewed for example in [8, 9]. As mentioned above, a key player in platelet adhesion and
aggregation is the large, multi-domain and multimeric plasma protein VWF. Via its domains
A1 and A3, VWF can bind to constituents of the extracellular matrix of the subendothelium,
for instance to dierent types of collagen (reviewed in [73]). VWF can further directly interact
with platelets, as it exhibits binding sites for the N-terminal domain of GPIbα [74], which is
part of the platelet membrane receptor complex GPIb-IX-V, and for the platelet integrin αIIbβ3,
located in its A1 [75] and C4 domain [76], respectively.
VWF circulates in the plasma in the form of multimers that comprise a varying number of
linearly connected monomeric subunits (cf. section 1.2 and Fig. 1.1) [43]. VWF multimers can
reach an immense length, in the order of several micrometers, but adopt a loosely collapsed,
globular conformation under normal blood ow conditions [5]. In this form, VWF can bind
coagulation factor VIII [77], while exhibiting only a very low anity to platelets [8, 9].
e prerequisite for an increase in the anity, and thus, binding of the VWF A1 domain to
platelet GPIbα , is that VWF experiences increased hydrodynamic forces [78] due to alterations
from the normal blood ow prole, in particular as a result of increased elongational ow [4, 7,
21]. Such conditions can for instance be found at sites of vascular injury where vasoconstric-
tion reduces the vessel diameter, thereby increasing hydrodynamic forces enough for VWF
multimers to be elongated, resulting in ecient binding of VWF to subendothelial collagen
[5]. When immobilized, a VWF multimer experiences further increased tensile force along its
contour, which promotes activation of binding to platelet GPIbα [17]. e laer also holds
for VWF multimers still bound to the surface of endothelial cells aer stimulated secretion
[79–81]. Furthermore, pathologically high shear rates can occur in stenosed vessels or at
prosthesis. In this case, the A1-GPIbα interaction can even mediate adhesion and aggregation
of non-activated platelets without involvement of integrins [27].
Remarkably, also the down-regulation of VWF’s hemostatic activity is induced by force,
as it relies on enzymatic cleavage of VWF at a cryptic cleavage site buried within VWF’s A2
domain. is site is only accessible for cleavage by the enzyme ADAMTS13 upon force-induced
unfolding of A2 [7, 50, 57, 58], which in single-molecule force measurements on isolated A2
domains using optical tweezers (OT) has been demonstrated to occur at forces of approximately
10 pN [7]. As such forces can be expected to be readily reached only for larger multimers [7],
this force-dependent cleavage mechanism provides a means to preferably cleave the largest
and hemostatically most active multimers. Refolding of A2 against force was observed to be
relatively slow, so that it can stay in the unfolded state long enough to allow for cleavage
by ADAMTS13 [7], if the multimer experiences force for an extended period of time. In the
absence of force, in contrast, fast and reliable refolding of A2 was observed, which very likely
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is important to prevent excessive cleavage. e importance of this mechano-enzymatic down-
regulation of VWF’s hemostatic potential is underlined both by VWD-related mutations that
cause enhanced ADAMTS13 cleavage, for instance by destabilizing the A2 domain [82], and by
pathological disorders resulting from decient cleavage, such as thrombotic thrombocytopenic
purpura [83].
e regulation of VWF’s hemostatic activity by hydrodynamic forces is not only highly
intriguing from a biophysical perspective, but also of eminent physiological importance. While
VWF-mediated platelet aggregation is necessary at sites of vascular injury, it would rapidly in-
duce thrombotic occlusions if activated under normal blood ow conditions. However, whereas
the molecular mechanism of VWF’s down-regulation appears to be quite well understood, the
current picture of the force-induced conformational changes that lead to activation of VWF is
less complete.
Especially in the last decade, tremendous eorts have been made to apprehend the molecular
basis of the complex mechano-regulation of the VWF A1–GPIbα interaction. In the following,
I will give a brief overview on dierent regulatory mechanisms that likely are involved in
VWF’s force-induced activation. For a more extensive discussion, the reader is referred to
a recent review I authored [84]. e mechanisms regulating the A1–GPIbα interaction can
roughly be grouped into two main pictures. First, the A1 domain likely is initially “shielded”
and only accessible for GPIbα binding upon force-induced elongation of VWF and opening of
intramolecular interactions under elevated ow conditions. Second, the A1-GPIbα bond per se
may possess an intrinsic force dependence and exhibit an enhanced anity upon loading with
force, resulting from force-induced conformational changes within A1 and/or GPIbα .
e globule–stretch transition of VWF
It has been shown that VWF multimers adopt a loosely collapsed, globular conformation in
solution [5], but the precise nature of the interactions that promote this conformation is not yet
well understood. However, it can be assumed that recently discovered specic intermonomer
interactions contribute by promoting a compact conformation of the individual dimers within
a multimer [20]. Very likely, also additional interactions between the dierent dimers of a
multimer are involved. Such inter-dimer interactions might be of a more unspecic nature, for
example based on electrostatic or van der Waals interactions or on hydrophobic eects.
When subjected to hydrodynamic forces above a certain threshold, globular multimers
undergo an abrupt transition into an elongated, “stretched” form [5, 72], and this elongation of
VWF was shown to correlate with ecient binding to subendothelial collagen [5], and to be a
prerequisite for binding to platelet GPIbα [17]. In the vasculature, this conformational change
likely occurs primarily at sites of vascular injury or in stenosed vessels, where alterations from
the normal blood ow prole can be expected to result in increased elongational forces acting
on VWF multimers [4, 7, 21]. A key aspect to comprehend the abruptness of VWF’s elongation
is the positive feedback between the eective length of a multimer and the hydrodynamic force
it experiences in ow [4, 7, 20]. In other words, initial partial stretching of a multimer leads to
higher forces acting on the multimer, which in turn promote further elongation. Here, elonga-
tional ow is particularly eective, as the relaxation of a multimer is suppressed compared to
simple shear ow [7, 21, 22]. Also due to the relation between multimer length and force, larger
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multimers –comprising more dimeric subunits– will experience higher forces in the blood ow
than smaller ones. Indeed, the laer have been reported to be the hemostatically less active
multimers, since in VWD patients the reduction of high-molecular-weight multimers leads to
bleeding symptoms (reviewed in [11, 13]). Although trivial, it is important to note that force
acting along the contour of a multimer also impacts each domain within the multimer, unless
the domains are shielded by intramolecular interactions within VWF [20].
Recent work that I was involved in suggests that force-induced elongation of VWF is not
simply an uncoiling of a more or less randomly coiled polymer, but also involves dissociation of
a hierarchy of specic interactions within dimeric subunits with dierent mechanical stabilities.
In brief, atomic force microscopy (AFM)-based single-molecule force measurements (cf. section
2.2.1) were conducted to pull VWF dimers specically and in their native force-sensing direction
[20]. Specic force–extension traces were identied by using the appearance of two A2
domain unfolding peaks as a positive ngerprint. Under near-physiologic buer conditions,
i.e. at pH 7.4 and in the presence of divalent ions, two types of characteristic force–extension
traces were obtained at roughly the same ratios: Traces of type II only showed the two A2
unfolding signals, whereas traces of type I additionally exhibited a peak at comparably high
forces above ≈ 50 pN (cf. Fig. 3.1). is peak was shown to result from the dissociation
of a strong intermonomer interaction that is mediated by VWF’s D4 domain and crucially
relies on divalent ions. As this strong intermonomer interaction, which is present in roughly
half of the dimers, initially shields ≈ 80 nm of the length of a dimer (see Fig. 1.4), it will
signicantly decrease the eective length of VWF multimers (up to ≈ 30 %). Consequently,
as the forces acting on a multimer in hydrodynamic ow strongly correlate with multimer
length, the strong intermonomer interaction can be expected to considerably aect VWF’s
force-sensing ability. Complementarily to the force measurements, AFM imaging was employed
to investigate the conformation of VWF dimers. In addition to corroborating the existence
of the D4-mediated intermonomer interaction, the AFM imaging data further suggested the
existence of interactions between C domains that promote a more compact conformation of
the C-terminal stem region in VWF dimers, even at physiologic pH. However, the mechanical
resistance of these C-domain interactions was too low to directly observe their dissociation
in the AFM-based force measurements, and from AFM imaging data the force required for
their dissociation was estimated to be in the range of only 1 pN. Since AFM imaging of VWF
multimers did not show prominent interactions between their individual dimeric subunits, it
may be assumed that the force response of multimers can be mainly tracked back to the force
response of dimers.
Taken together, these ndings suggest elongation of VWF to occur in a cascade-like fashion
(see Fig. 1.4): weak interactions in the C-terminal stem region of dimers that are not rmly
closed by the strong intermonomer interaction are likely the rst to open up at low forces.
As a consequence of the length increase by unzipping of these stems, the VWF multimer will
experience a higher force. If the force becomes high enough and acts for a suciently long
period of time, unfolding of A2 domains can occur, which will markedly increase the eective
multimer length and thus also the force on the multimer. Opening of dimers exhibiting the
strong D4-mediated intermonomer interaction may then be the nal step of VWF’s elongation.
However, it should be noted that the mechanical stability of the strong D4-mediated interaction
was probed in measurements with very likely unphysiologically high force-loading rates, and it
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appears plausible that in vivo dissociation of this interaction may occur already at lower forces.
Indeed, as will be described in section 5.2, in magnetic tweezers (MT)-based measurements at
constant force I observed dissociation of the strong D4-mediated intermonomer interaction in
the same force range as A2 unfolding.
Elongation of VWF presumably leads to increased exposure and accessibility of A1 domains
containing the binding site for GPIbα , thus in principle facilitating multivalent binding events.
However, such a simple correlation between elongation of VWF and binding to GPIbα , as
shown for collagen binding [5], has not been observed experimentally. In fact, a recent study
showed in microuidic experiments that force-induced elongation of VWF preceded activation
of A1 for GPIbα binding, and that binding of GPIbα required higher tension acting on the
multimer than necessary for elongation [17]. In line with this, a markedly higher shear rate
threshold has been observed for VWF-mediated aggregation of non-activated platelets than
for activation of VWF for collagen binding [27]. ese observations suggest that at least one
force-dependent regulatory mechanism is present within VWF that tunes the anity of the A1
domain for the platelet receptor GPIb-IX-V. is hypothesis is supported by the fact that the
A1–GPIbα interaction can be induced even in the absence of force by certain modulators that
interact with the A1 domain, for example, the bacterial glycoprotein ristocetin [85–87] or the
snake venom protein botrocetin [88, 89].
Mechanisms that have been found to directly regulate the A1–GPIbα binding will briey be
treated in the following; rst, interdomain interactions between the A1 domain (aa 1260-1479)
and its neighboring peptide sequences that inhibit its binding activity, and second, an intrinsic
regulation of the A1–GPIbα binding based on a force-induced conformational change of A1.
Shielding of A1 by neighboring peptide sequences
First indication that A1 domain-neighboring amino acid sequences are involved in the regulation
of the A1–GPIbα interaction has been provided already 30 years ago by experiments that showed
that isolated peptides comprising the sequence N-terminal of the A1 domain (aa1232–1261)
inhibited binding of puried VWF to platelets [90], and that stepwise deletion of the amino acid
segment aa1204–1270 increased binding of the remaining A1 peptide to GPIbα [91]. A series of
studies, as reviewed in [84], conrmed the regulatory eect of the peptide sequence N-terminal
of A1, and further established a role also of the sequence C-terminal of A1. Intriguingly, these
ndings are in line with the location of certain VWD-related VWF mutants. Certain mutations
primarily localized in the A1 anking regions result in VWD type 2B, which is characterized
by an increased anity of VWF for GPIbα even without prior activation (see e.g. [11, 13]). In
contrast, type 2M mutations that cause a decreased anity for platelet GPIbα are localized
primarily in the A1 domain.
It should be noted that the majority of above-mentioned studies relied on assays performed
under static conditions and oen required the use of modulators such as ristocetin to induce
binding of A1 domain variants to GPIbα . us, the implications of the described observations
for the physiologically relevant case of binding of A1 to GPIbα under ow and in the absence of
modulators are not entirely clear. However, a handful of studies that also performed experiments
under shear ow yielded similar results. In particular, A domain constructs lacking the A1
N-terminal anking peptide exhibited enhanced binding to isolated GPIbα as well as to platelets
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under ow [92–94].
In addition to the linker regions directly adjacent to A1, also the D’D3 assembly likely
inhibits the A1–GPIbα interaction by binding to A1, as indicated by the nding that both
addition of antibodies specically blocking an epitope in D’D3 [95] and deletion of D’D3 [94,
95] resulted in enhanced binding of A1 to GPIbα . Moreover, addition of isolated D’D3 domains
led to re-inhibition of GPIbα binding to the VWF construct with a deletion of D’D3 [95].
Finally, also the A2 domain might be able to inhibit binding of GPIbα to A1. A possible
inhibitory interaction between A1 and A2 was suggested by the observations that deletion of
A1 drastically increased the cleavage of VWF by ADAMTS13 [96] and that a VWF construct
with an A2 domain deletion exhibited a slightly increased ristocetin-induced binding to GPIbα
[97], and direct interaction of isolated A1 and A2 domains in pull-down experiments was
reported [98]. Recently, microudidic experiments indicated that deletion of the A2 domain
yielded a gain-of-function VWF variant with enhanced binding to GPIbα under ow [99], and
MD simulations suggested that A1 and A2 may be able to directly interact in the context of
the full-length protein [99]. However, to my knowledge, so far an interaction of A1 and A2 in
the full-length protein, i.e. in the presence of all other domains of VWF, has not been shown
experimentally. A further wrinkle is added by a recent study that reported that binding of
A2 to A1 depends on the redox state of a disulde bond between two neighboring cysteines
in A2 [100]. Force-spectroscopic approaches that aimed to investigate the potential eect of
the A1–A2 interaction using AFM [99] or a biomembrane force probe [100] unfortunately
did not provide sucient controls that single-molecular interactions were probed, and it has
to be assumed that also multiple and unspecic interactions have been taken into account.
Summarizing, these data suggest that an intramolecular interaction between the domains A1
and A2 exists, but if this interaction in context of the full-length protein has an inhibitory
eect on A1-GPIbα binding or rather plays a role in regulation of A2 cleavage by ADAMTS13
requires further experimental investigation.
Taken together, it appears well-substantiated that intramolecular interactions of A1 with
its N- and C-terminal anking peptides, with D’D3, and possibly with A2 shield the GPIbα
binding site, at least as long as VWF adopts a globular conformation. Increased hydrodynamic
forces may induce translocation of the interacting peptide sequences or domains from A1, thus
liing their inhibitory eects. However, it has so far not been determined which forces are
required for dissociation of these interactions. Since their dissociation has not been observed in
the AFM-based force measurements described above, it appears well possible that dissociation
occurs already at very low forces, and that these interactions may primarily serve to prevent
binding of VWF to platelets under normal blood ow conditions. is assumption is further
supported by MT-based measurements on dimers over a wide force range, as will be described
in chapter 5, that also did not show dissociation of intramonomer interactions involving the
A1 domain.
Intrinsic force-regulation of the A1–GPIb-IX-V interaction
e above-described mechanisms for regulating VWF’s hemostatic activity are based on initial
shielding of the A1 domain by intramolecular interactions and an increased exposure of A1
domains under elevated ow conditions. However, already two decades ago it has been proposed
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that A1 also possesses an intrinsic regulatory mechanism, as studies on a series of fragments
of the A1 domain had suggested the existence of two dierent conformations of A1 exhibiting
markedly distinct kinetics of binding to GPIbα [101, 102]. Force acting on A1 may induce the
transition from its low-anity state to a distinct high-anity conformation. It is important to
note here again that A1 is protected from full unfolding by a disulde bond connecting residues
close to its two termini. In recent years, strong experimental evidence for a force-induced
conformational transition of A1 to a high-anity state has been put forward, as reviewed in
[84].
e most detailed insights into how the application of force modulates the interaction
between A1 and GPIbα at the single-molecule level have been gained recently by two force
spectroscopic studies by Kim et al. employing optical tweezers [18, 19]. A protein construct
comprising both A1 and the N-terminal domain of GPIbα , connected by a exible polypeptide
linker, was used to investigate the force dependence of the binding and unbinding kinetics
of the A1–GPIbα bond. Force-induced switching of the bond to a distinct second state was
observed at forces above ≈ 10 pN [18, 19], in the physiologically relevant force range [7]. is
second bond state exhibited a greater force resistance, a markedly longer lifetime due to a
lower o-rate [18], and a higher on-rate [19]. us, the observed mechanism of force-induced
switching to a second high-anity bond state provides an explanation for the enhanced binding
of A1 to GPIbα under elevated ow conditions. is catch bond-like behavior of A1 can be
assumed to markedly stabilize binding under high force, while at the same time allowing
for reversibility of binding when force decreases again, as supported by simulations [103].
Importantly, the existence of two distinct bond states –which were observed not only for
unbinding, but also for rebinding– again suggests the existence of two dierent conformational
states of A1 already before binding to GPIbα . is idea is in line with the observation that the
modulator ristocetin, which is thought to activate A1 in a manner closely resembling force-
dependent activation [86], selectively stabilizes the second bond state [18]. In contrast, for
the modulator botrocetin, which induces activation by a dierent mechanism not resembling
force-induced activation [85, 86, 88], only a single bond state was observed [18]. Presumably,
binding of ristocetin to the A1 domain induces or stabilizes a conguration of A1 corresponding
to its force-induced active conformation. Although due to the articial connection between
the two proteins in this experimental setup also GPIbα might in principle undergo relevant
force-induced conformational changes, it seems reasonable to assume that the observed changes
of the anity of A1 and GPIbα for each other primarily traces back to conformational changes
of A1, since in the physiological case of platelet binding to VWF only A1, but not GPIbα , is
expected to experience signicant forces prior to binding [7, 19].
Interestingly, Kim et al. further investigated the eect of two gain-of-function mutations in A1
(p.Arg1306Gln) or in GPIbα (p.Met239Val) that lead to a higher anity of A1 and GPIbα for
each other and cause type 2B VWD and platelet-type VWD, respectively [19]. Force-induced
switching between two dierent bond association/dissociation pathways was still observed
for both of these mutants, at forces similar to the wildtype. In the rst bond state at low force,
binding kinetics exhibited only modest changes compared with the wt – counterintuitive to
the fact that VWF mutants associated with type 2B VWD exhibit enhanced binding to platelets
also under static conditions [11]. e second bond state at higher forces, however, showed
markedly faster bond association and slower bond dissociation than observed for the wildtype,
indicating that type 2B VWD mutations enhance the impact of force on the modulation of the
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A1-GPIbα interaction.
e picture of a force-induced transition of A1 to a conformation distinct from its native
structure –occurring aer autoinhibitory interactions of A1 with other domains are lied– is
fully in line with the very recent observation from microuidic experiments that elongation of
VWF precedes binding of GPIbα [17], implicating that ecient binding requires even higher
forces than elongation of VWF. Indeed, the forces required for switching to the second bond state
in the OT experiments were above the forces for A2 unfolding –which very likely represents a
critical step of VWF’s elongation– observed in other OT studies.
A series of studies have investigated the possible nature of the force-induced conformational
change of A1. e conformational transition of A1 to its high-anity state likely includes local
conformational changes in the main binding interface region –for example local unfolding
of A1’s α2 helix– but possibly also further large-scale structural rearrangements that release
strain and allow for enlarging the contact area with GPIbα . However, an extensive discussion
of the proposed structural changes is beyond the scope of this brief background chapter, and
the reader is again referred to a recent review I authored [84].
1.5 Interim conclusion: regulation of VWF’s force sens-
ing and force response by interactions in dimers
e insights into the force-induced activation of VWF from the previous section are sum-
marized in Fig. 1.4: Under normal blood ow conditions, VWF multimers adopt a compact
globular conformation that presumably markedly reduces the accessibility of binding sites
for subendothelial collagen and platelet receptor GPIbα located in the A3 and A1 domain,
respectively. In addition, A1 is shielded by specic, inhibitory intramolecular interactions (Fig.
1.4A). Under elevated ow conditions, as found at sites of vascular injury, multimers experience
higher hydrodynamic forces, which above a certain threshold lead to a rather abrupt elongation
that correlates with enhanced binding to subendothelial collagen (Fig. 1.4B). Elongation likely
also goes along with dissociation of the autoinhibitory interactions of the A1 domain. Ecient
binding of A1 to GPIbα is however thought to further require a small-scale conformational
change of A1 occurring at forces higher than the ones required for elongation (Fig. 1.4B).
Importantly, regulation of VWF’s initial sensitivity to hydrodynamic forces as well as its
elongation behavior can be assumed to be critically inuenced by intermonomer interactions
–mediated by VWF’s C domains and D4 domain– that initially promote a compact conformation
of dimeric subunits and release signicant length upon dissociation (Fig. 1.4C). In addition,
also unfolding of A2 domains provides a marked increase of the eective multimer length and
represents a central step in VWF’s elongation.
ere are however a number of open questions regarding these regulatory interactions and
transitions within dimers:
First, as explained in section 1.2, it is known that low pH aects the conformation of dimers,
but it is not clear to what extent pH changes may inuence the force response of VWF. It is
important to note that the overall pH in the vasculature is precisely regulated, so that small
deviations of 0.1 from the physiological value of 7.4 already represent pathophysiological
conditions. Still, it appears well possible that the pH can locally vary, e.g. at sites of injury
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Figure 1.4: Force-induced transitions during elongation and activation of VWF. (A) Inactive conformation
of VWF under normal blood ow conditions. In healthy vessels, VWF multimers adopt a compact globular
conformation that presumably markedly reduces the accessibility of binding sites for subendothelial collagen and
platelet receptor GPIbα located in the A3 and A1 domain, respectively. In addition, A1 is shielded by specic,
inhibitory intramolecular interactions. (B) Force-induced activation of VWF. Under elevated ow conditions,
as found at sites of vascular injury, VWF multimers experience higher hydrodynamic forces, which above a
certain threshold lead to a rather abrupt elongation that correlates with enhanced binding to subendothelial
collagen. Elongation likely primarily relies on dissociation of intermonomer interactions that promoted a compact
conformation of dimeric subunits (see panel C), as well as on A2 unfolding, and can be assumed to go along
with dissociation of autoinhibitory interactions of the A1 domain. Ecient binding of A1 to GPIbα is further
thought to require a small-scale conformational change of A1 occurring under high force. (C) Transitions in
VWF dimers that likely contribute signicantly to elongation of VWF multimers under force. Schematically
depicted are intermonomer interactions within VWF dimers, as identied by AFM-based force measurements and
AFM imaging at near-physiologic conditions (pH 7.4 and in the presence of divalent ions), and the observed or
estimated forces needed for dissociation of the respective interactions. In addition, A2 unfolding is depicted. e
stated forces correspond to the ones observed in AFM-based force measurements conducted with high loading
rates. e respective forces in vivo can be expected to be lower. Importantly, the weak interactions involved in
formation of C-terminal stems could not directly be probed by AFM force measurements. Panels A and B adapted
with permission from [84].
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or inammation [26, 104–107], and it has been proposed that pH variations could play an
important role for activation of VWF by aecting critical ow rates that need to be reached for
multimer elongation [25].
Second, C-domain interactions in the stem region of VWF dimers were inferred from AFM
images, but could not directly be probed in AFM-based force measurements due to their low
mechanical resistance. To fully characterize these interactions and dissect the contributions
of individual C domains, force measurements at markedly lower forces in the physiologically
relevant force range of down to < 1 pN would be of great interest. However, reliably probing
single proteins at such low forces will require novel force spectroscopy approaches.
ird, previous AFM-based force spectroscopy measurements were conducted at high, very
likely unphysiological, force-loading rates, implicating that the observed forces required for,
e.g., dissociation of the strong D4-mediated intermonomer interaction may be markedly higher
than the forces required in vivo in the vasculature. Indeed, in OT experiments with much
lower loading rates, A2 unfolding was observed at signicantly lower forces as compared to
AFM-based force measurements. Measurements at constant force would likely more closely
resemble the way force acts on a multimer in the bloodstream, and could thus provide more
realistic values of critical forces in vivo and help to gain a beer understanding of the order of
events involved in elongation and activation of VWF. Moreover, force-clamp measurements
allow to measure rates of dierent processes more straightforwardly and precisely than in force
experiments with variable force, and could thus provide a tool to detect even small alterations
in the mechanical stability of an interaction, e.g. due to changes of the environment.
Motivated by above considerations, in the framework of my PhD thesis I aimed at gaining
a thorough understanding of the interactions and transitions that govern the force-sensing
ability of VWF and its extraordinary elongation behavior under force. In the following chapters,
I will present a detailed investigation of both the static conformation of VWF dimers as well as
of their force response under varied pH and ionic conditions, at the single-molecule level. In
particular, I will present a novel approach for MT-based force spectroscopy that allowed for
highly parallel force-clamp measurements on VWF dimers under a wide force range, which
enabled direct observation of weak interactions in dimeric stems, a thorough characterization
of the kinetics of A2 unfolding and folding, and identication of a previously unknown intra-
domain interaction within VWF’s D’D3 assembly. Furthermore, motivated by the importance
of multimer size for force sensing, I will present the use of AFM imaging for analysis of VWF
multimer size distributions and for characterization of VWF variants with dimerization and
multimerization defects.
Chapter2
Experimental methods and materials
In this chapter, the experimental techniques that I employed within the framework of this thesis
–primarily atomic force microscopy imaging and magnetic tweezers-based single-molecule
force spectroscopy– will briey be introduced, and experimental protocols, materials, and data
analysis procedures will be described in detail.
2.1 Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) imaging
Basics of AFM imaging
Since its introduction in the 1980s [109], the atomic force microscope has become one of the
most versatile tools for visualization of surface topographies, providing high resolution at
the nano- and even atomic scale [108, 110]. For biological applications, e.g. for imaging of
single biological macromolecules, as conducted also in the framework of this thesis, a major
advantage of AFM is the possibility to perform imaging in liquid and thus close to the native
environment of biological molecules [111, 112], in contrast to other imaging techniques with
similar resolution such as transmission electron microscopy. However, as the molecules of
interest have to be adsorbed onto a substrate for imaging, surface eects may play a role. A
commonly used substrate is muscovite mica, a sheet silicate that can readily be cleaved to
obtain atomically at surfaces [113]. Moreover, AFM imaging provides information on the
sample height in addition to the lateral dimensions. is facilitates, for instance, to identify and
distinguish dierent domains within a protein, as exploited also for work on VWF presented in
this thesis (see e.g. Figs. 2.2 and 6.3), or to detect ligands bound to the molecule of interest, as I
could demonstrate for example for binding of protein disulde isomerase to VWF [45].
AFM utilizes a sharp tip (tips with an apex radius of a few nanometers are commercially
available) on a exible cantilever beam, which serves a a so spring to measure force interactions
between the sample surface and the tip. ese forces can be detected by monitoring the
deection of the cantilever beam. Under the assumption that the cantilever can be described
as a simple Hookean spring, a force F acting on it will lead to a deection s determined by its
spring constant k : F = k ·s . Typically, the cantilever deection is detected by using a laser beam
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Figure 2.1: Schematic of AFM imaging in tapping mode. During a line-wise scan of the sample surface,
the AFM cantilever is excited at a constant frequency near its resonance, and its tip intermiently taps the
sample surface during the oscillation cycle. e cantilever resonance frequency shis with changing tip–surface
interaction, resulting in a change of the oscillation amplitude and phase. e amplitude is monitored and kept
constant by a feedback loop regulating the z-position of the sample, allowing for reconstruction of the sample
surface topography. Graphical representation inspired by Fig. 22.10 in [108].
that is reected by the cantilever onto a segmented photodiode. A deection of the cantilever
then results in a change in the dierential voltage signal recorded by the photodiode. With
spring constants of commercially available cantilevers ranging from roughly 10 pN/nm to tens
of nN/nm, a sensitivity of 0.1 nm in the deection measurement allows for the detection of
forces from the pN to nN regime.
In order to obtain a three-dimensional topography image of the sample surface, the sample
is scanned by a piezo-electric scanner against the tip in the sample plane (x,y-plane) in a
line-by-line paern, while monitoring the cantilever deection. Usually, a feedback loop is
implemented to regulate the distance between tip and sample surface by also moving the
sample in the z-direction.
AFM imaging can be conducted in a static, so-called contact mode [109], or in a dynamic
mode [114] that involves external excitation of the cantilever. In contact mode, the tip is brought
into contact with the surface, and the resulting repulsive force is detected as a deection of
the cantilever. During scanning, dierences in the height prole of the sample surface will
change the force acting on the tip and thus the cantilever deection. Usually, a feedback loop
is implemented to keep the cantilever deection and thereby the force between tip and surface
constant, by adjusting the z-position of the sample. While this mode of operation in principle
allows for fast scanning and very high resolution, it is suitable only to a limited extent for
delicate and so samples –such as most biomolecules–, as the tip exerts high lateral forces
on the sample during scanning [115]. For this reason, the dynamic modes of operation are of
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special importance for biological samples. Here, the cantilever is actively excited to oscillations
close to its resonance frequency, e.g. by a piezo-electric element, and the eects of a shi of the
resonance frequency due to tip–surface interactions are monitored instead of the cantilever
deection.
e most frequently employed dynamic mode is the so-called tapping mode (also termed
intermient contact or force modulation mode), as it drastically decreases the lateral forces
exerted on the sample [116]. In tapping mode, as schematically depicted in Fig. 2.1, the
cantilever is excited at a constant frequency near its resonance and approached to the surface
so that the tip only intermiently makes contact with the sample surface during each oscillation
cycle. Amplitude and phase, the other two degrees of freedom of the oscillation, are monitored.
Typical cantilever resonance frequencies range from a few kHz to hundreds of kHz, and typical
amplitudes lie in the range of a few nm to tens of nm. e oscillation amplitude (which is
detected as an alternating current signal recorded by the segmented photodiode using the
laser beam method described above) is kept constant by a feedback loop regulating the z-
position of the sample, ensuring a constant average force normal to the surface and allowing
for reconstruction of the sample surface topography.
Single-molecule imaging of VWF
Samples for AFM imaging experiments on VWF constructs were prepared by adsorption of
overall negatively charged VWF to substrates functionalized with positively charged poly-L-
lysine (PLL). To this end, rst freshly cleaved mica sheets (grade I; SPI Supplies) were incubated
with 20µl of a 0.01 % (w/v) PLL solution (molecular weight 500–2000, in ultrapure water;
Sigma-Aldrich) for 30 s. Aerwards, they were thoroughly rinsed with 25 ml of ultrapure water
and gently dried in a stream of nitrogen. en, 20µl of buer solution containing ≈ 5µg/ml
of the respective VWF construct was deposited on the functionalized mica substrates and
incubated for 30 s. Finally, the substrates were rinsed with 20 ml of ultrapure water and dried
in a stream of nitrogen. It should be noted that immobilization of VWF onto the PLL-coated
mica substrate might not proceed identically for varying pH conditions, as VWF’s net charge
changes with pH. Low pH conditions near VWF’s pI may allow dimers to more eectively
equilibrate than at higher pH values [64], at which the higher negative net charge of VWF
molecules might lead to slightly faster trapping on the surface.
AFM images of 1µm × 1µm (for dimeric VWF constructs) or 2µm × 2µm (for multimeric
VWF constructs) and 1024 × 1024 pixels were recorded in tapping mode in air using an MFP-3D
atomic force microscope (Asylum Research). Cantilevers with silicon tips, possessing a nominal
spring constant of 26 N/m and a resonance frequency of ≈ 300 kHz (AC160TS; Olympus, Japan),
were used. Raw image data were processed and analyzed using SPIP soware (v6.4.4; Image
Metrology, Denmark). Image processing involved plane correction (third-order polynomial
plane-ing and aening according to the histogram alignment routine) and Gaussian lter-
ing.
Dimer conformations were analyzed by tracing dimers individually along their contour,
following local maxima in height, employing poly-line proling (Fig. 2.2). As a measure to
quantify the compactness of a dimer, I introduced the stem length, which is the distance along
the contour between the CK domain and the position at which the two constituent monomers
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Figure 2.2: Height proling of VWF dimers in AFM images. Characteristic lengths within VWF dimers
were determined from height proles of individual molecules. Height proles were obtained by tracing each dimer
in AFM images individually along its contour, following local maxima in height. Arrows indicate the position
of the dimerized CK domains, which were identied with the last C-terminal local maximum in height in the
VWF ”stem”. e boundary between the stem region and the higher N-terminal ”head” domains was dened
as the position where the rst large height increase N-terminal of the CK domains reached its half-maximum
value. Numbers in images indicate values of the normalized stem length, as explained in the text. A value above 1
corresponds to a fully closed stem. Scale bar is 30 nm, range of color scale is 2.4 nm. Figure adapted from [20].
separate from each other. In addition, the distance from the CK domain to the beginning of
higher N-terminal domains was determined for the two constituent monomers and the mean
of these distances was used to normalize the stem length.
e size distributions of multimeric VWF samples were analyzed by directly counting VWF
molecules and determining the number of dimeric and monomeric subunits for each molecule.
Poisson noise (1 SD) was assumed to estimate statistical uncertainties in counting. Reliable
identication of VWF molecules and their subunits was enabled by their large size and their
characteristic structure, exhibiting a higher ”head” portion comprising the larger N-terminal
domains, and a rather uniform ”tail” region of markedly lower height (see Fig. 6.3). e CK
domain of a monomer typically exhibits a slightly larger height than the rest of the “tail”. Paired
CK domains within a dimer show a markedly increased height compared to CK domains in
individual monomers. us, linear VWF multimers exhibit a characteristic alternating paern
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of larger and higher, and thinner and lower portions. Occasional VWF molecules that could
not be analyzed unambiguously, e.g. owing to colocalization with other VWF or contaminant
molecules, were discarded from analysis.
In order to quantify the severity of dimerization defects in dierent VWF variants, I dened
the dimerization abolishment (DA) as the overall fraction of monomers –both isolated and as
constituents of multimers– that are not C-terminally linked to another monomer. us, the
DA is obtained by dividing the number of monomeric building blocks incorporated into all
observed VWF molecules (including isolated monomers) by the sum of monomeric building
blocks and two times the number of dimeric building blocks.
VWF size distributions obtained by AFM imaging were compared with results obtained by the
established method of electrophoretic multimer analysis. Electrophoretic multimer analysis was
performed by Sonja Schneppenheim and Ulrich Budde, aliated with the MEDILYS Laborge-
sellscha mbH at the Asklepios Klinik Altona, Hamburg, as previously reported [117–119].
In brief, VWF multimers were separated by SDS-agarose electrophoresis, transferred onto a
nitrocellulose membrane, detected with anti-human VWF antibody-HRP linked (DAKO) and
visualized by luminescence. Frequencies of multimers of size i (i = 1 corresponds to a dimer)
were extracted quantitatively from each blot lane by analyzing the luminescence intensity
prole along a cross-section through the lane. Intensity proles exhibited clear peaks at the
positions of bands visible in the blot, and were ed with a multi-Gaussian function. Areas of
ed Gauss peaks were normalized by the respective multimer size i in order to obtain relative
frequencies. is quantitative analysis of luminescence intensity prole was performed by
Jochen P. Mu¨ller (LMU Munich).
Imaging of streptavidin constructs of dierent valencies
Streptavidin (SA) constructs possessing a single C-terminal cysteine (see section 2.3) were
reduced using 50 mM of dithiothreitol and mixed with biotinylated 250 basepairs (bp) double-
stranded DNA in phosphate-buered saline, with DNA being in large excess to ensure that
SA molecules with the maximum number of bound DNA strands can be observed. A ≈ 1:10
SA:DNA stoichiometry was chosen for the 4SA and 3SA variants, and a ≈ 1:4 stoichiometry for
1SA and 0SA, with a nal DNA concentration of approximately 4 nM.
Aer at least 15 min of incubation, the SA-DNA mix was immobilized onto a PLL-functionalized
mica substrate, analogous to the protocol described in the previous section. e positively
charged PLL allows for stable aachment of negatively charged DNA and of DNA-SA complexes.
Free SA without bound DNA strands, however, does not stably aach to the substrate. AFM
images of 1µm × 1µm or 2µm × 2µm and 1024 × 1024 pixels were recorded as described in the
previous section, and processed using SPIP soware (v6.5.1; Image Metrology, Denmark). Image
processing involved plane correction (third order polynomial plane-ing), line-wise aening
(according to the histogram alignment routine), and Gaussian smoothing (for zoom-ins only).
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2.2 Magnetic tweezers (MT)
2.2.1 Fundamentals of single-molecule force spectroscopy
Single-molecule force spectroscopy (SMFS) techniques have provided unprecedented insights
into a variety of fundamental biomolecular processes and interactions, such as protein folding,
the mechanical stability of receptor–ligand bonds, or the mechano-activation of enzymes [1,
2, 120]. More generally, SMFS enables to study the kinetics and thermodynamics of single
biomolecules without ensemble averaging, thus allowing to extract intrinsic properties and to
detect heterogeneity at the single-molecule level that is missed in bulk studies, as for instance
multiple binding modes or dierent unfolding pathways of a protein.
For SMFS, as e.g. reviewed in [121], the molecule of interest is usually tethered between
a surface and a sensitive force probe allowing to exert a force on the molecule and detect its
response. In AFM-based SMFS for instance, the force probe is a cantilever acting as a so
spring with a sharp tip (apex radius typically on the order of 10 nm) at its end for aaching
the molecule of interest. By increasing the distance between cantilever and surface, the force
on the molecule is increased. e resulting deection of the cantilever spring is detected to
precisely determine the force. While AFM provides excellent spatial and temporal resolution, it
is limited to higher forces as compared to other techniques and can hardly resolve forces below
≈ 10 pN.
Optical tweezers (OT) provide excellent spatial and temporal resolution even at forces as low as
≈ 1 pN. In OT, a dielectric bead trapped in the optical gradient of a highly focused laser beam
serves as force probe, with the optical trap acting like a spring so that a displacement of the
bead from its equilibrium position is proportional to the exerted force. OT are likely the most
versatile SMFS technique, as they enable to manipulate the molecule of interest non-invasively
in solution in all three dimensions. However, limitations of OT are their low throughput, as
usually only one molecule at a time can be measured, and local heating and photo-damage of
the sample due to the high laser intensity required for optical trapping.
A third common technique, especially for studying nucleic acids, are magnetic tweezers (MT),
which not only allow to exert and measure force, but also torque. In MT, the molecule of
interest is tethered to a superparamagnetic bead so that a force can be exerted by applying
a suitable external magnetic eld. While AFM and OT intrinsically control the position of
the force probe and thus need feedback to regulate the force, MT directly control the force.
In addition, MT provide the ability to measure many molecules in parallel, and oer a wide
force range, including very low forces below 1 pN. e principle of MT, and their strengths
and limitations, are discussed in more detail in section 2.2.2.
Centrifugal force spectroscopy [122, 123] and acoustic force spectroscopy [124] should be
mentioned as further, however less commonly used, SMFS techniques allowing for parallel
measurements.
Importantly, a vital prerequisite for meaningful force spectroscopy experiments is that
single molecules can be pulled specically and in a well-dened geometry. erefore, it is
desirable to aach the molecules of interests via handles that allow for stable and highly specic
linkage. In the case of protein force spectroscopy, such handles may be small peptide tags
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that can easily be introduced by standard cloning methods and are unlikely to interfere with
protein folding and function [125]. In addition, the use of linker molecules is advantageous to
minimize unspecic surface interactions [125, 126]. Finally, in order to facilitate identication
of specic, single-molecule events in SMFS measurements, the use of so-called ngerprint
domains is highly advisable, i.e. of protein domains that exhibit well-known, characteristic
unfolding signatures. e ngerprint domain can either be recombinantly expressed together
with the protein of interest as a fusion protein or aached post-translationally via specic
enzymatic reactions [125, 127].
Polymer elasticity and the Worm-like chain model
In SMFS experiments, the extension of the investigated molecule as a function of the applied
force is of interest to extract structural information. For instance, in the MT force-clamp
measurements on proteins that I performed within the framework of this thesis (see chapters 4
and 5), traces of the tether extension vs. time were recorded, and protein unfolding and folding
events are observed as positive or negative steps in the traces, respectively. From the height of
these steps as a function of the clamped force one can extract the contour length and stiness
of the portion of the protein that has unfolded or folded, provided one has a suitable polymer
elasticity model describing the non-linear force response of the unfolded polypeptide chain. It
should be stressed here that, importantly, in measurements at constant force the force response
of additional molecular linkers is not relevant, in contrast to measurements with variable force
as usually performed in AFM- and OT-based SMFS.
Typical simple models of polymer elasticity treat the polymer’s force response as purely
entropic, which has proven to be a valid approximation for unfolded polypeptide chains,
but usually is not a sucient description of a folded protein, as in the laer case enthalpic
contributions are likely to play a non-negligible role. A very common polymer elasticity model,
which I also employed within the framework of this thesis, is the so-called Worm-like chain
(WLC) model [128–130]. e WLC model assumes a continuous, exible, and isotropic rod
that is subjected to thermal uctuations. e rod is characterized by its length, the so-called
contour length LC, and by the persistence length P , which is a measure for the rod’s bending
stiness. Formally, the persistence length is the length over which correlations with respect to
direction of tangent vectors to the rod are lost.
A simple approximation for the relation between the extension x of a Worm-like chain and the
force, with a relative error of ≈ 15 %, has been reported [128, 130]:
FP
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1 − x
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)−2
− 14 +
x
LC
(2.1)
A more accurate expression, with only ≈ 1 % relative error, has also been reported [131]:
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− 0.8
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x
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)2.15
(2.2)
Enthalpic contributions to the force response are taken into account in the extensible WLC
model [132], which introduces the stretch modulus as an additional parameter. Two further
commonly used purely entropic polymer elasticity models are the freely-jointed chain model
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Figure 2.3: Two-state, single-barrier kineticmodel. Schematically depicted is the one-dimensional Gibbs-free
energy landscape along a reaction coordinate x of a system with two states separated by an energy barrier, in the
absence (black) and in the presence (red) of an external force F . e external force tilts the enery landscape due to
an additional energy term −Fx and thereby shis the thermodynamic equilibrium towards the second state by
decreasing the energy dierence ∆G between the states. It further inuences the transition rates by changing the
respective energy dierences between the states and the barrier, as exemplary depicted for the o-rate ko, which
depends on the energy dierence ∆Go to the transition state.
[133, 134], which describes the polymer as a chain of rigid segments of xed length with
equiprobable bond and torsion angles, and thus essentially as a random walk, and the freely-
rotating chain model [135], which extends the freely-jointed chain model by assuming xed
bond angles between neighbouring segments to mimic specic chemical bonding. Finally, more
complicated models take into account excluded volume to avoid self-overlapping of the polymer.
Two-state, single-barrier kinetic model of protein unfolding and refolding
SMFS experiments not only yield structural information, but in particular also provide insights
into the kinetics of processes such as protein unfolding and folding or dissociation of a receptor–
ligand interaction. In force-clamp experiments, one can directly infer the lifetime τ of the
folded/unfolded or bound state at the clamped force from the distribution of observed dwell
times in the respective state, and the inverse of this lifetime τ is the rate k of unfolding/folding
or dissociation.
e process of protein unfolding and folding can be modeled as a two-state system. In
the simplest, one-dimensional model, such a two-state system is described by a Gibbs free
energy landscape along a reaction coordinate x with two local minima, which are separated
by a single barrier (Fig. 2.3). If the energy dierence between the two states in the absence of
an external force is ∆G0, the two states will in thermal equilibrium be populated with a ratio
of e∆G0/kBT . e rate of transition from one state to the other depends exponentially on the
respective energy dierence to the transition state, i.e. to the barrier; for example the rate ko,0
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from the state with lower energy to the state with higher energy, as sketched in Fig. 2.3, is
proportional to e−∆Go,0/kBT .
Application of an external force F along the direction coordinate x will shi the thermodynamic
equilibrium towards the second state, as it tilts the energy landscape due to an additional energy
term −Fx . e extent of the eect this has on the system depends on the distance ∆x between
the two states. Under the assumption that this distance stays approximately constant even
when force is applied, the two states will be populated with an altered ratio of e(∆G0−F∆x)/kBT .
Similarly, also the transition rates will be aected by the external force, as the height of the
energy barrier is changed. ese considerations are central to the Bell model [136, 137]. With
∆xo being the distance between the rst state and the energy barrier, and again assuming that
this distance does not signicantly change due to the force, the rate ko as a function of the
force is given by
ko(F ) = ν0 · e−
∆Go,0−F∆xo
kBT = ko,0 · e
F∆xo
kBT . (2.3)
Here, ν0 is a system-specic aempt frequency, which is on the order of the oscillation frequency
of atoms in solids, but can for simplicity be absorbed into the intrinsic rate at zero force ko,0
[136].
Taken together, in the simple model above, application of an external force exponentially
increases the rate of protein unfolding. Conversely, the refolding rate is exponentially decreased.
Similarly, with the above considerations, also the rate of dissociation of a receptor–ligand
complex increases exponentially with force. Measuring rates at dierent forces in force-clamp
experiments hence permits to extract values for the respective zero-force rates as well as for
the distances to the transition state.
2.2.2 MT working principle and setup
Magnetic tweezers (MT) are a force spectroscopy technique that stands out from other methods
by its wide accessible force range, including very low forces, and its ability for highly parallel
measurements [121].
In MT, the molecules of interest are tethered between the boom surface of a ow cell and
superparamagnetic beads of ≈ µm diameter [121, 134, 139]. In an external magnetic eld,
the superparamagnetic beads are magnetized, and in suciently strong eld gradients they
experience signicant forces. e simplest way of applying a suitable external magnetic eld is
the use of permanent magnets positioned above the ow cell. In conventional MT, a pair of
magnets is used in a usually vertical, anti-parallel conguration [121, 140], i.e. with the north
pole of one magnet and the south pole of the other one facing the ow cell, with a small ≈ mm
gap between the magnets, as schematically depicted in Fig. 2.4. Dierent magnet congurations
have been described for dierent applications [140]. By adjusting the distance between magnets
and ow cell, the force acting on the bead –and therefore on the molecule of interest– can
be controlled very precisely in the range of roughly 0.01-100 pN [121, 141]. If the molecule of
interest is tethered in a way such that it is rotationally constrained, not only force, but also
torque can be applied and controlled by rotation of the magnets [121, 140]. A second possibility
is to utilize electromagnets, which allow for faster and more exible adjustment of the force as
compared to mechanical movement of permanent magnets, but require a more complicated
experimental setup. In addition, they generate signicant heat by the high current needed to
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Figure 2.4: Schematic of a conventional MT setup. In MT, the molecules of interest are tethered between
a superparamagnetic bead and the boom surface of a ow cell. In the setup used within the framework of
this thesis, the ow cell is illuminated using an LED, and a large eld of view is imaged using an oil-immersion
objective and a CMOS sensor camera. For creating the look-up table necessary to track the z position of the beads,
the objective is mounted on a piezo stage. A set of two cubic permanent magnets is positioned above the ow cell.
e distance between magnets and ow cell can be adjusted using a DC-motor in order to adjust the force applied
to the magnetic beads. A peristaltic pump allows for ushing the ow cell. For technical details of the dierent
components of the custom MT setup used within this thesis, see the description on page 33. Figure adapted with
permission from [138].
create suciently strong magnetic elds, and, since usually pole pieces in the electromagnetic
coils are needed, electromagnetic tweezers can suer from hysteresis eects [121].
MT naturally operate in constant force mode [121], i.e. the applied force is constant during
the measurement (to within ≈ 0.01 %; cf. Fig. 2.5), as long as the external magnetic eld is not
actively changed, with excellent sensitivity in particular at low forces.
e extension of a tether, i.e. of a protein of interest, is determined by camera-based tracking
of the (x,y,z)-position of the aached bead. To this end, the bead is imaged slightly out of focus
(see Fig. 4.1B), and determining the center of its diraction ring paern yields the (x,y)-position
with sub-nanometer resolution [142]. e z-position can be obtained with ≈ nm resolution
by comparing the bead’s current diraction ring paern with a look-up table of its diraction
ring paern at dierent z heights, which is created by moving the objective used for imaging
in dened steps using a piezo [142]. Correction of sample dri is enabled by subtracting the
signal of a reference bead that is rmly bound to the ow cell surface [121]. Camera-based
tracking for ≈ 10s-100s of –nucleic acid-tethered– beads simultaneously has been demonstrated
[142–144].
A disadvantage of MT has been the lower temporal resolution compared to other techniques
[121], limiting its ability to detect very fast processes and measure lifetimes of short-lived
states. However, in recent years, MT measurements with ≤ ms temporal resolution have been
demonstrated [145–147]. Furthermore, MT do not suer from local heating or photo-damage,
as is for instance the case in OT [121].
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In summary, MT allow for long-term, stable measurements at constant force and on many
molecules in parallel, which permits to obtain statistics in a single measurement run and to
observe rare or conditional events. However, while these strenghts of MT have impressively
been demonstrated in studies on nucleic acid tethers, MT have so far only rarely been used for
investigating proteins, and, in particular, there have been no reports of parallel measurements
of protein unfolding and folding, as will be discussed in more detail in section 4.1.
Custom MT setup
e MT force spectroscopy measurements presented in this work were performed on a custom
MT setup built by Dr. Philipp U. Walker (LMU Munich). Its specications are described in detail
in Dr. Philipp U. Walker’s PhD thesis [138]. e setup uses a pair of permanent magnets (5 × 5 ×
5 mm3 each; W-05-N50-G, Supermagnete, Switzerland) in conventional, vertical conguration.
e distance between magnets and ow cell (and, therefore, the force acting on magnetic beads)
is controlled by a DC-motor (M-126.PD2; PI Physikinstrumente, Germany). For illumination,
an LED (69647, Lumitronix LED Technik GmbH, Germany) is used. Using a 40× oil immersion
objective (UPLFLN 40×, Olympus, Japan) and a CMOS sensor camera with 4096 × 3072 pixels
(12M Falcon2, Teledyne Dalsa, Canada), a large eld of view of approximately 440 × 330µm2
can be imaged at a frame rate of 58 Hz. For measurements with an acquisition rate of 1 kHz, a
reduced eld of view of 1792 × 280 pixels was used. Images are transferred to a frame grabber
(PCIe 1433; National Instruments) and analyzed with an open-source tracking soware [142].
e bead tracking accuracy was determined to be ≈ 0.6 nm in (x,y) and ≈ 1.5 nm in z direction,
as determined by tracking non-magnetic polystyrene beads, with a diameter comparable to
the magnetic beads used in experiments (3µm), aer baking them onto the ow cell surface.
For creating the look-up table required for tracking the bead positions in z, the objective is
mounted on a piezo stage (Pifoc P-726.1CD, PI Physikinstrumente, Germany).
Force calibration was performed by Dr. Philipp U. Walker as described by te Velthuis et
al., based on the uctuations of long DNA tethers [138, 148]. e nal force calibration, i.e.
the dependence of the force applied to a bead on the distance between magnets and ow cell,
is shown in Fig. 2.5A, together with an example trace showing the DNA B-S overstretching
transition at the expected force of ≈ 65 pN (Fig. 2.5B), conrming the force calibration from the
analyisis of transverse uctuations. Importantly, for the small extension changes on the length
scales of the protein tethers investigated in the framework of this thesis, the force stays constant
to very good approximation, with the relative change in force due to tether stretching or protein
(un-)folding being < 10−4 (Fig. 2.5C). Further, the uniformity of the magnetic eld across the
eld of view was veried and the change in force across the full range of the eld of view
was found to be < 3 % (Fig. 2.5E). e largest source of force uncertainty is the bead-to-bead
variation, which was found to be on the order of ≤ 10 % for the beads used in this study (Fig.
2.5D), in line with several previous reports [149–151].
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Figure 2.5: Force calibration of the custom MT setup. (A) Force acting on the magnetic beads used in the
framework of this thesis (Dynabeads M270) as a function of the distance ZMag between the magnets and the ow
cell. Forces were calibrated based on the Brownian uctuations of 21 kbp double-stranded (ds) DNA tethers. Data
points are mean forces determined from 16 DNA tethers. e red line is the nal t of the dependence of force on
the magnet distance. (B) Exemplary trace of a 21 kbp dsDNA tether, showing the B-S overstretching transition at
the expected force of ≈ 65 pN. (C) Absolute value of the derivative of the force with respect to ZMag. e inset
shows the relative force change for extension changes in z direction of 100 nm —larger than any (un-)folding
steps in the proteins investigated in this thesis—, which was found to be < 10−4 for all forces, as calculated from
the expression for | dF/dZMag |. (D) Bead-to-bead force variation. Independently performing the calibration
procedure for 16 dierent DNA tethers, the standard deviation of the force from the mean value was found to be
≤ 10 % over the whole range of magnet distances, indicating a bead-to-bead force variation of ≤ 10 %. (E) Force
uniformity across the eld of view (FOV). e force calibration procedure for the same DNA tether was performed
repeatedly at dierent positions at the edges of the FOV, as schematically indicated by circles, and in the middle
of the FOV. For each of four independently measured DNA tethers, changes in force were found to be < 3 % both
along the axis parallel to and the axis perpendicular to the gap between the magnets (not drawn to scale). Force
calibration was performed by Dr. Philipp U. Walker. Figure adapted with permission from [138].
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2.2.3 Protein force spectroscopy inMT using Elastin-like polypeptide
linkers
Site-specic, covalent protein attachment and ow cell preparation
Functionalization of glass slides with Elastin-like polypeptide (ELP) linkers followed the protocol
by O et al. [126]. Glass slides were rst silanized with 3-(aminopropyl)dimethylethoxysilane
(APDMES, ABCR GmbH, Germany), and then coated with 10 mM of a sulfosuccinimidyl 4-
(N-maleimidomethyl)cyclohexane-1-carboxylate cross-linker with a negligible contour length
of 0.83 nm (Sulfo-SMCC, ermo Fisher Scientic), dissolved in 50 mM Hepes, pH 7.5. Subse-
quently, ELP linkers were linked to the thiol-reactive maleimide groups via a single cysteine
at their N-terminus in coupling buer consisting of 50 mM sodium phosphate, 50 mM NaCl,
10 mM EDTA, pH 7.2. Aerwards, 10 mM L-cysteine dissolved in coupling buer were added to
saturate potentially remaining unreacted maleimide groups. Finally, non-magnetic polystyrene
beads (Polybead Microspheres 3 µm; Polysciences GmbH, Germany) dissolved in ethanol were
baked onto the slides at ≈ 70 °C for 5 min for use as reference beads. Aer each step, slides were
extensively rinsed with ultrapure water. Flow cells were assembled from an ELP-functionalized
cover slip as the boom surface and a non-functionalized cover slip with two small holes for
inlet and outlet as the top, with a layer of cut-out paralm (Pechiney Plastic Packaging, USA)
as a spacer to form a (≈ 4 mm wide and 50 mm long) ow channel. Flow cells were assembled
by heating on a hot plate to ≈ 70 °C for ≈ 2 min. Assembled ow cells can be stored under
ambient conditions for weeks.
Prior to experiments, the ow cells were incubated with 1 % casein solution (Sigma-Aldrich)
for 1 h and aerwards ushed with 1 ml (approximately 20 ow cell volumes) of buer (20 mM
Hepes, 150 mM NaCl, 1 mM MgCl2, 1 mM CaCl2, pH 7.4). CoA-biotin (New England Biolabs)
was coupled to the ybbR-tag on the protein of interest in a bulk reaction in the presence of
5µM sfp phosphopantetheinyl transferase and 10 mM MgCl2 at 37 °C for 60 min. In the case of
VWF, subsequently TEV protease was added to a nal concentration of approximately 25µM
and incubated for 30-60 min. Dithiothreitol (DTT) present in the storage buer of TEV protease
was removed beforehand using desalting columns (Zeba Spin 40 K MWCO, ermo Fisher
Scientic). Aerwards, the protein was diluted to a nal concentration of approximately 10 nM
(VWF dimers) or 25 nM (ddFLN4) in 20 mM Hepes, 150 mM NaCl, 1 mM MgCl2, 1 mM CaCl2, pH
7.4, and incubated in the ow cell in the presence of 1-2µM sortase A for 30 min. Subsequently,
the ow cell was ushed with 1 ml of buer.
Magnetic beads –either Dynabeads M-270 streptavidin (diameter of 2.8µm; ermo Fisher
Scientic) or custom beads functionalized with dierent streptavidin variants (see the following
paragraph)– in measurement buer containing 0.1 % (v/v) Tween-20 (Sigma-Aldrich) were
incubated in the ow cell for 60 s, and unbound beads were ushed out with 2 ml of measurement
buer. All measurements were performed at room temperature (≈ 22 °C).
Starting with silanized glass slides, complete ow cell preparation takes less than 7 h. In
addition, ow cells functionalized with ELP linkers, but not yet incubated with casein and
protein, can be prepared in advance and stored at room temperature for weeks without loss of
functionality. Starting with ELP-functionalized ow cells, measurements can be started within
120 min.
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Functionalization of magnetic beads with streptavidin variants
Most of the MT experiments presented in this thesis were performed using commercially
available superparamagnetic beads functionalized with streptavidin (Dynabeads M-270 Strep-
tavidin, Invitrogen/ermo Fisher). However, for measurements investigating the lifetime of
the biotin–streptavidin bond under constant force, custom beads functionalized with dierent
streptavidin variants, immobilized site-specically and covalently, were used. For preparation
of these beads, rst 5µM of dierent SA variants possessing a single C-terminal cysteine (1SA,
3SA, or 4SA, see page 41) were supplemented with 5 mM Bond-Breaker TCEP Solution (ermo
Fisher Scientic). Aer one hour, the mixture was puried using Zeba Spin Desalting Columns
(ermo Fisher Scientic) with a molecular weight cut-o of 40 kDa, equilibrated with coupling
buer, according to the manufacturer’s instruction. Bifunctional polyethylene glycol of 5 kDa
having an N-hydroxysuccinimide group at one end and a maleimide group at the other (Rapp
Polymere, Germany) was dissolved in 50 mM Hepes, pH 7.5, to a nal concentration of 25 mM
and immediately used to incubate superparamagnetic beads with amine groups (Dynabeads
M-270 Amine, with a diameter of 2.8µm; ermo Fisher Scientic). Aer 45 min, beads were
washed extensively with DMSO and water. Beads were then incubated with the respective SA
construct in coupling buer for 90 min and extensively washed with measurement buer.
Data analysis
MT data analysis was carried out using custom-wrien Matlab scripts (Matlab v.R2015b; e
MathWorks Inc., Natick, MA), most of which are incorporated into a custom Matlab GUI wrien
by Dr. Philipp U. Walker and described in his PhD thesis [138]. Matlab scripts for analysis
of the data presented in section 5.4 were wrien by me. Tether extension vs. time traces
were obtained by subtracting the z-position of the reference bead from the z-position of the
protein-tethered bead. All traces shown and analyzed are the raw extension vs. time traces
recorded at 58 Hz, used without any ltering or smoothing, unless stated otherwise. For ddFLN4
measurements, only beads that in unfolding force plateaus repeatedly showed a double-step
with a short-lived intermediate state were taken into account for further analysis. Similarly, for
VWF measurements, only beads repeatedly exhibiting two steps of equal height corresponding
to unfolding of the A2 domains in unfolding force plateaus were analyzed, unless otherwise
noted.
To determine the position of (un)folding steps of ddFLN4 or the VWF A2 domains, a step-
nding algorithm by Kerssemakers et al. was employed [152], and the corresponding change
in extension was determined as the dierence between the average extensions of the adjacent
1000 frames recorded before and aer the step, respectively (fewer frames were used if the
1000-frame interval contained another step). Extensions of folding and unfolding (sub)steps
were histogrammed for each clamped force (1 nm binning for ddFLN4, and 3 nm and 2 nm
binning for VWF A2 unfolding and refolding, respectively), and ed with Gaussians. Error
bars in gures report the FWHM of the ts, divided by the square root of the respective counts.
e resulting force–extension proles were ed to the WLC model of polymer elasticity (an
approximation to this model with less than 1 % relative error was used for ing [131], see
equation 2.2). In the case of ddFLN4, a xed persistence length of 0.5 nm was used to enable
direct comparison with results from an AFM study by Schwaiger et al. [153]. In the case of
VWF A2, both persistence length and contour length were free t parameters.
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To determine the unfolding or refolding rates k(F ) at a given constant force F , the respective
fraction of observed unfolding or refolding events as a function of time was ed with the
exponential expression 1–a exp(–kt)+b (cf. section 4.3 and Fig. 4.4), where the free parameters
a and b can compensate for events that were missed due to the nite measurement time or due
to the nite time of motor movement when seing the force. However, such missed events
were rare and parameters a and b were close to 1 and 0, respectively. Error bars on rates in
gures indicate 95 % condence bounds of ts. In the case of VWF, only events corresponding
to steps with extensions ≤ 60 nm were taken into account to ensure that only A2 unfolding
events —and not dissociation of the D4-mediated intermonomer interaction (see section 5.2)—
are analyzed.
e force dependence of unfolding and refolding rates was described by a single barrier
kinetic model: k(F ) = k0 exp(F∆x/kBT ), with the rate at zero force k0 and the distance to
the transition state ∆x as t parameters. Fiing was carried out as linear ts to the natural
logarithm of the data. Reported error margins for k0 and ∆x correspond to 1 SD.
For bead rupture measurements, lifetimes at dierent constant forces were determined from
the survival fraction vs. time data based on > 35 rupture events for each condition. In the case
of 1SA-beads, data were described by a single-exponential decay, and the corresponding lifetime
was determined by a linear t to the natural logarithm of the data. Data obtained for beads
functionalized with 3SA or 4SA were piecewise ed by linear regression as described in section
4.5. In the case of the more complex decay behavior observed for commercial streptavidin-coated
beads (section 4.4), lifetimes for the fastest- and slowest-decaying populations were estimated
by linear ts to the natural logarithm of the rst and last 20 % of data points, respectively. e
dependence of estimated lifetimes on force was again described by the single barrier kinetic
model introduced above.
For analysis of the three-state ”hopping” resulting from transitions within the two D’D3
domains within a VWF dimer, as presented in section 5.4, traces were subjected to 5-frame mov-
ing average smoothing. To determine the relative population of the dierent states, thresholds
between the states were determined by locating the local minima in extension histograms. Auto-
matically detected thresholds were manually inspected and adjusted, if necessary. e obtained
relative fractions of data points in the three states were ed under the assumption of two
identical, independent underlying transitions that can be described by a simple single-barrier
kinetic model. Fiing, including the expressions used for ing, is described in more detail in
section 5.4. For analysis of the kinetics of the transitions, the dwell times in the respective states,
i.e. the times spent in a state before crossing a threshold, were determined. Pseudo dwell time
distributions were then constructed by weighting the dwell times for opening (closing) with the
number of closed (open) interactions, in order to obtain opening (closing) times corresponding
to a single underlying interaction (cf. [154] and section 5.4). Rates were determined both from
binned pseudo dwell time distributions and from un-binned distributions, representing the
pseudo dwell times as fraction of events, by exponential ing. e obtained rates at dierent
forces were again ed by a single-barrier kinetic model.
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2.3 Recombinant protein constructs and protein purica-
tion
is section gives an overview of all recombinant protein constructs investigated in the experi-
ments that I conducted within the framework of this thesis. A list of all constructs is given in
Table 2.1.
VWF constructs
All VWF constructs investigated in this thesis were engineered and prepared by Tobias Obser
and Gesa Ko¨nig from the group of Prof. Dr. Reinhard Schneppenheim and PD Dr. Maria
Brehm at the University Medical Center Hamburg-Eppendorf (UKE), Department of Pediatric
Hematology and Oncology. I carried out protein purication, with assistance from omas
Nicolaus (LMU Munich).
Dimeric VWF constructs for AFM imaging and MT force measurements were designed as
hetero-bifunctional dimers, consisting of two dierent types of monomers possessing dierent
N-terminal peptide tags.
e dimers used to investigate VWF’s static conformation by AFM imaging, as presented in
chapter 3, comprised a monomer equipped with a strep-tag II [155] for high-anity purication,
and a monomer carrying a ybbr-tag [156]. e laer did not serve a specic purpose for AFM
imaging, but was introduced to enable immobilization to a CoA-functionalized surface for
complementary AFM force spectroscopy experiments conducted by Dr. Jochen Mu¨ller, as
described in chapter 3.
In the case of the dimeric constructs employed for MT force measurements, one monomer again
possessed a ybbR-tag, allowing for covalent conjugation of CoA-biotin. e second monomer
was equipped with a strep-tag II for high-anity purication, followed by a tobacco etch virus
(TEV) protease cleavage site [157] and the N-terminal sortase motif GG [158]. e TEV site
served two purposes: rst, to remove the strep-tag aer purication, as it might otherwise
interact with streptavidin on the magnetic beads during measurements, and second, to free the
sortase motif GG, which must be located terminally for the sortase reaction.
In addition to full-length dimers, comprising all domains present in mature VWF, also several
constructs with deletions of certain domains were investigated as controls: delD4, with a
deletion of the full D4 assembly (D4N-TIL4, aa 1873-2255; both for AFM imaging and MT
constructs), delD’D3, with a deletion of the full D’D3 assembly (TIL’-E3, aa 764-1273; for MT
constructs only), and delA1, with a deletion of the A1 domain (aa 1272-1462; for MT constructs
only).
Hetero-bifunctional dimers were obtained by co-transfection of HEK-293 cells with two
dierent plasmids so that the two dierent types of monomers were co-expressed. Multimeriza-
tion was obstructed by deleting the VWF pro-peptide sequence (domains D1 and D2, aa 26-763).
N-terminal tags were inserted aer the required N-terminal signal peptide (aa 1-25). Plasmid
construction, transfection of HEK-293 cells and protein expression were performed as described
in detail in [20]. In brief, 2 · 106 HEK-293 cells (DSMZ, Germany) were transfected in Dulbecco’s
modied Eagle’s medium (Life Technologies) containing 10 % fetal bovine serum (Life Tech-
nologies), 2µg of each of the two plasmids, and 15µl Lipofectamine 2000 (Life Technologies).
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Construct Description Chapter
VWF wt strep/ybbR hetero-dimer comprising full-length
monomers with N-terminal strep-tag II or
ybbR-tag
3
VWF delD4 strep/ybbR hetero-dimer comprising monomers with
deletion of D4 and with N-terminal strep-
tag II or ybbR-tag
3
VWF wt strep-TEV-GG/ybbR hetero-dimer comprising full-length
monomers with N-term. strep-tag II, TEV
site, and GG motif, or ybbR-tag
5
VWF delD4 strep-TEV-GG/ybbR hetero-dimer comprising monomers with
deletion of D4 and with N-term. strep-tag
II, TEV site, and GG motif, or ybbR-tag
5
VWF delA1 strep-TEV-GG/ybbR hetero-dimer comprising monomers with
deletion of A1 and with N-term. strep-tag
II, TEV site, and GG motif, or ybbR-tag
5
VWF delD’D3 strep-TEV-GG/ybbR hetero-dimer comprising monomers with
deletion of D’D3 and with N-term. strep-
tag II, TEV site, and GG motif, or ybbR-tag
5
VWF wt multimer multimeric wt VWF without tags 6
VWF C1099Y multimer multimeric VWF variant p.Cys1099Tyr
without tags
6
VWF C2771R multimer multimeric VWF variant p.Cys2771Arg
without tags
6
VWF C2773R multimer multimeric VWF variant p.Cys2773Arg
without tags
6
VWF C2811A multimer multimeric VWF variant p.Cys2811Ala
without tags
6
G-ddFLN4-ybbR ddFLN4 with N-terminal glycine and short
linker, and C-term. ybbR-tag
4
4SA-Cys-His tetravalent streptavidin (SA) with C-term.
cysteine and poly-His tag on one subunit
4
3SA-Cys-His trivalent SA with C-term. cysteine and
poly-His tag on non-functional subunit
4
1SA-Cys-His monovalent SA with C-term. cysteine and
poly-His tag on functional subunit
4
0SA-Cys-His non-functional SA with C-term. cysteine
and poly-His tag on one subunit
4
Cys-ELP-LPETGG Elastin-like polypeptide linker with N-
term. cysteine and C-term. LPETGG motif
4, 5
Table 2.1: List of recombinant protein constructs investigated in the framework of this thesis. e short
notation of each construct is given, along with a short description (for more details, see section 2.3). e last
column species the chapter(s) in which the experimental results regarding the respective construct are described.
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24 h aer transfection, cells were transferred into selection medium containing 500µg/ml
G418 (Invivogen) and 250µg/ml Hygromycin B (Invivogen). Aer 2–3 weeks, the polyclonal
cell culture was seeded for expression. Aer 72 h of cell growth, the medium was exchanged
against OPTIPRO serum-free medium (Life Technologies) for serum-free collection of secreted
recombinant VWF. e culture supernatant was collected aer 72 h and concentrated using
Amicon Ultra-15 MWCO 100 kDa (Merck Millipore).
All dimeric constructs were puried via a HiTrap StrepTrap anity chromatography column
(GE Healthcare) using the AEKTA Explorer system (GE Healthcare). As running buer, 20 mM
Hepes, 150 mM NaCl, 1 mM MgCl2, 1 mM CaCl2, pH 7.4, was used. Elution buer addition-
ally contained 2.5 mM d-desthiobiotin. Eluates were buer exchanged (to the running buer)
and concentrated by centrifuge ltration using Amicon Ultra MWCO 100 kDa (Merck Millipore).
For investigating the multimer size distributions of wildtype (wt) VWF and several variants
with C-terminal (p.Cys2771Arg, p.Cys2773Arg, and p.Cys2811Ala) or N-terminal (p.Cys1099Tyr)
mutations resulting in defective dimerization and multimerization, multimeric VWF constructs
were recombinantly expressed. WtVWF was expressed using the full-length cDNA of human
wtVWF within the mammalian expression vector pcDNA3.1 [159]. Single missense mutations
p.Cys1099Tyr, p.Cys2771Arg, p.Cys2773Arg and p.Cys2811Ala were inserted into the same vec-
tor by site-directed mutagenesis employing the ikChange kit (Stratagene) and the resulting
vectors were sequenced to conrm insertion of the mutations and absence of any additional
unwanted mutations. Expression yields VWF constructs without any additional peptide tags.
Top10 supercompetent cells (Invitrogen) were transformed with these vectors and plasmid
purication was performed using the Endofree Plasmid Maxi Kit (QIAGEN). 4µg vector DNA
were used to transfect HEK-293 cells (2 · 106) employing Lipofectamine 2000 according to
the manufacturer’s instructions. e cells were selected for stable expression for 2 weeks by
adding 500µg/ml G418 to the Dulbecco’s modied Eagle’s medium with 10 % fetal bovine
serum. 72 hours before harvesting the VWF-containing medium, the medium was exchanged
with serum-free OPTIPRO serum-free medium.
Multimeric VWF constructs in serum-free medium were puried and buer exchanged
by repeated centrifuge ltration using Amicon Ultra MWCO 100 kDa, using buer adjusted
to pH 7.4, containing 20 mM Hepes, 150 mM NaCl, 1 mM MgCl2, and 1 mM CaCl2. No further
steps of purication were performed. I refrained from using VWF constructs equipped with N-
or C-terminal peptide tags for high-anity purication, as such tags might inuence VWF’s
multimerization. I further refrained from purifying the untagged samples via a VWF anity
matrix, as I observed such purication procedures to markedly aect the conformation of
VWF’s N-terminal portions, possibly due to the required relatively harsh elution conditions.
Elastin-like polypeptide linkers
Recombinant ELP linkers expressed in E.coli NiCo21 (DE3) were a kind gi from Dr. Wolfgang
O (LMU Munich). e ≈ 300 aa ELP linker with a contour length of ≈ 120 nm used in
the framework of this thesis has the sequence [(VPGEG)-(VPGVG)4-(VPGAG)2-(VPGGG)2-
(VPGEG)]6 and additionally possesses a single N-terminal cysteine and the C-terminal sortase
recognition motif LPETGG. Cloning, expression and purication have been described [126, 160],
and can be performed using standard procedures for the production of recombinant proteins.
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Plasmids are provided at Addgene by O et al. (Addgene accession number 90472 for the ELP
linker used for the experiments presented in this thesis).
Streptavidin variants
SA variants were designed, expressed, and puried by Steen M. Sedlak (LMU Munich).
Tetrameric SA constructs of dierent valencies were designed that consist of a combination of
functional subunits and mutant subunits decient in biotin binding. For controlled site-specic
and covalent immobilization, one of the subunits possesses a single C-terminal cysteine residue,
followed by a poly-histidine tag for purication. Tetravalent 4SA consists of four functional
subunits, one of which carries the cysteine. Trivalent 3SA consists of three functional and
one mutant subunits, with the laer possessing the cysteine. Conversely, monovalent 1SA
comprises three mutant and one functional subunit, with the functional subunit possessing the
cysteine residue. e 0SA construct, consisting of four mutant subunits, serves as control.
Preparation of these constructs was performed as previously described [161, 162]. In brief,
functional and mutant subunits with or without the cystidine residue and poly-histidine tag
were cloned into pET vectors (Novagen – EMD Millipore, USA) and separately expressed in
E.coli BL21(DE3)-CodonPlus (Agilent Technologies, USA). Resulting inclusion bodies were solu-
bilized in 6 M guanidine hydrochloride. Prior to refolding, for each SA variant the respective
two dierent subunits were then mixed at a 1:10 ratio, in order to ensure a 1:3 ratio of subunits
in the nal tetrameric SA construct aer purication via the polyhistidine-tag.
ddFLN4 construct
Recombinant ddFLN4 expressed in E.coli (with the internal cysteine at position 18 mutated
to serine) was a kind gi from Dr. Lukas F. Milles (LMU Munich). At its C-terminus, the
ddFLN4 construct possesses a polyhistidine-tag for purication and a ybbR-tag [156]. At its
N-terminus, the construct has a short linker sequence (MGTGSGSGSGSAGTGSG) with the
terminal methionine followed by a single glycine. Due to ecient cleavage of the methionine by
E.coli methionine aminopeptidases, the glycine is expected to be available for sortase-catalyzed
ligation to a large extent. e ddFLN4 gene was synthesized codon-optimized for expression in
E.coli as a linear DNA fragment (GeneArt – ermoFisher Scientic), and inserted into pET28a
Vectors via Gibson assembly [163] (New England Biolabs). Protein expression in E.coli NiCo21
(DE3) (New England Biolabs) and purication via the polyhistidine-tag were carried out as
previously described in detail [164].
2.4 Buers
For AFM imaging experiments on VWF dimers under varied pH conditions, buer solutions
containing 150 mM NaCl and 20 mM of one of the following buering agents were used: Na-
acetate (pH 5.4), BisTris (pH 6.2, 6.6, and 6.8), Hepes (pH 7.1 and 7.4) or Tris (pH 8.0 and 8.6).
e pH was adjusted using HCl and NaOH, respectively. Buers used for measurements in the
presence of divalent ions additionally contained 1 mM CaCl2 and 1 mM MgCl2. Buers used
for measurements in the presence of free Imidazole further contained 200 mM Imidazole in
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addition to CaCl2 and MgCl2. Prior to measurements in the absence of divalent ions, proteins
were incubated with buer containing 10 mM EDTA for 8 h and subsequently the buer was
exchanged to the measurement buer. For AFM imaging experiments on multimeric VWF
constructs, buer solution mimicking physiological conditions (”near-physiological”; 20 mM
Hepes, 150 mM NaCl, 1 mM CaCl2, 1 mM MgCl2, pH 7.4) was used. All buer exchanges were
performed via centrifuge ltration using Amicon Ultra MWCO 100 kDa centrifugal lters
(Merck Millipore).
MT force measurements on ddFLN4 and on VWF dimers under near-physiological conditions
were performed in near-physiological buer supplemented with 0.1 % Tween-20. Measurements
in the absence of calcium were performed in EDTA buer containing 20 mM Hepes, 150 mM
NaCl, 10 mM EDTA, 0.1 % Tween-20, at pH 7.4. Before measurements without calcium, the ow
cell was incubated with EDTA buer for 2 h. Measurements at acidic pH were performed in
buer containing 150 mM NaCl, 1 mM MgCl2, 1 mM CaCl2, 0.1 % Tween-20, and either 20 mM
BisTris (pH 6.2) or 20 mM Na-acetate (pH 5.5). Buer exchanges during an MT experiment
were conducted by slowly ushing the ow cell with at least 1 ml (approximately 20 ow cell
volumes) of the respective buer.
Chapter3
Role of pH-dependent interactions in dimers
for regulating the mechanics and structure
of VWF
In this chapter, a systematic investigation of the inuence of the pH and of divalent ions on the
conformation of VWF dimers, as well as on their response to (rather high) force, will be pre-
sented, based on single-molecule AFM imaging and AFM-based force spectroscopy experiments.
Studying the impact of pH and ionic conditions was motivated by the considerations discussed
in section 1.5 based on previous work that I was involved in, which showed the importance of
interactions within dimers for VWF’s force sensing ability [20]. Combining information on
the structure and the mechanics of VWF dimers allows to more thoroughly characterize both
previously known and newly identied intermonomer interactions, and suggests a mechanism
for markedly enhancing VWF’s hemostatic activity by even minor pH deviations, which in
vivo might occur locally at sites of vascular injury. 1
e work in this chapter was performed in close collaboration with Dr. Jochen P. Mu¨ller,
with our contributions being equal, and parts of it have been described in his PhD thesis [165].
Dr. Jochen P. Mu¨ller collected and analyzed AFM-based single-molecule force spectroscopy
data. I collected and analyzed AFM imaging data. We equally contributed to data interpretation.
3.1 Force response of VWF dimers under varied pH con-
ditions
For single-molecule force measurements, which were conducted by Dr. Jochen P. Mu¨ller,
hetero-bifunctional VWF constructs as described in [20] were used, composed of two A1-CK
1e work presented in this chapter was published in similar form in the Biophysical Journal, vol. 111, pp.
312-322, 2016, as pH-Dependent Interactions in Dimers Govern the Mechanics and Structure of von Willebrand Factor
by Jochen P. Mu¨ller*, Achim Lo¨f*, Salome´ Mielke, Tobias Obser, Linda K. Bruetzel, Willem Vanderlinden, Jan
Lipfert, Reinhard Schneppenheim, and Martin Benoit (*equally contributing rst authors).
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Figure 3.1: AFM-based single-molecule force measurements on dimeric VWF A1-CK constructs under
varied pH conditions. (A) Domain organization of mature VWF (residues 764-2813), as described in [4, 41].
Positions of histidine residues are indicated by black lines beneath. (B) Schematic of pulling dimeric A1-CK
constructs (not drawn to scale). (C-D) Denoised force–extension traces of type I and type II, characterized by
A2 unfolding peaks (blue arrows) at low (type I) and at high extension values (type II), respectively. While type
II traces were observed throughout the probed pH range, type I traces, showing the force response of dimers
that were initially rmly closed via the strong intermonomer interaction [20], were essentially only obtained at
pH values of 6.8 and above. At all pH values at which type I traces were observed, dissociation of the strong
intermonomer interaction (green arrow) yielded unvaried characteristic length increments. e nal peak (brown
arrow) corresponds to tag unbinding, i.e., to the dissociation of the specic Twin-Strep-tag/Strep-Tactin interaction
and rupture of the probed molecule from the AFM tip [20]. (E-F) Unimodal distributions of the position of the
rst A2 unfolding peak, obtained for pH 6.2 (E, n = 253) and 6.6 (F, n = 385). e distributions are well described by
ts of Gaussian functions (solid lines). (G-K) Bimodal distributions of the position of the rst A2 unfolding peak,
obtained for pH values of 6.8 (G, n = 586), 7.1 (H, n = 329), 7.4 (I, n = 317), 8.0 (J, n = 336), and 8.6 (K, n = 428). To
estimate the ratio of type I and type II traces, the distributions were ed with double Gaussian functions (solid
lines). (L) Ratio of type I traces as a function of the pH. Error bars represent Poisson noise (1 SD). AFM-based
force measurements were performed by Dr. Jochen P. Mu¨ller. Figure as published in [166].
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Figure 3.2: AFM-based single-molecule force measurements on VWFmonomers under varied pH con-
ditions. (A) Overlay of force–extension traces of full-length VWF monomers (D’D3-CK), measured at pH 6.2 (n =
54). (B) Overlay of force–extension traces of monomers at pH 7.4 (n = 120). Importantly, monomer traces were
essentially unaected by pH. AFM-based force measurements were performed by Dr. Jochen P. Mu¨ller. Figure as
published as supporting information to [166].
monomers (aa 1238-2813) with dierent N-terminal tags (Fig. 3.1B). Dimeric A1-CK constructs
were preferred over full-length constructs, as they resulted in signicantly increased yields of
specic pulling events. Higher yields may be a result of beer accessible tags when located at
the native linker N-terminal of A1 compared to being located directly at the N terminus of D’D3.
A ybbR-tag at the N terminus of one of the A1-CK monomers enabled covalent aachment to a
coenzyme A functionalized glass surface [156], a Twin-Strep-tag at the N terminus of the other
A1-CK monomer allowed for specic pulling via a Strep-Tactin functionalized AFM cantilever
[167]. Polyethylene glycol (PEG) spacers were used both at glass surface and cantilever to
minimize unspecic protein–surface interactions. Further details on the experimental methods
regarding the AFM-based force spectroscopy measurements are given in [20, 166].
Single-molecule force measurements were performed under dierent pH conditions, ranging
from pH 6.2 to pH 8.6, while keeping ionic conditions xed (150 mM NaCl, 1 mM CaCl2, 1 mM
MgCl2). Dierent pH values were adjusted by buer exchange, aer aachment of constructs
to the functionalized surface at a pH of 7.4. Force–extension traces corresponding to specic
pulling events were identied using the appearance of two A2 unfolding peaks as a positive
ngerprint [20]. For all probed pH values, traces corresponding to specic pulling events
did not exhibit any further characteristic peaks except those of A2 unfolding and –in traces
of type I– the high-force peak corresponding to the dissociation of the strong D4-mediated
intermonomer interaction in initially rmly closed dimers (cf. section 1.4). Traces of type
I exhibited A2 unfolding peaks at low extension values, traces of type II –i.e. of dimers in
which the strong D4-mediated interaction was not formed (cf. section 1.4)– at high extension
values, with the rst A2 unfolding peak being observed at extensions of roughly 80 and 150 nm,
respectively [20].
While traces of type I were only observed at pH values of 6.8 and above (Fig. 3.1C), traces of
type II were observed for all examined pH values (Fig. 3.1D). In other words, at a pH of 6.2
and 6.6 only type II traces were observed, whereas at pH values of 6.8 and above both type
I and type II traces were obtained, yet with markedly varied ratios. Accordingly, quantify-
ing the position of the rst A2 unfolding peak in force–extension traces yielded unimodal
distributions for pH 6.2 and 6.6 (Fig. 3.1E-F), and characteristic bimodal distributions for pH
values of 6.8 and above (Fig. 3.1G-K). ese distributions revealed that the mean values of the
positions of rst A2 unfolding were, both for type I and type II traces, conserved throughout
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Figure 3.3: Reversibility of the pH-dependent mechanisms aecting the formation of the strong D4-
mediated intermonomer interaction. (A) Unimodal distribution of the position of the rst A2 unfolding peak
in force–extension traces of A1-CK dimers measured at pH 6.6 (same histogram as shown in Fig. 3.1F, n = 385),
indicating that only type II traces were observed. (B) Histogram of the position of the rst A2 unfolding peak,
obtained aer buer exchanging immobilized proteins to buer solution of pH 7.4 (n = 323) and with the same
cantilever that was used at pH 6.6. Bimodality of the distribution indicates that a signicant number of type I
traces were observed, proving that the molecular mechanisms that critically aect the pH-dependent formation
of the strong intermonomer interaction are largely reversible. Fiing a double Gaussian (solid line) yielded a
ratio of 35 ± 3 % type I traces. AFM-based force measurements were performed by Dr. Jochen P. Mu¨ller. Figure as
published in [166].
the probed pH range within a standard deviation of 5 nm, giving evidence that no domains
were signicantly destabilized by acidic pH, e.g., due to destabilized disulde bonds. In line
with this, force–extension traces of VWF monomers (full-length, D’D3-CK) at pH 6.2 were
essentially identical to the ones obtained at pH 7.4 (Fig. 3.2). e ratios of type I and type
II traces for pH 6.8 and above were estimated from double Gaussian ts to the distributions
of the rst A2 unfolding position. It should be noted that these distributions of the rst A2
unfolding position were chosen for determining the ratios –instead of directly determining the
ratio of traces exhibiting the peak corresponding to dissociation of the strong D4-mediated
intermonomer interaction–, as due to the relatively weak Twin-Strep-tag/Strep-Tactin bond,
rupture of the construct from the cantilever frequently occurred before dissociation of the
strong intermonomer interaction in type I traces. e ratio of type I traces as a function of the
pH exhibited an abrupt increase at approximately pH 7.0 and a maximum value of 66 ± 5 % at
pH 7.4 (Fig. 3.1L), closely matching the ratio previously observed for full-length dimers [20].
Upon further alkalization, the ratio of type I traces slightly decreased, resulting in a value of
44 ± 3 % at pH 8.6. It should be noted that both at pH 8.0 and 8.6 the yield of specic pulling
events, i.e. force–extension traces exhibiting two clear A2 unfolding peaks, was lower than at
pH 7.4 and below. Overall, these data show that the formation of the strong intermonomer
interaction in VWF’s dimeric subunits strongly depends on the pH.
In order to test for reversibility of the underlying molecular mechanisms, the buer of
immobilized proteins was exchanged aer measurements at pH 6.6 (histogram of rst A2
unfolding position shown in Fig. 3.1F and Fig. 3.3A) to buer solution adjusted to pH 7.4.
Importantly, force–extension traces of type I were recovered, indicating that the pH-dependent
mechanisms that critically aect the formation of rmly closed dimers are largely reversible.
However, the ratio of type I traces was lower (35 ± 3 %) compared to experiments without prior
incubation at acidic pH, as inferred from the bimodal distribution of the position of rst A2
unfolding (Fig. 3.3B).
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3.2 Static conformation of VWF dimers under varied pH
and ionic conditions
To complement the single-molecule force experiments, I employed AFM imaging to assess the
conformational ensemble of dimeric VWF constructs adsorbed onto a poly-L-lysine coated
mica substrate under dierent pH conditions (see sections 2.1 and 2.4 for details on the imaging
protocol and employed buers). Exemplary images are shown in Fig. 3.4A-B. I quantied the
ratio of compact dimers by analyzing the conformation of each dimer individually (see Fig.
2.2). Concretely, I analyzed the stem length for each dimer, i.e. the distance along the contour
from the CK domain to the position at which the two constituent monomers separate from
each other. I further measured the distance along the contour between the CK domain and
the beginning of higher N-terminal domains for both monomers and used the mean of these
distances to normalize the stem length. In general, the distributions of this normalized stem
length exhibited two distinct populations, corresponding to dimers with (partially) open stems
and fully formed ones, respectively (Fig. 3.5). Dimers corresponding to the laer population,
exhibiting a normalized stem length above 1, were assigned as compact [20]. It should be noted
that at the (unphysiological) alkaline pH values of 8.0 and 8.6, a non-negligible fraction of
molecules –up to approximately 40 % at pH 8.6– had to be discarded from analysis, as apparent
self-aggregation repeatedly impeded unequivocal tracing, in line with observations from an
earlier TEM study [47].
I determined the ratio of compact full-length dimers (D’D3-CK) as a function of the pH, both
in the presence of divalent ions (Fig. 3.4C, blue circles), and in the absence of divalent ions (Fig.
3C, red triangles), i.e. under conditions that obstruct the formation of the D4-mediated strong
intermonomer interaction [20]. In the laer case, to remove divalent ions from solution, samples
were incubated with EDTA prior to buer exchange to the measurement buer. In the absence
of divalent ions, compactness decreased monotonically with increasing pH and was very well
described by the t of a simple sigmoidal function reaching its half-maximum at a pH of ap-
proximately 6.6 (dashed line; sigmoidal t of the form y = ymax/{1 + exp ((xhalf − x)/const.)}).
ese ndings suggest compactness to be mainly driven by a single process in the absence of
divalent ions. In the presence of divalent ions, for pH values of 6.8 and below, I obtained ratios
of compact dimers essentially identical to the ones observed in the absence of divalent ions.
Above a pH of 6.8, however, a second regime of compactness was observed. Intriguingly, the
deviation to the data obtained in the absence of divalent ions was highest at a pH of 7.4, and is
fully in line with the pH dependence of the strong intermonomer interaction observed in force
measurements.
Furthermore, I studied the compactness of dimers with a deletion of the D4 domain (delD4
dimers) in the presence of divalent ions (Fig. 3.4C, brown squares). roughout the whole pH
range, compact dimers with fully formed stems were observed only occasionally (Fig. 3.4B-C),
strongly suggesting the D4 domain to play a key role not only for the formation of the strong
intermonomer interaction [20], but also for promoting compactness of dimers under acidic pH
conditions.
I further observed that the pH, in addition to its impact on the strong D4-mediated inter-
monomer interaction, also aected the formation of C-terminal stems [20, 47]. In order to
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Figure 3.4: Conformation of dimeric VWF constructs under varied pH and ionic conditions. (A) Rep-
resentative AFM image of full-length VWF dimers (D’D3-CK), adsorbed onto a functionalized mica surface
from buer solution without divalent ions and adjusted to pH 6.2. Arrows mark positions of CK domains. A
large fraction (> 50 %) of dimers exhibited a compact conformation with fully formed C-terminal stems. Insets
exemplarily show a exible dimer possessing a partially formed stem and a compact dimer with a fully formed
stem, respectively. Numbers indicate values of the normalized stem length. Scale bar is 100 nm, range of color
scale is 2.4 nm. (B) Representative AFM image of VWF dimers with a deletion of the D4 domain (delD4 dimers),
adsorbed onto a functionalized mica substrate from buer solution adjusted to pH 6.8 and containing divalent
ions. White arrows mark positions of CK domains. roughout the whole probed pH range, nearly all delD4
dimers exhibited a exible conformation. e green arrow indicates an occasional compact dimer. Scale bar is
100 nm, range of color scale is 2.4 nm. (C) Ratio of compact VWF dimers as a function of the pH. Only dimers
with a normalized stem length above 1 were assigned as compact. Shown are data of full-length dimers in the
presence (blue circles) and in the absence (red triangles) of divalent ions, and of delD4 dimers in the presence of
divalent ions (brown squares). e dashed red line is a sigmoidal t (half-maximum value at pH 6.6) to the data
obtained for full-length dimers in the absence of divalent ions, i.e. under conditions that obstruct the formation of
the strong intermonomer interaction mediated by the D4 domain [20]. Error bars represent Poisson noise (1 SD).
For each data point, n ≥ 100 dimers were analyzed. Figure adapted from [166].
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Figure 3.5: C-terminal stems in VWF dimers under varied pH and ionic conditions. (A) Distributions of
the normalized stem length of full-length dimers in the presence of divalent ions, obtained for pH 5.4, 6.2, 6.8, 7.4,
8.0, and 8.6 by tracing dimers in AFM images individually along their contour. (B) Distributions of the normalized
stem length of full-length dimers constructs in the absence of divalent ions. (C) Distributions of the normalized
stem length of delD4 dimers and respective average values, in the presence of divalent ions. e ratios of compact
dimers shown in Fig. 3.4C correspond to the fractions of counts with a normalized stem length above 1 in the
respective distributions shown here. It should be noted that at the alkaline pH values of 8.0 and especially 8.6, a
non-negligible fraction of molecules had to be discarded from analysis due to apparent self-aggregation. Figure
adapted from [166].
investigate this eect without the inuence of D4-mediated interactions, I analyzed distribu-
tions of the normalized stem length for the delD4 construct (Fig. 3.5C), exhibiting virtually only
values of the normalized stem length below 1, corresponding to exible dimers. In general,
higher average stem lengths were favored by low pH, even in the absence of D4-mediated
interactions promoting compactness. In particular, also the functional shape of the stem length
distributions changed considerably with the pH. While at alkaline pH values the distribution of
the normalized stem length exhibited an approximately exponential shape, at lower pH values
it revealed a maximum centered at roughly 0.4 that became more prominent with decreasing
pH, suggesting that the dierent C domain interactions involved in stem formation are dier-
ently aected by the pH. e maximum centered at approximately 0.4 corresponds to dimers
possessing roughly half-formed C-terminal stems, i.e. stems that are formed from CK domains
up to a region comprising domains C5 to C3, which interestingly exhibit a comparably low
density of histidine residues (Fig. 3.4A).
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Figure 3.6: Obstruction of the strong intermonomer interaction by imidazole. (A-B) Single-molecule force
measurements on A1-CK dimers at pH 7.4 in the presence of divalent ions and 200 mM imidazole. Force–extension
traces of type II (A) were observed almost exclusively, as inferred from a unimodal distribution of the position of
the rst A2 unfolding peak (B). AFM-based force measurements were performed by Dr. Jochen P. Mu¨ller. (C-D)
AFM imaging of full-length VWF dimers adsorbed onto a functionalized mica surface from buer solution adjusted
to pH 7.4 and containing 200 mM imidazole in addition to divalent ions. Nearly all dimers exhibited a exible
conformation (C). Scale bar is 30 nm, range of color scale is 2.4 nm. e ratio of compact dimers was close to zero
(D, n = 81), similarly to the one obtained in the absence of divalent ions (see Fig. 3.4C). Further co-ploed is the
markedly higher ratio observed for dimers adsorbed from buer containing divalent ions, but no imidazole (see
Fig. 3.4C). Error bars represent Poisson noise (1 SD). Figure as published in [166].
3.3 Obstruction of the strongD4-mediated intermonomer
interaction by imidazole
e data presented above indicate that the strong intermonomer interaction is most favorable
at pH 7.4, and only occurs in the presence of divalent ions. To gain further insight into the
underlying molecular mechanisms, it was tested whether the role of divalent ions in the strong
intermonomer interaction originates from an electrostatic eect or rather involves coordination
chemistry, possibly with the histidine residues which are abundant in the D4 domain (Fig. 3.1A).
To this end, force experiments on A1-CK dimers at pH 7.4 in buer solution supplemented
with free imidazole (200 mM) in addition to MgCl2 and CaCl2 were performed. In contrast to
EDTA, which has only very low selectivity among the dierent divalent cations, imidazole
has virtually no anity towards Mg2+ and Ca2+, but is capable of strong coordination bond
formation with transition metal ions [168], which might be available during the biosynthesis of
VWF. Strikingly, essentially only force–extension traces of type II were obtained (Fig. 3.6A), as
inferred from a unimodal distribution of the position of the rst A2 unfolding event (Fig. 3.6B).
Obstruction of the strong intermonomer interaction by free imidazole was further corroborated
by AFM imaging of full-length dimers, adsorbed from the same buer solution. In the presence
of imidazole, nearly all dimers exhibited a exible conformation (Fig. 3.6C-D), which is in line
with a scenario in which divalent (transition) metals are involved in the formation of the strong
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intermonomer interaction.
3.4 Discussion and Conclusion
In the previous sections, AFM-based single-molecule force measurements and AFM imaging
were employed to characterize VWF’s force response and conformational ensemble under
dierent pH conditions. It was initially found that the mechanical resistance of VWF’s dimeric
subunits strongly depends on the pH, as quantied by the ratio of type I force–extension traces,
i.e. traces corresponding to the force response of dimers that were initially rmly closed via
the strong D4-meadiated intermonomer interaction [20]. Interestingly, at low pH values of 6.2
and 6.6, virtually no dimers exhibited the strong intermonomer interaction. At rst glance, this
nding may appear contradictory to imaging data, which revealed that, almost throughout
the whole examined pH range, low pH favors a compact conformation of dimers, thereby
conrming a previous TEM study [47]. In fact, combining the results from force and imaging
experiments leads to the conclusion that compact dimers below pH 6.8 have a low mechanical
resistance (Fig. 3.7, top), and accordingly, that the strong intermonomer interaction in VWF
dimers is absent at these low pH values. In other words, compactness of dimers under acidic pH
conditions is not accomplished by the strong intermonomer interaction, suggesting a second
pH-dependent process to promote compactness under acidic pH conditions [47]. Indeed, in
the presence of divalent ions, the compactness of dimers as a function of the pH revealed two
regimes, strongly suggesting at least two pH-dependent interactions promoting compactness.
e process that promotes compactness above pH 6.8 is the formation of the strong inter-
monomer interaction (Fig. 3.7, boom), as inferred from two observations: rst, the critical pH
of 6.8, above which a second regime of compactness was observed, equals the critical pH of
the strong intermonomer interaction observed in force experiments, and second, compactness
above pH 6.8 can be abolished by taking out divalent ions from solution, in line with a loss of
the strong intermonomer interaction observed in force experiments aer treating samples with
EDTA [20]. In the absence of divalent ions, a monotonic decrease of the compactness of dimers
with increasing pH was observed. e fact that this decrease was well described by the t of
a sigmoidal function suggests unidirectional pH-dependent interactions that do not rely on
divalent ions. AFM imaging experiments on dimeric delD4 constructs revealed a crucial role
of the D4 domain for promoting compactness at acidic pH. is nding strongly suggests the
existence of a second intermonomer interaction mediated by D4, which is mechanically less
stable than the strong intermonomer interaction.
Importantly, C-terminal stem formation by itself, based on weak interactions between C
domains [20], was also aected by the pH, as revealed by distributions of the normalized stem
length obtained for delD4 dimers under varying pH conditions. While at alkaline pH values
the distributions exhibited an approximately exponential shape, decreasing the pH led to the
emergence of a maximum corresponding to dimers possessing roughly half-formed stems,
suggesting that the dierent C domain interactions involved in stem formation are dierently
aected by the pH. Going along with this observation, the average value of the normalized
stem length increased by trend with decreasing pH (Fig. 3.5), resulting in a decreased aver-
age distance between the two D4 domains within a dimer. As a decreased distance between
D4 domains in turn results in a higher eective concentration of these two putative binding
partners, one could speculate that the pH dependence of the stem formation might be the
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Figure 3.7: Strong and weak C-terminal stems in VWF’s dimeric subunits. Schematically depicted are
force-induced conformational changes (indicated forces correspond to loading rates probed in AFM-based single-
molecule force experiments) of VWF dimers that initially possess a fully formed C-terminal stem (C-terminal
rod, A). At pH values below approximately 6.8, C-terminal rods are by trend weak and can dissociate at forces
clearly below the detection limit of AFM force experiments, i.e. dissociation occurs very likely well below 5 pN (B).
At forces of roughly 10-20 pN, VWF’s A2 domains unfold and add a contour length of approximately 60-70 nm
(lengths in schematic are drawn roughly to scale) each to the elongation of dimers [7, 56, 169, 170] (D). At pH
values above approximately 6.8 however, C-terminal rods are by trend rmly closed via the strong D4-mediated
intermonomer interaction. In this case, unfolding of the A2 domains at 10-20 pN is the rst critical step of
elongation (C). At forces above 50 pN the strong intermonomer interaction can dissociate and add approximately
80 nm to the elongation of dimers (D). Importantly, forces on VWF result from a positive feedback between
elongational ow and length. For a VWF multimer subjected to elongational ow under acidic pH conditions,
forces of for instance 10-20 pN, as required for A2 unfolding, can be expected to be reached more readily, compared
to near-physiological conditions, due to rapid initial opening of weak rods. Figure adapted from [166].
only pH dependence underlying the increase of compactness of dimers with decreasing pH. A
simple estimation, based on the observed distances between the D4 domains in a dimer and
the assumption that the eective concentration of D4 scales with the inverse cube of these
distances, suggests that the pH-induced changes of the distance between the D4 domains of
a dimer may well lead to an increase of their eective concentration by a factor of 4 over
the probed pH range. However, the strong pH dependence of the ratios of compact dimers
in the absence of divalent ions (Fig. 3.4C, red), suggests that –assuming a constant anity
for the interaction between the two D4 domains– a change of the eective concentration
by almost two orders of magnitude would be necessary to explain the observed increase of
compactness with decreasing pH. erefore, it appears very likely that the mechanically weak
intermonomer interaction mediated by D4 under acidic conditions possesses an intrinsic pH
dependence. Remarkably, the direction of this pH dependence is opposite to the one of the
strong intermonomer interaction mediated by the same domain. Both the pH dependence of
the weak D4-mediated interaction and of the stem formation may play a pivotal role for orderly
multimerization and packing of VWF in the trans-Golgi and WPB [47].
A key nding is the pH dependence of the strong intermonomer interaction in VWF’s
dimeric subunits. Strikingly, decreasing the pH from 7.4 by less than one unit switches o the
strong intermonomer interaction, thereby drastically decreasing the mechanical resistance of
dimers. While at pH 6.6 the strong intermonomer interaction was virtually not observed, it could
form again aer buer exchange to buer solution adjusted to pH 7.4. is nding indicates
that the molecular mechanisms that underlie the pH dependence of the strong intermonomer
interaction are largely reversible. Importantly, the key domain D4 possesses a high density
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of histidine residues, whose imidazole sidechains can be protonated, resulting in a change of
their net charge, around a pH of approximately 6.5 (the pKa-value of free histidines [171]).
is value is very close to the pH range over which the strong intermonomer interaction was
abruptly switched o. A possible role of histidines was indeed indicated by measurements in the
presence of free imidazole, which revealed obstruction of the strong intermonomer interaction.
Given that the strong intermonomer interaction crucially depends on divalent ions [20], it
appears likely that coordination of metal ions by histidine residues may play a fundamental
role for the formation of the strong intermonomer interaction. Indeed, it is well-known that
coordination chemistry through imidazole is impeded by protonation. It should be noted that
full obstruction of the strong intermonomer interaction by removal of divalent ions was not
achieved by a simple buer exchange to buer not containing divalent ions, but required
addition of achelating agent such as EDTA (see section 2.4). is implies that also ion species
not added to the buer solutions, for instance ions of transition metals such as zinc, could
be involved in the formation of the strong intermonomer interaction. Furthermore, it should
be stressed that the eect of imidazole should be taken into account when using it in protein
purication procedures for VWF constructs.
Histidine residues might also play a role for mediating the increase in compactness of dimers
under acidic conditions, as suggested by the sigmoidal t to the data obtained in the absence of
divalent ions, which reached its half-maximum value at a pH of approximately 6.6, close to
the pKa-value of histidines. High-resolution structures of the D4 domain and its constituent
modules will likely be of great value to elucidate these pH dependencies in the future.
Potential physiological role of VWF’s pH sensitivity
In the vasculature, activation of VWF for hemostasis crucially depends on its ability to sense hy-
drodynamic forces [4, 5, 172], originating from an interplay of multimer length and elongational
ow components [7, 21, 22, 24] (see sections 1.3 and 1.4). Importantly, force sensing by VWF is
tuned by the strong intermonomer interaction in its dimeric subunits, as it markedly shortens
the eective length of a multimer contributing to force sensing [20]. For the pH values probed
in the experiments presented above, the fraction of rmly closed dimers reached a maximum
at a pH of 7.4, indicating that VWF’s mechanical resistance is maximized with respect to the
physiological pH of 7.4 in the blood. Accordingly, critical rates of elongational ow needed to
activate VWF for hemostasis, i.e. to initiate collagen binding and platelet aggregation, will be
highest at physiological pH, assuming that the interactions of VWF with collagen and platelets
as such remain unvaried by pH.
It is tempting to speculate on the role of this pH dependence, considering that locally
the pH may be disturbed at sites of vascular injury. Indeed, it is widely accepted that local
pH variations, especially acidication, occur in connection with injury and inammation [26,
104–107], although it remains unclear to what extent and on which timescales the blood pH
might be aected. Clearly, the data presented here suggest that deviations from physiological
pH will lower critical rates of elongational ow to activate VWF for hemostasis. In particular,
acidication is expected to very eectively reduce such critical elongational ow rates. Indeed,
data obtained from ow experiments and published within the framework of a PhD thesis
(Dr. Daniel Steppich, University of Augsburg, Germany) suggest that critical shear rates for
elongation of VWF are lowered both upon acidication and alkalization [173]. In principle, the
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Figure 3.8: Overview of force-sensitive interactions and transitions within VWF dimers under varied
pH conditions. Schematically depicted are selected intermonomer interactions within VWF dimers and their pH
dependencies, as identied by AFM-based force measurements and AFM imaging, and the observed or estimated
forces needed for dissociation of the respective interactions. In addition, force-induced unfolding of the A2 domain
is depicted. Dissociation of the depicted interactions contributes signicantly to elongation of VWF multimers
under force. e stated forces correspond to the ones observed in AFM-based force measurements conducted with
high loading rates. e blue and brown bars beneath indicate the force range accessible by AFM- and MT-based
force spectroscopy, respectively. Importantly, the weak interactions involved in formation of C-terminal stems
could not directly be probed by AFM force measurements.
relative impact of the pH on critical elongational ow rates can be estimated based on the ratio
of rmly closed dimers in VWF, observed at a given pH [20]. For instance, at a pH of 6.6, at
which virtually no dimers exhibit the strong intermonomer interaction, the critical elongational
ow may only be roughly half compared to the one at pH 7.4, as in the laer case VWF’s
eective force sensing length is expected to be decreased by approximately 30 %, assuming
approximately half of VWF’s dimeric subunits to be rmly closed via the strong intermonomer
interaction. On the other hand, under acidic conditions VWF’s force sensing length will initially
be lower than under physiological conditions, due to compact, yet mechanically relatively
unstable dimers. However, as strongly suggested by the force data, most compact dimers below
pH 6.8 will open up at comparably very low elongational ow rates and consequently increase
VWF’s eective force sensing length very rapidly, thereby triggering further elongation, due to
the positive feedback between hydrodynamic force and length.
Taken together, decreasing the pH by one unit from physiological pH yields a markedly
increased degree of compactness of dimers, yet a considerably lowered mechanical stability.
While high compactness at acidic pH can be assumed to be a prerequisite for orderly multimer-
ization in the trans-Golgi and storage in Weibel-Palade bodies, low mechanical resistance at
acidic pH may enhance VWF’s hemostatic activity at sites of locally lowered pH encountered in
the wake of injuries. One could hence speculate that VWF’s pH-dependent elongation behavior
represents a smart means to favor VWF activation exactly where needed.
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Summary: interactions in VWF dimers and open questions
An overview of the dierent intermonomer interactions that were identied and on their
pH dependencies is given in Fig. 3.8, along with the observed or estimated forces needed to
dissociate the respective interactions. I want to stress that the stated forces are the ones that
were observed in AFM-based force measurements conducted with rather high, very likely
unphysiological, force-loading rates. It can be expected that dissociation can occur at markedly
lower forces in the physiologically likely more relevant case of extended exposure to force,
which could be tested in force-clamp measurements at low forces.
Importantly, the weak D4-mediated interaction and in particular the weak C-domain interac-
tions involved in stem formation could not be probed directly in AFM-based force measure-
ments due to the limited force resolution, but were only inferred from AFM imaging results.
However, opening of C-terminal stems that are not rmly closed by the strong D4-mediated
intermonomer interaction likely constitutes the rst step of VWF’s elongation under force, and
thus the rst step in VWF’s activation cascade. Consequently, a comprehensive characterization
and understanding of the involved low-force interactions would be of outstanding interest.
In order to directly probe VWF at low force, I aimed at employing magnetic tweezers.
In the next chapters, the development and validation of a novel approach for protein force
spectroscopy in magnetic tweezers is presented, followed by its application to dimeric VWF
constructs. e MT measurements indeed allowed to directly observe transitions in the VWF
stem, and revealed that the strong D4-mediated intermonomer interaction can dissociate at
much lower forces, in the same range as A2 unfolding, when subjected to a constant force, as
will be described in sections 5.3 and 5.2, respectively.
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Chapter4
Modular, ultra-stable and highly parallel
protein force spectroscopy in MT
In this chapter, I will present a novel, modular approach for protein force spectroscopy in
magnetic tweezers, enabling precise and multiplexed force measurements for a wide range of
proteins in the physiologically relevant force regime. Aer a short introduction on the current
state of the art of protein force spectroscopy in MT, the novel protein aachment strategy based
on Elastin-like polypeptide linkers will be described, followed by a validation of the method
using the previously well-described protein domain ddFLN4 as a test system. Furthermore, the
lifetime of the biotin–streptavidin bond that links protein and magnetic bead is characterized
and optimized by using a recently developed monovalent streptavidin variant. Finally, the
impact of dierent pulling geometries, resulting from the tetravalency of streptavidin, on the
lifetimes of biotin unbinding is investigated in detail using streptavidin variants of dierent
valencies.
Application of the presented MT approach for force-clamp measurements on dimeric VWF will
be described in the next chapter.1,2
e protein aachment protocol was developed in close collaboration with Dr. Philipp U.
Walker and was already described in his PhD thesis [138], along with data on ddFLN4. Our
contributions to the development of the aachment protocol and to data interpretation were
equal. I prepared and conducted all presented MT measurements, with support by Dr. Philipp
U. Walker. I analyzed the data, mostly using soware wrien and provided by Dr. Philipp U.
Walker (cf. section 2.2.3). Dr. Philipp U. Walker was not involved in the work presented in
1e work presented in the rst four sections of this chapter, along with data described in chapter 5, was
posted in similar form as a preprint to bioRxiv (2018; doi: 10.1101/491977), as Modular, ultra-stable and highly
parallel protein force spectroscopy in magnetic tweezers using peptide linkers by Achim Lo¨f, Philipp U. Walker,
Steen M. Sedlak, Tobias Obser, Maria A. Brehm, Martin Benoit, and Jan Lipfert, and is currently under review at
the Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences of the U.S.A..
2e work presented in the last section of this chapter closely follows a manuscript in preparation, entitled
e tetravalency of streptavidin results in distinct lifetimes of biotin unbinding under constant load by Achim Lo¨f*,
Steen M. Sedlak*, Sophia Gruber, Martin Benoit, Jan Lipfert, and Hermann E. Gaub (*equally contributing rst
authors).
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section 4.5.
e work presented in section 4.5 was performed in close collaboration with Steen M.
Sedlak, with our contributions being equal. Steen M. Sedlak designed and prepared the
dierent streptavidin variants and performed isothermal titration calorimetry measurements.
Functionalization of magnetic beads with streptavidin was conducted jointly. I prepared and
conducted the lifetime measurements using MT and performed AFM imaging experiments. We
contributed equally to data analysis and interpretation.
4.1 Protein force spectroscopy in MT: state of the art and
challenges
As mentioned before, mechanical forces acting on proteins or ligand-receptor pairs are an
integral part of many biological processes. Oen the physiological functions of proteins are
critically regulated by force: examples include the mechano-activation of enzymes and the
force-regulated exposure of cryptic binding sites [1, 2] – regulatory strategies that are also
adopted by von Willebrand factor, as discussed in section 1.4. Another common example is the
force-dependent unfolding and refolding of protein domains as “strain absorbers” to dissipate
mechanical stress [1, 2]. Most insights into the mechanical properties and regulation of proteins
and their complexes at the single-molecule level have been obtained from AFM- or OT-based
force spectroscopy experiments. While AFM and OT force spectroscopy measurements have
provided unprecedented insights, they also have important shortcomings [121]. AFM measure-
ments cannot resolve forces below ≈ 10 pN; OT provide excellent spatio-temporal resolution
even for forces down to ≈ 1 pN, but are not capable of measuring many molecules in parallel
[121]. In addition, both AFM and OT intrinsically control position and not force, such that
constant-force measurements –which allow for a much more straight-forward determination
of rates as compared to measurements with variable force– require active feedback.
MT have the potential to overcome these shortcomings. In MT, molecules of interest are
tethered between a surface and superparamagnetic beads, as described in section 2.2.2 (Fig.
2.4). External magnetic elds exert precisely controlled forces [141] in the range of ≈ 0.01 -
100 pN, and MT naturally operate in constant force mode, i.e. the applied force is constant
during the measurement (to within 0.01 %; cf. section 2.2.2 and Fig. 2.5), as long as the external
magnetic eld is not actively changed, with excellent sensitivity in particular at low forces.
Furthermore, previous work has demonstrated camera-based tracking for ≈ 10s - 100s of nu-
cleic acid-tethered beads simultaneously [142–144] in (x,y,z) with ≈ nm-spatial resolution, and,
recently, also up to ≤ ms-temporal resolution [145–147]. In addition, MT do not suer from
heating or photo-damage [121], and thus in principle allow for long-term, stable, and robust
measurements on many molecules in parallel.
Despite these advantages, MT so far have mainly been employed to investigate nucleic acid
tethers. A key challenge in applying MT to protein force spectroscopy remains to tether
≈ nm-sized proteins between much larger, ≈ µm-sized beads and the surface, while avoiding
unspecic protein–surface and bead–surface interactions, and ideally with a large number
of usable tethers in each eld of view. Previous MT studies on proteins, therefore, mostly
employed large protein constructs, oen polyproteins with repeats of e.g. titin Ig or protein
L domains[174–177]. Previous strategies for aaching proteins to the surface in MT were
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either non-covalent, based on antibodies [178–182] or His-tag Cu2+-NTA chemistry [183, 184],
or on covalent linkage, either of Halo-tag fusion proteins to a surface coated with Halo-tag
amine ligands [174–176, 185] or using the Spy-tag-SpyCatcher system [177, 186]. Non-covalent
aachment has the disadvantage of limited force stability compared to covalent aachment.
Aachment via fusion proteins potentially complicates the analysis due to unfolding and
refolding transitions of the proteins used for aachment, as for instance in the case of the
Halo-tag [174]. In addition, aachment strategies without dedicated linkers can be expected to
be prone to unspecic surface interactions. Recent studies have used fusion proteins with titin
Ig-domains anking the protein of interest as spacers, which however may again complicate
analysis due to their unfolding and folding transitions [177, 186]. Finally, aachment via fusion
proteins appears to suer from a low number of usable tethers, as so far there have been no
reports of multiplexed protein unfolding and refolding measurements.
Taken together, making full use of the promising potential of MT for protein force spec-
troscopy, in particular for long-term and parallel measurements, will require a more versatile
and ecient approach for tethering of a wide range of proteins, without the need for elaborate
protein modication.
In the following section, I present a modular protein aachment strategy that uses a dedi-
cated peptide linker, ensuring ecient aachment to the surface while minimizing unspecic
interactions, both critical prerequisites for high-throughput parallel measurements. In this
approach, the protein of interest requires only short (1 and 11 aa) peptide tags for coupling to
the linker and bead, respectively, avoiding the need for large fusion proteins and providing a
general aachment strategy that is independent of protein size. I hence anticipate this tethering
strategy to be applicable to a wide range of proteins and expect it to be of immediate use also
for other parallel force spectroscopy techniques, such as single-molecule centrifugation [122,
123] or acoustic force spectroscopy [124], extending their capabilities towards protein force
spectroscopy.
4.2 Protein attachment via Elastin-like polypeptides
e novel aachment strategy uses an unstructured Elastin-like polypeptide (ELP) linker [126,
160] with a contour length of ≈ 120 nm and functional groups at its termini. e ELP linker
serves as spacer for site-specically immobilizing the protein of interest to the boom glass slide
of the ow cell and to reduce unspecic protein–surface [126] and bead–surface interactions (Fig.
4.1A). e ELP linker is aached to a glass slide functionalized with thiol-reactive maleimide
groups via an N-terminal cysteine (see section 2.2.3 for details of the coupling protocol). It
further carries a C-terminal LPETGG motif that allows for site-specic and covalent ligation to
the protein of interest via an N-terminal glycine residue in a reaction catalyzed by the enzyme
sortase A [158]. For coupling to the bead, the protein of interest is further engineered to carry
an 11-aa ybbR-tag [156] at its C-terminus that is covalently aached to coenzyme A–biotin
in the sfp phosphopantetheinyl transferase reaction. Finally, the biotin-label forms a high-
anity non-covalent bond to streptavidin-functionalized beads. Importantly, this approach
requires only short peptide tags on the protein of interest that can readily be introduced by
standard molecular cloning methods and have been shown to be compatible with expression
and folding of a large range of proteins [127, 156, 158, 188, 189]. It should further be noted that
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Figure 4.1: Attachment protocol for highly parallel force spectroscopy on proteins inMT. (A) Schematic
of the strategy for tethering a protein of interest between the boom glass slide of the ow cell and a magnetic
bead (not to scale). An ELP linker with a single cysteine at its N-terminus is coupled to the amino-silanized glass
slide via a small-molecule NHS–maleimide cross-linker. Aer covalent coupling of coenzyme A (CoA)–biotin to
the ybbr-tag at the C-terminus of the protein in a bulk reaction catalyzed by sfp phosphopantetheinyl transferase,
the protein is covalently ligated to the ELP linker via one (or more) glycines at its N-terminus in a reaction
mediated by sortase A, which selectively recognizes the C-terminal LPETGG motif of the ELP linker. Finally, a
streptavidin-coated magnetic bead is bound to the biotinylated protein via the high-anity biotin–streptavidin
interaction. Red and grey double arrows indicate covalent and non-covalent bonds, respectively. Forces are exerted
on the magnetic bead by permanent magnets positioned above the ow cell. Non-magnetic polystyrene beads
baked onto the surface are used as reference beads for dri correction. (B) Representative eld of view. Yellow
boxes indicate approximately 60 beads marked for tracking. e enlarged image of one bead shows the diraction
ring paern used for 3D bead tracking. (C) Example tether extension time traces showing the characteristic
three-state unfolding paern of ddFLN4 (see section 4.3). All traces shown were recorded in parallel from dierent
beads within the same eld of view at a constant force of 21 pN. Figure as in [187].
the described tethering approach also works for proteins equipped with a C-terminal LPETGG
motif in combination with ELP linkers that carry N-terminal glycine residues, thus providing
even more exibility. In this case, the ybbR-tag would be located N-terminally. In principle, the
ybbR can also be located within a exible loop in the protein of interest [156].
I applied the tethering protocol to two very dierent protein systems: the small, single
protein domain ddFLN4 (≈ 100 aa) and large full-length dimeric VWF (≈ 4000 aa), as shown in
detail in the next section and in chapter 5, respectively. I obtained comparable and ecient
tethering of beads with a large number of specic, single-molecule tethers in both cases.
Typically, in a single eld of view (≈ 440× 330µm2) of the used MT setup (Fig. 4.1B; see section
2.2.2 and Figs. 2.4 and 2.5 for details on the setup) 50 to 100 tethered beads can be tracked in
parallel, of which 30 to 50 tethers exhibit characteristic unfolding and refolding signatures (Fig.
4.1C). e beads that do not show characteristic signatures are likely anchored to the surface by
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multiple protein tethers, since in control measurements without the protein of interest added,
there is essentially no unspecic binding of beads to the surface (0-1 beads per eld of view).
e fraction of specic tethers aached via a single protein can be increased by decreasing the
density of proteins immobilized on the surface. However, decreasing the protein concentration
too much will also result in a decrease of the number of single-tethered beads. Optimizing
the conditions, I achieved fractions of up to ≈ 60 % specic, single-protein tethers, while still
obtaining a large number of tethered beads at the same time. e most ecient ow cell
exhibited 50 specic out of 85 beads within the single eld of view measured. Given ongoing
improvements in camera technology, I expect that the number of protein tethers that can be
measured in parallel will further increase by at least an order of magnitude in the near future.
4.3 ree-state unfolding and folding of ddFLN4 at con-
stant force
In order to validate the tethering protocol, I rst applied it to the small Ig-fold domain ddFLN4
(Fig. 4.2A), which is the fourth domain of the F-actin crosslinking lamin rod of Dictyostelium
discoideum and is thought to act as a molecular ”strain absorber” by unfolding under tension [153,
192]. Extraordinarily fast refolding is facilitated by an intermediate state along the refolding
pathway [153, 192]. is domain is well suited as a test system, as it exhibits a characteristic
three-state unfolding paern that has been extensively studied in AFM experiments [153, 192]
and is routinely employed as a molecular ngerprint in AFM force spectroscopy experiments
(e.g. [161, 164, 193]).
Rates and extensions of ddFLN4 unfolding and folding at dierent constant forces
To characterize unfolding and (re-)folding in the MT assay, I recorded time traces of tether
extension under dierent, constant forces. In a typical measurement (Fig. 4.2B), the force is
increased from an initial low value (0.5 pN) that allows for (re-)folding, to a high value (25 pN
in Fig. 4.2B) that promotes unfolding, and subsequently decreased to a moderate value (6.5
and 7.5 pN in Fig. 4.2B) to directly monitor refolding. Subsequently, this cycle is repeated
multiple times with variable force levels to collect statistics. Unfolding and refolding of ddFLN4
were observed as clear double-steps in the traces, i.e., as an increase or decrease of the tether
extension in two separate steps that I interprete as transition between the native (N) and
intermediate (I) and between the intermediate and unfolded (U) states, respectively (Fig. 4.2B,
insets).
I analyzed the changes in extension for the transitions N↔I and I↔U as well as for the full
transition N↔U for many dierent clamped forces (Fig. 4.2C). e resulting force–extension
proles are well described by ts of the worm-like chain model with a xed persistence length
of 0.5 nm, chosen in accordance with a previous AFM study [153], yielding contour length
values (mean ± SD) of 15.0 ± 0.1 nm, 18.3 ± 0.1 nm, and 31.9 ± 0.2 nm, in excellent agreement
with values reported from AFM [153, 192].
e data are fully consistent with previous work that found unfolding of the ddFLN4 domain to
proceed via a mandatory, short-lived intermediate state: In a rst unfolding step, strands A and
B (42 aa; blue in Fig. 4.2A) detach and unfold, with strands C-G (58 aa; red in Fig. 4.2A) forming a
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Figure 4.2: ree-state folding and unfolding of ddFLN4 at constant force. (A) Structure of ddFLN4 (PDB:
1KSR [190], rendered using VMD [191]), with strands A and B rendered in blue and strands C-G, forming the
structured portion of the intermediate state, in red. Arrows indicate the direction of force acting on ddFLN4’s
termini during MT experiments. (B) Extension vs. time trace of a ddFLN4 tether subjected to alternating intervals
of high force (here 25 pN) allowing for ddFLN4 unfolding, intermediate force (here 6.5 or 7.5 pN) allowing for direct
observation of refolding, and low force (0.5 pN) to ensure refolding before the next cycle. Unfolding and refolding
of ddFLN4 via the mandatory intermediate state are observed as upward or downward double-steps in the traces,
respectively. Dashed lines in insets indicate extension levels corresponding to the native (N), intermediate (I) and
unfolded (U) states, respectively. (C) Force–extension proles of ddFLN4 for the transitions N↔I (blue) and I↔U
(red), and for full (un)folding N↔U (black). Data points are obtained by Gaussian ts to step extension histograms
(insets) at each constant force. Data points above 8 pN are from unfolding (based on 68-131 events obtained from
27-36 independent tethers), data points up to 8 pN from refolding (54-159 events from 26-39 independent tethers).
Error bars correspond to the FWHM of Gaussian ts, divided by the square root of counts. Lines are ts of the
WLC model. (D) Rates of unfolding at dierent constant forces for the three transitions. Color code as in panel
C. Error bars correspond to 95 % condence intervals of exponential ts to the fraction of observed events as
a function of time (see section 2.2.3 and Fig. 4.4). Lines are ts of a single-barrier kinetic model. (E) Rates of
refolding at dierent constant forces. Color code, error bars, and ts analogous to panel D. (F) Fied rates at zero
force k0 and distances to the transition state ∆x for the unfolding and refolding transitions as determined from
the ts of a single-barrier kinetic model shown in panels D and E. Figure as in [187].
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Figure 4.3: Extension of ELP linker–protein tethers. Exemplary extension trace (boom) of a ddFLN4–ELP
linker complex tethered between glass surface and magnetic bead as shown in Fig. 4.1, recorded while the force
was increased stepwise every 30 s (indicated by red lines; top), in steps of 0.2 pN between 0.2 and 2 pN, and in
steps of 1 pN between 2 and 30 pN. Aerwards, the tether was relaxed to 0.5 pN to allow for refolding of ddFLN4
and further relaxed to zero force to determine the zero position of extension. No peculiar features –in particular
no steps– were observed over the entire probed force range, with exception of the characteristic ddFLN4 unfolding
paern, which served to identify specic single-tethered beads. is nding shows that the ELP linker does not
cause any signals that may interfere with analysis of the specic signals of the measured protein of interest. Figure
as in the supporting information to [187].
less stable intermediate state [192], which quickly unfolds in the second unfolding step. Folding
of ddFLN4 was also suggested to proceed via an intermediate state that is most likely structurally
identical or very similar to the intermediate populated during unfolding [153]. In my data set,
data from unfolding (data points > 8 pN) and refolding (data points ≤ 8 pN) are well described
by a single WLC curve, conrming that the intermediate states populated during unfolding
and folding are structurally very similar or identical. Importantly, no other features except the
double-steps originating from ddFLN4 were observed in the force range probed (Fig. 4.3), show-
ing that the other components of the tethering strategy do not interfere with the measurements.
e force clamp measurements allowed to directly determine the rates of all transitions (cf.
section 2.2.3 and Fig. 4.4). For unfolding (Fig. 4.2D), I observed the rate for the rst transition,
N→I, to increase with increasing force from ≈ 0.001 s−1 at 9 pN to ≈ 0.2 s−1 at 31 pN. I ed the
rates to a single-barrier kinetic model, in which the rate is given by k(F ) = k0 exp(F∆x/kBT ),
where F is the applied force, k0 the rate at zero force, ∆x the distance to the transition state,
kB the Boltzmann constant, and T the absolute temperature [137]. I nd k0,N→I = 1.5 · 10−4s−1
(1.3 to 1.8 · 10−4s−1) and ∆xN→I = 0.99 ± 0.03 nm (mean ± SD for all rates and ∆x values). e
measured rates for full unfolding N→U are essentially identical to those for the transition N→I
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Figure 4.4: Determination of rates from observed unfolding and refolding events. Concept of rate deter-
mination from the fraction of observed unfolding or refolding events as a function of time. Shown here as an
example are the fractions of observed unfolding events vs. time for the two substeps of ddFLN4 unfolding at 25 pN,
i.e. for the transitions from the native (N) to the intermediate (I) state (le, blue) and from the intermediate to the
unfolded (U) state (right, red). To obtain the unfolding rate k of a transition at constant force F , the fraction of
observed unfolding events as a function of time t is t to the expression 1–a exp(–kt) + b (lines), where the free
parameters a and b can compensate for events that were missed due to the nite measurement time or due to
the nite time of motor movement when seing the force. As a rule, parameters a and b were close to 1 and 0,
respectively. Figure as in the supporting information to [187].
(Fig. 4.2D), owing to the fact that the rates for the second transition, I→U (k0,I→U = 0.25 s−1
[0.19 to 0.32 s−1]; ∆xI→U = 0.32 ± 0.04 nm), are at least one order of magnitude faster (Fig.
4.2D), implying that the transition N→I is the rate-limiting step for unfolding. e three-fold
dierence between ∆xN→I and ∆xI→U reects that the dierence between the rates N→I and
I→U decreases with increasing force.
For refolding in the force range from 2 pN to 8 pN (Fig. 4.2E), the rates for the rst substep U→I
(k0,U→I = 0.52 s−1 [0.34 to 0.79 s−1]; ∆xU→I = 3.6 ± 0.3 nm) are again essentially identical to
the rates for full refolding U→N (Fig. 4.2E) and rates for the second transition I→N (k0,I→N =
1500 s−1 [950 to 2500 s−1]; ∆xI→N = 3.5 ± 0.3 nm) are at least three orders of magnitude higher
compared to the rst transition, implying that again the rst transition, U→I , is rate-limiting
(Fig. 4.2F). For forces below 6 pN, the intermediate state was too short-lived to be reliably
detected, so that rates were determined separately only for forces ≥ 6 pN.
I compared the force-clamp results (summarized in Fig. 4.2F) to the rates at zero force
reported previously from ts of a single barrier kinetic model to constant pulling speed AFM
measurements [153]. For unfolding, the rates for the second step k0,I→U are in excellent
agreement (0.25 and 0.33 s−1 in MT and AFM, respectively), yet the zero force rates for the rst
step k0,N→I appear, in contrast, to dier signicantly (1.5 · 10−4 vs. 0.28 s−1). However, in AFM
measurements with extremely low pulling speeds of 1 nm/s a markedly higher mechanical
strength of ddFLN4 has been observed and explained by switching to a second unfolding
pathway [194]. e reported zero-force rate (for full unfolding) from AFM of 1.4 · 10−4 s−1 is in
excellent agreement with the results obtained in the MT measurements. us, the MT data
support the existence of a second unfolding pathway and suggest that dierences between the
two pathways can be largely aributed to the rst unfolding step N→I.
For refolding, a direct comparison is less straightforward, as refolding in AFM experiments
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Figure 4.5: Long-term ddFLN4 folding and unfolding traces close to equilibrium. (A) Force dependence
of the rates for complete unfolding (circles) and refolding (triangles) as determined in Fig. 4.2D-E. e intersection
of the linear ts predicts the equilibrium force Fequi ≈ 7.3 pN at which the probabilities of ddFLN4 being in
the folded and unfolded state are equal. (B) 55 h-long extension vs. time trace of a ddFLN4 tether subjected
to a constant force of 7.5 pN and zooms into indicated segments of the trace. (C) Zooms show not only full
unfolding and folding transitions, but also transitions from the native to the intermediate state and back. Dashed
lines indicate average extension levels corresponding to the native (N), intermediate (I), and unfolded (U) states,
respectively. Red lines indicate positions of transitions between states and extension levels in each state, as
determined by the step-nding algorithm employed for the analysis. Figure as in [187].
has been measured at zero force and not under load [153]. e rates obtained from MT and
AFM dier signicantly (k0,U→I: 0.52 vs. 55 s−1; k0,I→N: 1500 vs. 179 s−1), which might indicate
dierent folding pathways in the presence and absence of force. Intriguingly, however, in both
cases the same intermediate state appears to be populated during folding. Whereas the rst
step of folding –and thereby also full folding– is markedly slowed down by force, the second
step of folding is almost 10-fold sped up, suggesting a pre-alignment of the structured portion
of the intermediate state by force that allows for faster folding of strands A and B in the second
folding step. Since ddFLN4 in vivo is positioned within actin-crosslinking lamin and under
tensile load, it appears plausible that a force-induced pre-alignment of the intermediate state
might play a physiological role.
Ultra-stable equilibrium measurements of ddFLN4 unfolding and refolding
By determining the force at which the ed rates for full unfolding and refolding (Fig. 4.2D,E;
black lines) intersect, the equilibrium force at which the probabilities of ddFLN4 being in
the unfolded and folded states are equal could be predicted to be approximately 7.3 pN (Fig.
4.5A). I tested this prediction by measuring at a constant force of 7.5 pN, close to the predicted
equilibrium force. Since the predicted rates at equilibrium are only≈ 3 h−1 (Fig. 3A), I performed
very long measurements (up to 55 h; Fig. 4.5B), harnessing the excellent force and dri stability
of MT. Indeed, repeated transitions between the unfolded and folded states were observed, with
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Figure 4.6: Repeated cycles of unfolding and refolding of ddFLN4 without hysteresis. (A-B) Segments
from a ≈ 10 h-long measurement on ddFLN4 tethers with repeated alternating unfolding and refolding plateaus
(similar to the data shown in Fig. 4.2B). Reliable unfolding and refolding was observed throughout the entire
measurement. Shown here for one exemplary tether are the rst ve (A) and the last ve (B) unfolding plateaus
(all at 25 pN; unfolding events marked by arrows), which were separated by 25 cycles of unfolding and refolding,
corresponding to ≈ 7 h of measurement duration. e same 31 ddFLN4 tethers were analyzed, separately for the
rst ve and last ve unfolding plateaus. e obtained mean extension values for the two unfolding transitions
N→I and I→U both varied by less than 4 %. Furthermore, the measured unfolding rates matched very closely.
(C) Fits and unfolding rates are shown in green and orange for the rst ve and last ve plateaus, respectively.
e rates for the rst step of unfolding, N→I (le panel; rst ve plateaus: 0.0243 [0.0234 - 0.0253] s−1; last ve
plateaus: 0.0245 [0.0238 - 0.0252] s−1 ; mean and 95 % condence intervals), and for the second step of unfolding,
I→U (right panel; rst ve plateaus: 1.81 [1.77 - 1.85] s−1; last ve plateaus: 1.90 [1.78 - 2.01] s−1), deviated by less
than 5 %, well within the 95 % condence intervals of the ts. ese data thus indicate that no signicant hysteresis
eects occur for ddFLN4 even aer tens of unfolding/refolding cycles and spending an extended period of time in
the unfolded state. (D) Analysis of a long (≈ 55 h) trace at constant force close to the equilibrium point (the trace
shown in Fig. 4.5B). e dwell times in the folded and unfolded states were quantied and are shown separately
for the rst and second halves of the trace. e distributions for the two halves of the trace for both folded and
unfolded states are identical, within experimental error (as assessed by a two-sample Kolmogorov–Smirnov test
with p = 0.51 and p = 0.53, respectively). Figure as in the supporting information to [187].
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the system spending approximately half of the time in each of the two states, as expected for a
measurement close to equilibrium. Examining the traces close to equilibrium in detail, one can
observe repeated transitions not only N↔U via the I state (Fig. 4.5C, le and middle trace),
but also from the U and N states into the I state that return to the initial state (Fig. 4.5C, right
trace), again strongly suggesting that the same intermediate state is populated during unfolding
and folding. Finally, it is noteworthy that even for the very long measurements reported here,
no signicant change of ddFLN4’s force response over time was observed, indicating reliable,
correct refolding of the domain without any hysteresis eects, both for the long equilibrium
measurement at constant force and for repeated cycles of unfolding and refolding under varying
load (Fig. 4.6). Taken together, the long-term stability combined with its very characteristic
three-state unfolding signature make ddFLN4 an ideal ngerprint for the identication of
single-molecule tethers.
4.4 Lifetime of single biotin–streptavidin bonds under con-
stant load
Having established ddFLN4 as an ideal ngerprint for the identication of specic single-
molecule tethers and having demonstrated the ability to apply constant forces over extended
periods of time to multiple tethers in parallel, I aimed at utilizing the MT assay to investigate
not only protein folding and refolding, but also ligand–protein receptor interactions. As a
proof-of-concept measurement, and to further validate the tethering approach, I directly probed
the stability of the high-anity, non-covalent biotin–streptavidin interaction under constant
force. Since all other linkages in the tethering protocol consist of mechanically stable covalent
bonds, I used ddFLN4-tethered beads to apply dierent high forces (45-65 pN) to the biotin–
streptavidin bond and monitored the time until bead rupture. In the analysis, only beads that
showed the specic ddFLN4 unfolding signature in two short force plateaus of 65 pN at the
beginning of the measurement were taken into account. Importantly, the number of beads that
ruptured already during these initial short plateaus was small (< 3.5 %).
For the commercially available streptavidin-coated beads used for the measurements presented
in the previous sections (Dynabeads M-270 Streptavidin, Invitrogen/ermo Fisher), I found
the survival fraction to decay with time in a complex, multi-exponential fashion (Fig. 4.7A) for
all forces probed, suggesting the existence of several populations of the biotin–streptavidin
interaction with dierent lifetimes. To quantify the lifetimes involved, I t the fastest and
slowest decaying populations by linear regression to the logarithm of the rst and last 20 %
of data points, respectively (lines in Fig. 4.7A). Over the studied force range, the lifetime of
the fastest decaying population ranged from ≈ 100 s at 65 pN to ≈ 2100 s at 45 pN, whereas the
lifetime of the slowest decaying population was ≈ 50-fold higher, increasing from ≈ 5000 s at
65 pN to ≈ 68 000 s at 45 pN (Fig. 4.7C). For both populations, the lifetime was found to increase
exponentially with decreasing force (Fig. 4.7C). Already for a force of 20 pN, extrapolated
lifetimes are well above a day and o-rates at zero force are in the range of 10−7 to 10−8 s−1,
consistent with the fact that beads remained stably bound for hours or days in the MT force
spectroscopy measurements at forces ≤ 20 pN (e.g. section 4.3).
I hypothesized that the dierent populations and multi-exponential lifetimes for commercially
available streptavidin-functionalized beads originate from the biotin-streptavidin complex
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Figure 4.7: Lifetime of single biotin–streptavidin bonds under constant load. (A) Survival fraction as
a function of time for commercially available beads coated with tetravalent streptavidin (Dynabeads M-270
Streptavidin), tethered by ddFLN4 and subjected to a constant force of 65 pN. e survival fraction decays in
a complex, multi-exponential fashion, suggesting the existence of several populations of biotin–streptavidin
interactions with dierent lifetimes. Red and black lines are linear ts to the logarithm of the rst and last 20 % of
data points, respectively, to estimate o-rates of the fastest- (inset) and slowest-decaying populations. (B) Survival
fraction as a function of time for ddFLN4-tethered beads functionalized with a monovalent streptavidin variant,
measured at 65 pN. e blue line is a linear t to the natural logarithm of all data points. Note the markedly
dierent scale of the time axis. (C) Estimated lifetime of the biotin–streptavidin interaction at dierent constant
forces for the fastest- and slowest-decaying population of commercial beads with tetravalent streptavidin (red and
black circles, respectively), and for beads with monovalent streptavidin (blue triangle). Error bars correspond
to 1 SD; lines are ts of a single-barrier kinetic model. e number of measured, specically tethered beads per
condition was between 44 and 118, of which 35 to 86 ruptured during the duration of the measurement. e
measurement duration for beads with monovalent streptavidin was 15 h, and for the commercial beads 1 h at 65
pN, 3 h at 55 and 60 pN, and 15 h at 45 pN. Figure as in [187].
being loaded with force in dierent geometries that result from the tetravalency of streptavidin
[161]. Indeed, for measurements with custom-made beads functionalized with a monovalent
version of streptavidin [161] in a well-dened geometry using a C-terminal tag [162], the
survival fraction was well described by a single-exponential decay (Fig. 4.7B). Immobilization
of the monovalent streptavidin construct via the C-terminus of its functional subunit was
chosen because it has recently been demonstrated in AFM force spectroscopy measurements
that the monovalent streptavidin–biotin complex can withstand markedly higher forces when
loaded with force from the C-terminus as compared to pulling from the N-terminus [162].
Indeed, I found the lifetime of the custom-made monovalent streptavidin beads to be 24 000 s
(≈ 6.7 h) at 65 pN (Fig. 4.7B), similar to and even exceeding that of the 20 % longest-lived
commercially available beads (Fig. 4.7C).
Summarizing, commercially available, multivalent streptavidin (far) exceeds the requirements
of typical constant force force-spectroscopy measurements (with lifetimes ≥ 1 day at forces
≤ 20 pN), but has a multi-exponential lifetime distribution. Monovalent, site-specically
aached streptavidin, in contrast, exhibits a single-exponential lifetime distribution with
extremely high force stability, making it an aractive approach for force spectroscopy on
systems that require high forces over extended periods of time.
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Figure 4.8: Distinct force loading geometries resulting from the tetravalency of streptavidin. (A)Crystal
structure of the streptavidin tetramer, with the four subunits shown in dierent colors. Biotin bound to one of the
subunits is shown in magenta. e C terminus of the same subunit is marked by the light blue circle. Structure of
the tetramer without biotin (PDB: 5TO2 [195]) was rendered using VMD [191]. e biotin was added to subunit
D according to the structure of a streptavidin dimer with bound biotin (PDB: 1MK5 [196]) aer aligning the
structures with STAMP [197] in VMD. (B) Schematic representation of the tetramer structure, with subunits being
represented by colored barrels. Arrows mark the positions at which force can be applied to the molecule in the
SMFS experiments described here. e light blue arrow marks the C-terminus of subunit D used for site-specic
immobilization. Magenta arrows indicate the four possible directions of pulling biotin out of the dierent binding
pockets. Depending on which subunit biotin is bound to, force will propagate dierently through the complex.
4.5 Distinct lifetimes of biotin unbinding owing to strep-
tavidin’s multivalency
As indicated by the results presented in the previous section, the lifetime of the streptavidin–
biotin interaction strongly depends on the geometry of force application. Even in the case of
site-specic aachment of streptavidin, four dierent geometries for bioting unbinding under
force are possible as a result of the tetravalency of streptavidin (Fig. 4.8), and consequently up to
four dierent populations of lifetimes can be expected. is potential variability in the stability
of the interaction is not only of importance for force spectroscopy measurements, but may also
aect other assays involving force, e.g. under ow. e non-covalent, high-anity binding of
the small molecule biotin to streptavidin is ubiquitously used in a variety of biological, chemical,
biophysical and pharmaceutical applications [198, 199] and thus of general interest.
To facilitate systematic investigation of the inuence of the pulling geometry on the stability
of the biotin–streptavidin complex, variants of streptavidin with dierent valencies were
engineered by Steen M. Sedlak. Tetra-, tri-, and monovalent variants of streptavidin with four,
three, and one functional subunit(s), respectively, were prepared, with the remaining subunits
being incapable of biotin binding (4SA, 3SA, and 1SA, respectively; Fig. 4.9A). In addition, a
control variant consisting of four non-functional subunits was prepared (0SA). All variants
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Figure 4.9: Streptavidin variants with dierent valencies. (A) Schematic structure of streptavidin constructs
with dierent valencies. 4SA (le), 3SA (middle), and 1SA (right) possess four, three and one functional subunit(s),
respectively (shown in color). e remaining subunits (gray) are incapable of biotin binding. All constructs possess
a single C-terminal cysteine at their D subunit –which is nonfunctional for 3SA and functional for 1SA– for
site-specic immobilization (light blue line). In the MT experiments, force is applied to the constructs from the
immobilization site (light blue arrows) and from the biotin being pulled out of one of the functional subunits
(possible directions indicated by magenta arrows). (B) Exemplary AFM images of 4SA (le), 3SA (middle), and
1SA (right) with the highest observed number (four, three, and one, respectively) of biotinylated DNA strands
bound. e streptavidin molecules are marked by arrowheads. Height range of color scale is 2 nm.
possess a single cysteine residue at the C-terminus of their D subunit (see Fig. 4.8), allowing for
site-specic immobilization. For 3SA, the D subunit is the only non-functional one, whereas
for 1SA it is the only functional one (Fig. 4.9A).
To verify the valency of the dierent variants, they were incubated with biotinylated, short
(250 bp) double-stranded DNA strands, and I directly visualized the resulting streptavidin–DNA
complexes by AFM imaging (Fig. 4.9B). A large excess of DNA over streptavidin (approximately
ten-fold for 4SA and 3SA, and four-fold for 1SA and 0SA) was used to ensure that streptavidin
molecules with DNA strands bound to all functional subunits could be observed. Indeed, a
maximum of four, three, and one bound DNA strand(s) was observed for 4SA, 3SA and 1SA,
respectively, conrming the expected valencies. An exemplary image for the case of 3SA is
shown in Fig. 4.10. In the case of 0SA, no streptavidin–DNA complexes were observed.
e expected valencies were further conrmed by isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC) mea-
surements conducted by Steen M. Sedlak, which revealed essentially identical enthalpies of
biotin binding to variants 1SA, 3SA and 4SA, with dierent stoichiometries corresponding to
the respective valency. is nding indicates that in the absence of force all subunits are equiv-
alent with regard to biotin binding and no eects of dierent binding geometries come into play.
To directly measure the lifetime of the biotin–streptavidin interaction under constant force,
and in particular to investigate the inuence of dierent pulling geometries, I performed MT
measurements using the dierent streptavidin variants (Fig. 4.11), analogous to the lifetime
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Figure 4.10: AFM imaging of streptavidin with biotinylated DNA. AFM imaging of streptavidin in complex
with biotinylated 250 bp dsDNA strands is shown here exemplary for 3SA, aer incubation in a 1:10 stoichiometry.
Arrowheads mark streptavidin molecules, with the color of arrowheads indicating the number of bound DNA
strands (green – two, red — three). For 3SA, up to three bound strands were observed. Importantly, no 3SA
molecules with four strands were observed. Height range of color scale is 2 nm.
measurements presented in the previous section. For a subset of these measurements, I was
supported by Sophia Gruber (LMU Munich). To this end, 4SA, 3SA, and 1SA were –via the
single C-terminal cysteine at their D subunits– site-specically and covalently immobilized on
magnetic beads functionalized with polyethylene glycol linkers with a thiol-reactive maleimide
group (Fig. 4.11A). e beads were then allowed to bind to biotinylated ddFLN4–ELP tethers (cf.
Fig. 4.1), and binding occurs via one of the functional subunits of the respective streptavidin
construct. e ddFLN4 domain again served as ngerprint domain to identify specic, single-
tethered beads, i.e. beads exhibiting a single biotin–streptavidin interaction (Fig. 4.11B). To
measure the lifetime of this interaction, beads were subjected to a constant force of 65 pN and
the time until bead rupture –corresponding to unbinding of biotin from streptavidin– was
monitored (Fig. 4.11B).
In the case of 1SA, only the subunit that is aached to the bead via its C-terminus is capable
of biotin binding, and unbinding should hence always occur in the same pulling geometry.
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Figure 4.11: Lifetime of the biotin–streptavidin interaction under constant force. (A) Schematic of MT
experiments (not to scale). Streptavidin (4SA, 3SA or 1SA) is site-specically and covalently immobilized on
magnetic beads via the single C-terminal cysteine at its D subunit and a polyethylene glycol (PEG) linker possessing
a thiol-reactive maleimide group. Biotinylated ddFLN4 is covalently immobilized on the boom slide of the MT
owcell via an ELP linker. Binding of the biotin to one of the functional subunits of the respective streptavidin
construct thus tethers the beads by a single biotin–streptavidin interaction. Force is exerted on the magnetic
beads by permanent magnets positioned above the owcell. (B) Exemplary time trace of the tether extension
during an MT measurement. At the beginning of the measurement, beads are subjected to two 5-min intervals
of a constant force of 25 pN, allowing for unfolding of ddFLN4 in a characteristic three-state manner (le and
middle zoom-in), which serves as ngerprint to identify specic, single-tethered beads. Short low force intervals
(0.5 pN) allow for ddFLN4 refolding. Tethers are then subjected to a constant force of 65 pN and the time until
bead rupture due to unbinding of biotin from streptavidin is monitored (right zoom-in). (C) Survival fractions as a
function of time for 1SA (red), 3SA (green), and 4SA (blue). e data are shown both linearly scaled (le) and
logarithmically (right and inset). Lines are linear ts to the data in logarithmic space, as explained in the text. e
doed blue line has the same slope as the t obtained for the 1SA data set (see text).
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Indeed, as already shown in the previous section, the monovalent variant exhibited a single-
exponential lifetime distribution, indicating a single population with a –remarkably long–
lifetime of approximately 8.0 h (28 800 s; 95 % CIs: 27900–29 800 s), as inferred from a linear t
to the data in logarithmic space (Fig. 4.11C, red), in good agreement with the value of 6.7 h
obtained in the previous section for a slightly smaller data set.
3SA is inverse to the 1SA variant, in the sense that all but the aached subunit are functional.
Consequently, 3SA is expected to exhibit up to three dierent populations of lifetimes, but
to lack the population observed for 1SA. Indeed, in the MT experiments, 3SA only exhibited
comparably very fast unbinding events (Fig. 4.11C, green). In the logarithmic representation
of the data, two approximately linear regimes are visible, suggesting the existence of two
populations with distinct lifetimes (Fig. 4.11C, inset). As the rst, i.e. shorter-lived, population
appears to comprise roughly two thirds of all unbinding events, it appears plausible to assume
that this population comprises two of the three dierent pulling geometries, which however
exhibit lifetimes that are too similar to be distinguished in this experiment conducted at 65 pN.
Measurements at lower forces might allow to separate these populations.
Linear ts to the two approximately linear regimes in logarithmic space yielded lifetimes of
approximately 7.5 min (453 s; 422-488 s) and 36 min (2160 s; 1930-2460 s), respectively. Two
data points at ≈ 3 h were as outliers not taken into account for ing. Remarkably, the lifetime
of the shortest-lived population at 65 pN is almost two orders of magnitude (64-fold) lower
than the one observed for the 1SA construct.
For 4SA, all pulling geometries possible for 3SA and 1SA can be realized. In line with this,
both short- and long-lived populations were observed in the MT measurements on the 4SA
variant (Fig. 4.11C, blue). Aer approximately 10 min at 65 pN, unbinding of already roughly
60 % of all initially tethered beads had occurred, in excellent agreement with the shortest-lived
population observed for 3SA. Many of the remaining tethers, in contrast, survived for several
hours and can be assumed to correspond to the pulling geometry of the 1SA variant. is
assumption is corroborated by the fact that the decay of those beads that had survived the rst
two hours of the measurement closely matches the one observed in the measurements on 1SA,
as visualized by the doed blue line in Fig. 4.11C, which has the same slope as the t to the
1SA data. A formal t to the data points at times above 2 h (blue line in Fig. 4.11C) yielded a
lifetime of 10.0 h (36 200 s; 28500-49 400 s), agreeing well with the lifetime obtained for 1SA,
within the 95 % condence intervals.
In the intermediate regime of times between approximately 10 min and 2 h, the number of
unbinding events is not sucient for a formal analyis, but the obtained data appear to be
consistent with the existence of another population of lifetimes corresponding to the longer-
lived one of the two populations observed for 3SA.
Taken together, the data on the 4SA variant are fully in line with the 1SA and 3SA data.
Combined, the above ndings conrm the hypothesis that the lifetime of biotin unbinding from
streptavidin strongly depends on the pulling geometry. ey further allowed to identify the
pulling geometry that yields the longest lifetime, which corresponds to pulling biotin out of the
binding pocket of the subunit that is aached. As the lifetime for this geometry is, at the force
probed here, almost two orders of magnitude higher than for the other possible geometries, it
would be highly benecial to utilize this geometry in applications for which high force stability
is desirable. Importantly, this can straight-forwardly be realized employing the monovalent
streptavidin variant used in the above experiments.
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Finally, it should be noted that the lifetimes obtained for the site-specically aached variants
used here were, both for the longest- and for the shortest-lived population, approximately
four-fold higher than the respective lifetimes estimated for commercial beads, as described in
the previous section (see Fig. 4.7). is dierence might be explained by the fact that for the
custom streptavidin constructs, force was applied from the C-terminus used for aachment,
whereas in the case of commercially available beads the aachment is likely not site-specic,
resulting in a variety of pulling geometries. In line with this, it has recently been demonstrated
in AFM SMFS experiments that a monovalent streptavidin–biotin complex can withstand
markedly higher forces when loaded with force from the C-terminus as compared to pulling
from the N-terminus [162].
Chapter5
Single-molecule constant force
measurements on VWF dimers
In this chapter, the MT force spectroscopy approach presented in chapter 4 is applied to dimeric
VWF constructs, with the aim of characterizing mechano-sensitive, regulatory inter- and intra-
monomer interactions and transitions within VWF dimers, in particular in the physiologically
most relevant low-force regime below ≈ 10 pN. ese include unfolding and refolding of the
A2 domain, which is thoroughly characterized here with special aention to the impact of
calcium binding to A2, and dissociation of a previously reported strong intermonomer inter-
action mediated by the D4 domains. Furthermore, at very low forces of only ≈ 1 pN, I could
directly observe the opening and closing of the VWF stem in a zipper-like fashion, in line
with predictions based on previous work that I was involved in (see section 1.4 and chapter
3). Finally, I found an unexpected new feature characterized by fast, reversible transitions
at intermediate forces around ≈ 8 pN, that I could trace back to a transition within the D’D3
assembly. Possible physiological implications of the dierent interactions for regulation of
VWF’s hemostatic activity are discussed in each section. 1
5.1 Impact of calcium binding on A2 domain unfolding
and folding
Having demonstrated the aachment approach on a small well-characterized protein in the
previous section, I also applied it to large (≈ 500 kDa) dimeric constructs of full-length VWF.
As discussed in section 1.5, dimers are of special interest to study regulatory interactions
in VWF, as they are the smallest repeating subunits of VWF multimers, consisting of two
multi-domain monomers that are C-terminally linked via disulde bonds and have a contour
length of ≈ 130 nm between their N-termini [4, 41] (Fig. 5.1A). Since dierent peptide tags
1e work presented in the rst three sections of this chapter, along with data described in chapter 4, was
posted in similar form as a preprint to bioRxiv (2018; doi: 10.1101/491977), as Modular, ultra-stable and highly
parallel protein force spectroscopy in magnetic tweezers using peptide linkers by Achim Lo¨f, Philipp U. Walker,
Steen M. Sedlak, Tobias Obser, Maria A. Brehm, Martin Benoit, and Jan Lipfert, and is currently under review at
the Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences of the U.S.A..
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Figure 5.1: Folding and unfolding of A2 domains within VWF dimers. (A) Schematic structure of a VWF
dimer, consisting of two ≈ 65 nm, multi-domain monomers C-terminally connected by disulde bonds. e two
A2 domains, which can unfold under force (inset), are shown in blue. Arrows indicate the direction of force acting
on the two N-termini during MT experiments. (B) Segments from a ≈ 30-hour long extension vs. time trace of
a VWF dimer tether subjected to alternating intervals of high force (here 12 pN), allowing for A2 unfolding, of
intermediate force (here 3, 4 or 5 pN), allowing for direct observation of A2 refolding, and of low force (0.5 pN)
to ensure refolding. Unfolding and refolding of the two A2 domains are observed as two independent positive
or negative steps in the trace, respectively. Dashed lines in the insets indicate extension levels with none, one,
or both of the A2 domains unfolded. (C) Force–extension curves of A2 (un)folding, in near-physiological buer
containing Ca2+ (black) and in buer without Ca2+ and with 10 mM EDTA (red). Data points are obtained by
Gaussian ts to step extension histograms (lower right inset) at each constant force. Data points above 5 pN are
from unfolding (based on 62-632 and 40-747 events for the near-physiologic and EDTA case, respectively, obtained
from 13-53 independent tethers), data points up to 5 pN are from refolding (41-120 and 49-158 events for the
near-physiologic and EDTA case, respectively, obtained from 10-19 independent tethers). Error bars correspond to
the FWHM of Gaussian ts, divided by the square root of counts. Lines are ts of the WLC model. Upper le inset
shows a global WLC t to all data points. (D) Rates of unfolding (circles) and refolding (triangles) at dierent
constant forces for near-physiologic (black) and EDTA (red) buer. Error bars correspond to 95 % condence
intervals of exponential ts to the fraction of observed events as a function of time (cf. section 2.2.3 and Fig. 4.4).
Lines are ts of a single-barrier kinetic model, yielding rates at zero force k0 and distances to the transition state
∆x for unfolding and refolding as indicated. Figure as in [187].
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Figure 5.2: Measurements on ddFLN4 under varied pH and ionic conditions as control. Extension of
ddFLN4 unfolding and refolding steps at dierent constant forces and under varied buer conditions. Extensions
of the transitions between the native state and the intermediate state (blue) as well as between the intermediate
and the unfolded state (red) are shown separately in addition to the full extension between native and unfolded
state (black). Data points at forces up to 8 pN are from refolding, data points at forces above 8 pN from unfolding
measurements. Co-ploed with lower opacity are the data obtained for near-physiologic buer conditions (pH
7.4, with divalent ions; circles) as shown in Fig. 4.2C and the respective WLC ts (lines). Force–extension data
sets obtained at pH 7.4 in the presence of 10 mM EDTA (upward triangles) and at acidic pH 5.5 in the presence of
divalent ions (downward triangles) both are within measurement uncertainty identical to the ones obtained for
near-physiologic buer conditions. Error bars correspond to the FWHM of Gaussian ts, divided by the square
root of counts. Figure as in the supporting information to [187].
at the two N-termini are required for aaching dimers in the desired pulling geometry (Fig.
5.1A), heterodimers consisting of two dierent monomers that are N-terminally modied with
a ybbR-tag or a sortase motif GG, respectively, were genetically engineered (see section 2.3).
Aer tethering in the MT, I recorded time traces of VWF dimers with alternating plateaus of
high force (Fig. 5.1B, 6-20 pN) and moderate force (Fig. 5.1B, 2-5 pN). In most cases, I observed
two unfolding and two refolding steps in the recorded high and moderate force traces, respec-
tively, with extension values matching the expected values for unfolding of the A2 domains
(≈ 180 aa each) that were previously probed in isolation in OT [7, 56]. Observation of domain
(un-)folding only for the two A2 domains is consistent with the prediction that all domains
of VWF except A2 are protected against unfolding by long-range disulde bonds [41] and
with the results of recent AFM studies [20, 166]. Further characteristic features in the traces,
caused by inter- and intra-domain interactions, are described in the following sections. For all
analyses, also regarding the following sections, only tethers exhibiting the unfolding signal
of two A2 domains were taken into account, thus utilizing A2 as an internal ngerprint to
identify specic single-molecule tethers.
I rst used the MT assay to elucidate the controversial impact of calcium binding to A2’s
calcium binding loop on A2 stability [51, 56, 170]. Since force-induced unfolding of A2 is
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Figure 5.3: Refolding of VWF A2 domains under mechanical load in the absence of Ca2+. Extension vs.
time trace of a VWF dimer tether subjected to alternating intervals of high force (here 12 pN), allowing for A2
unfolding, of intermediate force (here 4.5 pN), allowing for direct observation of A2 refolding, and of low force
(0.5 pN) to ensure refolding, in buer without Ca2+ and with 10 mM EDTA. Unfolding and refolding of the two A2
domains are observed as two independent positive or negative steps in the trace, respectively. Direct observation
of refolding steps (marked by red arrows) shows that A2 can refold under signicant mechanical load even in the
absence of Ca2+. Figure as in the supporting information to [187].
a prerequisite for mechano-enzymatic cleavage of VWF by ADAMTS13 and thus for down-
regulation of VWF [7], a comprehensive understanding of the dynamics of A2 unfolding and
refolding, as well as how they may be tuned, is of high interest and may help to comprehend
certain pathological mutations that cause VWD type 2A by destabilizing the A2 domain
(e.g. [82]). To address this issue, I performed measurements both in buer mimicking the
physiological pH and salt concentrations of the vasculature (”near-physiologic”; pH 7.4, 150 mM
NaCl, 1 mM MgCl2, and 1 mM CaCl2) and in buer lacking divalent ions and supplemented with
10 mM EDTA. First, I analyzed the change in extension upon A2 unfolding and refolding for
dierent constant forces. For both buer conditions, the resulting force–extension proles (Fig.
55.1), combining data from unfolding (data points ≥ 6.5 pN) and from refolding (data points
≤ 5 pN), are well described by a single WLC curve. e WLC ts yielded values for contour
length and persistence length of 75.0 nm and 0.42 nm (95 % CI: 70.8–79.2 nm and 0.37–0.46 nm)
for near-physiologic buer, and of 68.5 nm and 0.50 nm (62.7–74.3 nm and 0.41–0.58 nm) for the
EDTA buer, and thus show no signicant dierence. is nding indicates that calcium has no
eect on the extension of the unfolded state, as expected for full unfolding of A2 accompanied
by disruption of the calcium binding loop. A WLC t to the combined data from both buer
conditions (inset in Fig. 5.1C) yielded contour and persistence length values of 71.9 nm and
0.45 nm (68.3-75.4 nm and 0.41–0.50 nm). e contour length increments determined from the
MT measurements on full-length dimeric VWF are in excellent agreement with OT unfolding
studies on isolated A2 domains [7, 56], suggesting that complete A2 unfolding is not obstructed
by the presence of other domains. Control measurements using the same aachment protocol
and ddFLN4 tethers under the same buer conditions found no dierence in the force response
for the dierent buer conditions (Fig. 5.2).
I further studied the kinetics of A2 unfolding and refolding. In the case of unfolding, rates are
approximately two- to four-fold higher for the EDTA buer in the force range probed, 6.5-17 pN
(Fig. 5.1D, circles). For both buer conditions, rates increase exponentially with increasing force,
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Figure 5.4: Occasional inhibition of A2 refolding in VWF dimer tethers. Segment of a ≈ 30 h-long exten-
sion vs. time trace of a VWF dimer tether subjected to alternating intervals of high force (here 12 pN), allowing
for A2 unfolding, and of dierent intermediate forces (4 pN shown here), allowing for direct observation of
A2 refolding, recorded under near-physiologic buer conditions. e shown tether exhibits the unfolding and
refolding signal (marked by arrows) of only one of the two A2 domains. Otherwise, the tether does not show any
dierences to regular tethers exhibiting signals of both A2 domains. In particular, the observed A2 unfolding
and refolding steps were indistinguishable (see insets). In such tethers exhibiting only one A2 signal, which
occurred only occasionally, refolding of one of the A2 domains may be inhibited due to cis-trans isomerization of
a cis-proline, as reported in a previous OT study [7]. Figure as in the supporting information to [187].
with a slightly stronger dependence on force for the EDTA condition. Fiing a single-barrier
kinetic model yielded values for the unfolding rate at zero force kunf,0 = 3.6 · 10−5s−1 (1.8
to 7.1 · 10−5 s−1) and 7.8 · 10−5 s−1 (5.1 to 12 · 10−5 s−1) and distances to the transition state
∆xunf = 2.45 ± 0.22 nm and 2.60 ± 0.15 nm in the presence and absence of Ca2+, respectively.
e rates measured in the constant force MT assay are two orders of magnitude slower than the
rates determined in near-physiologic buer in OT measurements on isolated A2 domains. While
in principle this dierence might indicate stabilization of A2 by neighboring domains, I deem
it likely that it at least partially results from the transformation of rupture force distributions
measured in the OT using the Dudko-Hummer-Szabo method [200], which is sensitive to the
elastic response of employed exible linkers. In the traces obtained by MT, I did not observe
any features that correspond to dissociation of potential interactions of A2 with neighboring
domains.
For refolding against external forces of 2-5 pN, rates are approximately two- to sixfold higher in
the presence of Ca2+ (Fig. 5.1D, triangles) and decrease exponentially with force, with a more
pronounced force dependence in the presence of Ca2+, which is reected by the higher value of
∆xref of 6.80 ± 0.56 nm compared to 4.73 ± 0.26 nm in the absence of Ca2+. e refolding rate
at zero force in the presence of Ca2+ kref,0 = 5.1 s−1 (2.9 to 8.7 s−1) is 20-fold higher than in the
absence of Ca2+, kref,0 = 0.23 s−1 (0.18 to 0.28 s−1), indicating that calcium substantially speeds
up folding of A2. e rather pronounced force dependence of A2 refolding implicates that even
at relatively low forces below 5 pN, as expected to be readily reached for long multimers in the
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bloodstream (cf. section 1.3), A2 domains will, once unfolded, stay unfolded for an extended
time span, thus allowing for cleavage by ADAMTS13. When force decreases, however, A2 can
rapidly refold, preventing excessive cleavage. From the determined rates, furthermore, the
equilibrium force at which A2 is equally likely to be in the unfolded and folded state can be
predicted to be ≈ 5.3 pN under near-physiologic conditions.
Taken together, the obtained results demonstrate that A2 is stabilized by the presence of
Ca2+ both by increasing the refolding rate and stabilizing against unfolding compared to the
conditions without Ca2+. e observed increases in the refolding rates in my experiments
are in quantitative agreement with a previous report using OT on isolated A2 domains [56].
Importantly, I directly observed refolding under mechanical load even in the absence of Ca2+
(Figs. 5.1C-D and 5.3), in contrast to a previous study that had claimed refolding to only occur
in the presence of calcium [170]. e role of Ca2+ in the stabilization against unfolding is
controversial: I observe a modest reduction in the unfolding rate by Ca2+, which is consistent
with the low-force data found in one OT study [56], which, however, reported no statistically
signicant change in the unfolding rate with and without Ca2+ overall, possibly as their assay
might have lacked the sensitivity to resolve small dierences. In contrast, I nd no evidence for
a long-lived intermediate in the unfolding pathway in the presence of Ca2+ that was claimed
by one OT study [170], but had not been observed in other OT studies [7, 56]. Finally, it should
be noted that I occasionally observed tethers that apparently only showed the unfolding and
refolding signal of one A2 domain (Fig. 5.4). In such tethers, refolding of one A2 domain may
be inhibited due to cis-trans isomerization of a cis-proline, as reported in a previous OT study
[7].
5.2 Dissociation of theD4-mediated strong intermonomer
interaction
Performing measurements on full-length VWF dimers as described in the previous section, in
addition to the steps aributed to A2 unfolding and refolding, I less frequently also observed
larger steps of ≈ 70-80 nm (at forces of ≈ 10 pN; Fig. 5.5A,C-D). I hypothesized these steps
to originate from the dissociation of a strong intermonomer interaction mediated by the D4
domains that has recently been identied in AFM force measurements in approximately one-
half of all VWF dimers under near-physiologic conditions [20, 166] (see section 1.4 and chapter
3). A schematic of this intermonomer interaction and its dissociation, which leads to opening
of dimers with previously closed C-terminal stems, is shown in Fig. 5.5B. Consistent with
their assignment to the D4-mediated intermonomer interaction, the large steps occurred much
less frequently in the absence of divalent ions –which have been shown to be critical for the
intermonomer interaction [20, 166]–, as tested by measurements in buer containing 10 mM
EDTA (Fig. 5.5A). As a further control, I also conducted force measurements on a mutant
construct lacking the entire D4 domain (delD4) under near-physiologic buer conditions (Figs.
5.5A and 5.6). While the A2 domain unfolding and refolding signal remained unchanged for
this construct (Fig. 5.6), the larger steps indeed vanished, conrming them to originate from
the D4-mediated intermonomer interaction (Fig. 5.5A).
e dissociation of the intermonomer interaction was in some cases –aer intermient
relaxation to a low force– observed repeatedly for the same molecule, implying reversibility
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Figure 5.5: Dissociation of a D4-mediated intermonomer interaction in VWF dimers. (A) Extension
histograms of steps observed in traces of VWF dimers recorded at a force of 9.5 pN, for full-length dimers in the
presence of divalent ions (top) or in the presence of 10 mM EDTA (middle), and for dimers with a deletion of the
D4 domain (delD4, see Fig. 5.6) in the presence of divalent ions (boom). In the case of the full-length dimers, in
the presence of divalent ions a broad peak at extension values of roughly 70-80 nm is observed in addition to the
peak associated with A2 unfolding, centered at ca. 36 nm. In the presence of EDTA, or for the delD4 construct, in
contrast, only the peak associated with A2 unfolding is observed. e length increase by 80 nm, the sensitivity
to removal of divalent ions by EDTA, and the involvement of the D4 domain are in line with the dissociation
of a strong intermonomer interaction mediated by VWF’s D4 domain that has recently been identied in AFM
force measurements on VWF dimers [20, 166] (cf. section 1.4 and chapter 3). (B) Schematic of dimer opening.
Dissociation of an intermonomer interaction mediated by the D4 domain (green) leads to the opening of the
closed stem region of VWF (yellow) and thus a release of formerly hidden length of approximately 80 nm. Dimer
opening occurs independently of A2 (blue) unfolding, since the A2 domains are not shielded from force by the
D4-mediated interaction. (C) Exemplary extension trace of a full-length dimer exhibiting unfolding of both A2
domains and dimer opening, recorded at 11 pN. (D) Extension traces from the same VWF dimer tether, probed at
dierent forces and repeatedly exhibiting dimer opening, implying reversibility of the D4-mediated intermonomer
interaction. Figure as in the supporting information to [187].
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Figure 5.6: Measurements on VWF dimers with deletion of the D4 domain. (A) Schematic structure of a
VWF dimer with deletion of both D4 domains (delD4 dimer). e two A2 domains are shown in blue. Arrows
indicate the direction of force acting on the two N termini during MT experiments. (B) Force–extension prole of
A2 unfolding and refolding, recorded for the delD4 construct in near-physiologic buer at pH 7.4 (blue symbols).
e force–extension prole closely matches those obtained for the full-length construct in near-physiologic buer
and in buer with 10 mM EDTA (co-ploed with lower opacity in black and red, respectively), as presented in Fig.
5.1C. e line is the global WLC t to all data from the full-length construct, as presented in the inset in Fig. 5.1C.
Data points are obtained by Gaussian ts to step extension histograms (inset) at each constant force. Data points
above 5 pN are from unfolding, data points up to 5 pN from refolding. Error bars correspond to the FWHM of
Gaussian ts, divided by the square root of counts. Figure as in the supporting information to [187].
of the interaction (5.5D). Since it has previously been established that formation of the D4-
mediated intermonomer interaction crucially requires transition metal ions [166], which are,
however, only present in trace amounts in the used buer, this nding might either indicate
a very high anity of ion binding or that ions can stay bound even upon dissociation of
the binding interface of the intermonomer interaction. However, to date no high-resolution
structure of the D4 domain is available that could provide more instructive mechanistic insights
into this interaction.
Remarkably, whereas in constant pulling speed AFM measurements dissociation of the D4-
mediated intermonomer interaction had always occurred at much higher forces than –and
therefore aer– A2 unfolding [20, 166], in the constant force measurements in MT I observed
dissociation of this interaction in the same force range as A2 unfolding, suggesting a pronounced
force–loading rate dependence for the intermonomer interaction. In fact, in the constant-force
measurements I repeatedly observed dissociation of this interaction even before unfolding
of one or both of the A2 domains (5.5C-D). Importantly, this implies that the D4-mediated
intermonomer interaction can dissociate at physiologically relevant forces in the bloodstream,
suggesting it to play an even more important role for tuning VWF’s sensitivity to hydrodynamic
forces –and thus for regulating VWF’s hemostatic activity– than already discussed in chapter
3.
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5.3 VWF stem zipping and unzipping at low forces
As discussed in detail in section 1.4 and chapter 3, AFM imaging [20, 166] and electron mi-
croscopy [47] suggest that the VWF stem consisting of six C-domains can open and close in a
zipper-like fashion (Fig. 5.7A-B). However, transitions of the VWF stem have not been observed
directly. Forces required to unzip the stem have been estimated to be as low as . 1 pN [20], far
below the resolution limit of previous AFM-based force spectroscopy measurements on VWF
dimers, but accessible in my MT experiments.
To probe for interactions in the VWF stem, I subjected dimeric VWF tethers that had shown
the characteristic A2 unfolding paern to low constant forces. At forces of ≈ 1 pN, I indeed
observed repeated, reversible transitions with a maximum contour length increase of ≈ 50-
60 nm that is consistent with fully unzipping and rezipping the VWF stem (Figs. 5.7 and 5.8).
Increasing force in the range 0.6-1.4 pN systematically shied the population towards higher
tether extensions, which are interpreted as less compact “unzipped” conformations of the
VWF stem. Importantly, such transitions were never observed for ddFLN4-tethered beads. In
addition, the large change in extension at very low forces makes it appear highly unlikely that
the observed transitions originate from domain unfolding events (for comparison, a tether
extension of < 5 nm would be expected for unfolding of an A2 domain at a force of ≈ 1 pN, due
to the WLC stretching behavior of the unfolded protein chain).
e observed transitions appeared to occur between multiple levels and to feature more than
two distinct states, as would be expected from the observation by AFM imaging that multiple
C-domain interactions contribute to the opening and closing of the stem. Measurements using
high-speed bead tracking (1 kHz; Fig. 5.7D) further conrmed that the transitions are not
discrete jumps between only two states, but rather gradual transitions with several intermediate
extension levels, and revealed transitions to occur on time scales ≤ 1 s.
Taken together, these observations are consistent with the predicted occurrence of un-
zipping transitions in the VWF stem at forces of ≈ 1 pN. Molecular interactions that break
and release contour length at such low forces are expected to be particularly relevant for the
regulation of VWF’s physiological function as these are likely the rst interactions to open
under elevated ow and to set o a cascade of increased contour length and increased force,
since hydrodynamic peak forces grow as the square of the contour length [4, 7].
However, a reliable assignment of the transitions will require additional analysis and measure-
ments. A more in-depth analysis of traces that exhibit stem (un-)zipping transitions could for
instance involve adopting a Hidden Markov Model approach, which may enable a more reliable
identication of intermediate states. In order to dissect the contributions of the dierent C
domains, as well as the impact of D4, measurements under a range of solution conditions are of
interest. I expect experiments at lower pH values to be particularly insightful, as acidic pH has
been shown to promote formation of the C-domain stem, which I expect to be accompanied
by an increased mechanical stability of C-domain interactions observable in MT experiments.
Furthermore, measurements in the absence of divalent ions, and/or on delD4 dimers, will allow
to study C-domain interactions without the potentially dominating eect of the D4 domain
(cf. chapter 3). Going along a similar line, constructs with a deletion of certain C domains
may allow to establish which C domains are vital for stem formation. Finally, the observed
pathological eects of certain clinically relevant mutations located in C domains may be a result
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Figure 5.7: Unzipping and zipping of the C-domain stem in VWF dimers (I). (A) Schematic of closing and
opening of the stem (domains C1-C6, yellow) of VWF dimers in a zipper-like fashion due to interactions between
the C-domains. (B) AFM images of single VWF dimers adsorbed onto a surface under near-physiologic buer
conditions. Arrowheads indicate C-terminal ends of dimers, where the two constituting monomers are linked. In
thermal equilibrium and in the absence of force, dimer stems exhibit conformations ranging from fully open to
fully closed. It should be noted that in approximately one-half of all dimers, the stem region is rmly closed by
the D4-mediated intermonomer interaction [20, 166]. Scale bars are 20 nm; height range of color scale is 2.4 nm.
(C) Extension vs. time traces of VWF dimer constructs subjected to low forces in MT. Fast reversible transitions
between a maximum and minimum value of extension, approximately 60 nm apart, are observed that I aribute to
closing and opening of the C-domain stem. Dashed lines indicate the midpoint between the two extreme values of
extension. At a force of ≈ 1.1 pN, the system spends approximately half of the time above and below the midpoint.
Traces are raw data recorded at 58 Hz. (D) Segment of an extension vs. time trace of the same tether shown in
panel C, at 1.3 pN, recorded at an acquisition rate of 1 kHz. e measurements with high temporal resolution
indicate that the observed transitions are not jumps between two discrete extension levels, but rather gradual
transitions with several intermediate extension levels, suggestive of zipper-like closing and opening of the stem
with several pairs of interacting C-domains. Figure as in [187].
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Figure 5.8: Unzipping and zipping of the C-domain stem in VWF dimers (II). (A) Full trace of the VWF
dimer tether presented in Fig. 5.7. Aer ngerprint A2 domain unfolding at 11 pN (green arrows) and refolding
at 0.5 pN, the tether is subjected to stepwise decreasing low forces between 1.4 and 0.7 pN for 240 s each. Fast
reversible transitions to multiple extension levels between a maximum and minimum value of extension, approxi-
mately 60 nm apart, are observed that I aribute to closing and opening transitions of the C-domain stem. e
inset shows the 240 s-long segment at 1.1 pN. e dashed line indicates the midpoint between the two extreme
values of extension. (B) Extension vs. time traces of a VWF tether from a dierent ow cell, again exhibiting fast
transitions at forces of ≈ 1 pN, with the population being shied towards higher tether extensions for higher forces.
Dashed lines indicate the midpoint between the two extreme values of extension. Figure as in the supporting
information to [187].
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of altered dynamics of stem opening and closing. One example might be the rather common
variant p.Phe2561Tyr –with a single point mutation in the C4 domain–, which has recently
been reported to be associated with an increased risc of myocardial infarction, especially
in young female carriers [201]. Remarkably, although both platelet integrin GPIIb/IIIa and
platelet receptor GPIbα binding appear to be unaltered for this variant [53, 201], it exhibits
markedly increased platelet aggregation under shear ow, and microuidic assays revealed an
approximately two-fold reduction of the critical shear rate for inducing aggregate formation
[201]. ese ndings suggest an increased force-sensitivity of variant p.Phe2561Tyr, possibly
due to destabilization and consequently faster opening of the C-domain stem, which might be
detectable in the MT assay.
5.4 Fast transitions of an intra-domain interactionwithin
the D’D3 assembly
In addition to the force-induced transitions in VWF dimers presented in the previous sections,
I further discovered a new, previously not described feature. is feature is characterized
by rather fast and reversible transitions between three distinct states of extension (termed
”three-state hopping” in the following), with the boom and middle state, and the middle and
top state, each being separated by approximately 7-10 nm, depending on the applied force (Fig.
5.9). Population of all three states was observed at forces of approximately 8 pN. Decreasing or
increasing the force over the range of a few pN resulted in progressive depletion of the top
and boom state, respectively, and eventually also of the middle state. A more comprehensive
characterization and analysis of the three-state hopping will be given in the following, aer
assessing the origin of this feature. For a subset of the measurements presented in this section,
I was supported by Sophia Gruber (LMU Munich).
Identifying the origin of the three-state hopping
e existence of three states separated by apparently identical extension increments strongly
suggested this hopping to originate from two identical underlying processes that occur inde-
pendently in the two constituent monomers within the dimer. Regarding the nature of this
underlying transition within a monomer, I developed four hypotheses:
1) Involvement of the A2 domain, e.g. by partial unfolding. is idea was motivated by the fact
that A2 is the only domain in VWF that is not protected against force-induced unfolding. How-
ever, this hypothesis would contradict the previous observation of full A2 unfolding without
any long-lived intermediate state (see section 5.1).
2) Dissociation of an intramonomer interaction involving the A1 domain, especially the A1–
D’D3 interaction already described in section 1.4. Due to the exible linker region between A1
and D’D3, dissociation of this interaction could yield the extension increments observed in the
experiment.
3) An intra-domain transition within the large D4 domain, which is an assembly of four in-
dividual submodules. Although each submodule has been predicted to be protected against
unfolding by long-range disulde bonds [41], submodules might interact with each other.
e hopping might thus correspond to the force-induced dissociation of such an interaction.
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Figure 5.9: ree-state hopping in full-length VWF dimers. (A) Extension vs. time trace of a full-length
VWF dimer tether exhibiting fast, reversible transitions between three distinct states at forces around 8 pN. Aer
two 5-min plateaus of 11 pN, allowing to observe A2 unfolding as ngerprint to identify specic tethers, the force
was stepwise decreased every 5 min from 12 to 6 pN in steps of 0.3 pN. Transitions between three distinct states
are visible, with the population of the three states being shied by force (see Fig. 5.13). At forces around 8 pN, the
top and boom state are approximately equally populated. e extensions of the transitions between boom and
middle state and between middle and top state were observed to be identical, and ranged from approximately
7-10 nm over the studied force range. (B) Longer, 16-min trace of a dierent bead recorded at 8.5 pN, showing
three-state hopping with roughly equal population of the top and boom state, which are both ≈ 8.5 nm apart
from the middle state. Dashed red lines indicate extension levels corresponding to the three states. e shown
traces were subjected to 5-frame moving average smoothing.
However, currently no high-resolution structure of the D4 domain is available.
4) An intra-domain transition within the large D’D3 domain, which also is an assembly of
several (six) individual submodules that might interact with each other. A high-resolution
crystal structure of D’D3, which indeed revealed interactions between four of the submodules,
as will be described below, became only availabe aer the measurements presented in this
section had already been completed.
Hypothesis 1) could be ruled out by the observation that three-state hopping occurred
independently of the folding state of A2, i.e. both before unfolding of the rst A2 domain and
even aer full unfolding of both A2 domains (Fig. 5.10A). is nding also implicates that no
interaction of A2 with a dierent domain is underlying the hopping.
To test hypothesis 2), measurements on delA1 dimers with a deletion of the A1 domains were
conducted (for details on deletion constructs, see section 2.3). Unaltered three-state hopping
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Figure 5.10: Localization of the three-state hopping to transitionswithinD’D3domains. (A) Extension vs.
time trace of a full-length VWF dimer subjected to a force of 8.5 pN, exhibiting three-state hopping independently
of the folding state of the two A2 domains. (B) Schematic and exemplary segment of a measurement on delA1
dimer tethers, showing unaltered three-state hopping. (C) Schematic and exemplary segment of a measurement
on delD4 dimer tethers, again showing unaltered three-state hopping. (D) Exemplary extension vs. time trace of a
delD’D3 dimer tether, not exhibiting hopping. Importantly, in the absence of D’D3 hopping was, for > 50 specic
tethers, never observed. All traces were subjected to 5-frame moving average smoothing. Dashed red lines in
panels A-C indicate extension levels corresponding to the three states of hopping.
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Figure 5.11: Structure of the D’D3 assembly and its VWD3/C8-3/TIL3/E3 interface. e crystal structure
of the monomeric, full D’D3 assembly (PDB: 6N29 [48]) was rendered using VMD [191], with each submodule
shown in a dierent color (le). While submodules VWD3, C8-3, TIL3 and E3 are packed rather compactly, with
submodules C8-3, TIL3 and E3 being wound around the larger VWD3 module, the N-terminal submodules TIL’
–containing the binding site for factor VIII– and E’ project away from the rest of the assembly and are thus
more exposed [48]. e interface between modules VWD3, C8-3, TIL3 and E3 (right) is primarily stabilized by
hydrophobic patches and hydrogen bonds and involves several histidine residues [48]. e positions of cysteines
Cys1099 and Cys1142 (yellow spheres) are buried in the interface. Cysteines involved in disulde bonds are shown
in licorice representation. e silver sphere represents a calcium ion bound to the VWD3 module. e dashed gray
line indicates the length that would be gained by the hypothesized force-induced ”unwrapping” of the interface.
was still observed (Fig. 5.10B), showing that A1 is not involved.
Similarly, hypothesis 3) was ruled out by measurements on delD4 dimers, which also still
exhibited three-state hopping (Fig. 5.10C).
In contrast, in experiments on delD’D3 dimers (Fig. 5.10D), lacking the full D’D3 assemblies,
hopping was never observed for > 50 specic tethers measured analogously to the measurement
protocol shown in Fig. 5.9. is nding indicates that in line with hypothesis 4) transitions
within the two D’D3 domains in a dimer are responsible for the three-state hopping.
Only very recently, a crystal structure of the monomeric D’D3 domain was published by
Dong et al. [48] (Fig. 5.11). While the N-terminal submodules TIL’ –containing the binding site
for factor VIII– and E’ project away from the rest of the assembly and are thus more exposed,
the remaining submodules VWD3, C8-3, TIL3 and E3 were found to be packed rather compactly,
with submodules C8-3, TIL3 and E3 being wound around the larger VWD3 module [48].
I hypothesize that force-induced ”unwrapping” of this interface between modules VWD3,
C8-3, TIL3 and E3 is the process underlying the hopping observed in the MT measurements.
Peeling modules E3, TIL3 and C8-3 o the VWD3 module, as indicated schematically by the
dashed gray line in Fig. 5.11 (right), would yield a gain in extension that agrees well with the
increments observed in experiments, as estimated from the crystal structure. Importantly, all
submodules appear to be stabilized against unfolding by disulde bonds, which are shown
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Figure 5.12: Schematic of an inverted VWF dimer
construct. In order to probe the force response of
D’D3 domains in their native conformation as in ma-
ture VWF, i.e. aer dimerization with another D’D3 do-
main via disulde bonds Cys1099-Cys1099’ and Cys1142-
Cys1142’ (indicated by red lines), ”inverted” dimers could
be employed. To produce such N-terminally, but not
C-terminally linked dimers, monomers with mutation
p.Cys2771Arg in the CK domain to impair C-terminal
dimerization [45, 202] and with C-terminal tags for site-
specic protein aachment can be expressed in the pres-
ence of the VWF propeptide (VWFpp) domains D1 and
D2, resulting in N-terminal linkage.
in licorice representation in Fig. 5.11. In order to verify the hypothesis, measurements on a
construct with insertion of an articial linker sequence into the exible linker region between
submodules VWD3 and C8-3 are planned. e additional length of this linker would increase
the extension of hopping observed in the experiment, if indeed unwrapping of E3, TIL3 and
C8-3 from VWD3 is the transition underlying the hopping. In addition, steered molecular
dynamics simulations could help to determine the expected extension increments for this
unwrapping and to compare them with the experimental observations.
e interface between modules VWD3, C8-3, TIL3 and E3 is primarily stabilized by hy-
drophobic patches and hydrogen bonds and involves several histidine residues, implicating
a likely pH sensitivity, as histidine residues can be protonated at acidic pH [48]. Submodule
VWD3 further contains a calcium binding loop, and calcium binding might stabilize VWD3
and potentially also the interface. Importantly, the positions of cysteines Cys1099 and Cys1142,
which are involved in N-terminal multimerization of VWF (see Fig. 1.1), are buried in the
interface. Dong et al. hence proposed that this interface may serve to shield Cys1099 and
Cys1142 during the early stages of VWF’s biosynthesis, especially in the ER, from disulde
bond formation. Conversely, these two cysteines should be available for multimerization in
the trans-Golgi, with the opening of the interface possibly being driven by the acidic pH
encountered in the trans-Golgi [48].
It is important to note that the interface as described here is only present in the monomeric
D’D3 domain, i.e. before multimerization of VWF and its secretion into the bloodstream. is
implicates that in the physiological case, the interface may never be loaded with force in the
described conformation. In other words, the dissociation of this interface, as probed under force
in MT, in the physiological case may not be mechano-regulated. Still, the MT measurements
can provide important insights into the stability of the interface under dierent pH and ionic
conditions. It is currently unclear if interactions between the involved submodules may also be
relevant aer multimerization, i.e. aer the D’D3 domain has dimerized with a D’D3 domain of
the neighboring dimer within a multimer by formation of disuldes Cys1099-Cys1099’ and
Cys1142-Cys1142’. It can be assumed that in the dimerized D’D3 force would propagate from
the C terminus through the E3 module and at least up to the disulde Cys1099-Cys1099’ formed
between the two TIL3 domains, but no structure of the dimerized D’D3 is currently available to
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assess if potentially still interactions between dierent submodules may be loaded with force.
Such interactions may for instance aect binding or release of factor VIII, since Dong et al.
speculated that the factor VIII binding site might not be limited to TIL’, but extend to C8-3, based
on the location of certain mutations in D’D3 that inuence factor VIII binding [48]. In order
to test if force-induced transitions are still present in the dimerized D’D3 domain, MT force
measurements on ”inverted” dimers are planned, i.e. on dimers that are N-terminally linked,
but not C-terminally dimerized (Fig. 5.12). For preparation of such constructs, C-terminal
dimerization will be impaired by introducing the mutation p.Cys2771Arg in the CK domain (cf.
chapter 6), and N-terminal linkage will be facilitated by expressing monomers together with
the VWF propeptide.
Relative populations of the three states of hopping at dierent forces
In order to characterize the three-state hopping for the wildtype construct and to extract ther-
modynamic parameters of the underlying transitions, I rst analyzed the relative populations
of the three states of hopping at dierent forces. In Fig. 5.13, this is exemplary shown for the
tether presented in Fig. 5.9, which had been subjected to forces between 12 and 6 pN, with the
force being decreased every 5 min in steps of 0.3 pN. For each measured force, an extension
histogram of the respective 5-frame moving average-smoothed trace was obtained, and the
three dierent states could be observed as distinct peaks in the histograms (Fig. 5.13). By using
the local minima between the distinct peaks in the histograms as thresholds to separate the
dierent states, the relative fractions of data points in the three states was determined for each
force. e obtained relative fractions were then ed under the assumption of two identical,
independent processes underlying the hopping. As a consequence of this assumption, the
probability Ptop of the system being in the top state is the probability that both underlying
interactions are in their open state. Conversely, the probability Pboom of being in the boom
state corresponds to the probability that both underlying interactions are closed. e middle
state corresponds to the situation in which one interaction is in the open state and the other
one in the closed state. More formally,
Ptop = p
2
open (5.1)
Pmiddle = 2 · popen · pclosed (5.2)
Pboom = p
2
closed. (5.3)
In thermodynamic equilibrium, the probabilities popen and pclosed of one underlying interaction
being in its open and closed state, respectively, are given by
popen =
1
1 + exp(∆G/kBT ) =
1
1 + kclosekopen
(5.4)
pclosed =
1
1 + exp(−∆G/kBT ) =
1
1 + kopenkclose
, (5.5)
with ∆G being the Gibbs free energy dierence between the open and the closed state, and
kopen and kclose being the rates of opening and closing, respectively, at the given force. I further
assumed that the underlying interactions can be described by a simple single-barrier kinetic
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Figure 5.13: Relative populations of the three states of hopping as a function of force. As exemplary
shown here for the trace presented in Fig. 5.9, the relative populations of the three states of hopping can be
analyzed to extract thermodynamic parameters of the underlying transitions. To this end, for each measured force
an extension histogram of the respective 5-frame moving average-smoothed trace is obtained, as exemplarily
shown here for ve selected forces (upper ve panels, red). For comparison, the unsmoothed traces are shown
in gray. At forces close to ≈ 8 pN, the histograms show three distinct peaks corresponding to the three states
of hopping. Decreasing (or increasing) the force progressively depletes the top (or boom) state, respectively,
and eventually also the middle state. By using the local minima between the distinct peaks in the histograms as
thresholds (dashed red lines) to separate the dierent states, the relative fractions of data points in the three states
can be determined for each force (lower right panel). e obtained relative fractions were ed (lines) under the
assumption of two identical, independent processes underlying the hopping, as explained in detail in the text,
yielding values for the ratio of the zero-force rates of opening and closing, as well as for the sum of the distances
to the transition state, as indicated. e dashed gray line indicates the force at which the rates of opening and
closing are equal.
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model, in which the opening and closing rates scale exponentially with force (cf. section 2.2.1),
i.e.
kopen(F ) = k0,open · exp(F∆xopen/kBT ) (5.6)
kclose(F ) = k0,close · exp(−F∆xclose/kBT ). (5.7)
Taken together, the above considerations yield the following expressions for the probabilities
to be in the top, middle, and boom state:
Ptop =
(
1 + 2
A
· e−FB/kBT + 1
A2
· e−2FB/kBT
)−1
(5.8)
Pmiddle =
(
1 + A2 · e
FB/kBT +
1
2A · e
−FB/kBT
)−1
(5.9)
Pboom =
(
1 + 2A · eFB/kBT +A2 · e2FB/kBT
)−1
, (5.10)
with A ≡ k0,open
k0,close
and B ≡ (∆xopen + ∆xclose) . (5.11)
Fiing these expressions to the relative fractions obtained from the measurement thus yielded
values for the ratio of the zero-force rates of opening and closing A, as well as for the sum of
the distances to the transition state B, which were found to be on the order of 10−7-10−6 and
6-7.5 nm, respectively. Since analysis was not yet nished at the time of writing this thesis, and
has so far only been conducted for individual beads, no standard deviations are reported for the
extracted thermodynamic parameters. However, the results obtained for several independent
beads from dierent measurements (see for instance Figs. 5.16 and 5.17) were all comparable,
with A and B being in the ranges indicated above. e obtained values for A correspond to a
Gibbs free energy dierence at zero force between the closed and open state of approximately
15 kBT , implying a high thermodynamic stability of the underlying interaction under the
investigated near-physiological conditions, so that dissociation in the absence of an external
force is negligible.
Kinetics of three-state hopping
e MT data obviously also contain information about the kinetics of hopping. To extract rates
of opening and closing of the interactions underlying the three-state hopping, distributions
of the observed dwell times, i.e. the times the system spends in one of the three states before
crossing an extension threshold to a dierent state, were regarded. Importantly, since two
independent interactions are occurring in parallel in the case of three-state hopping, such
simple dwell time distributions do not reect the timescales for opening (or closing) of a single
underlying interaction, but of the combination of the two interactions, which are assumed to
be identical. For instance, for the transition from the boom to the middle state, one does not
directly observe the timescale for opening of a single interaction, but for opening of one out of
two interactions, so that the observed dwell times correspond to 12 of the timescale for opening
of a single interaction. Hence, in order to obtain dwell time distributions corresponding to
the timescales of a single underlying interaction, one has to take into account the number of
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Figure 5.14: Kinetics of three-state hopping. (A) Pseudo dwell time analysis. Exemplary shown for the tether
presented in Figs. 5.9 and 5.13 are pseudo dwell time distributions (cf. main text) for two selected forces, both
for opening (i.e. transitions from boom to middle and middle to top state) and closing (i.e. transitions from top
to middle and middle to boom state). Implicit is the assumption that the three-state hopping results from two
identical, independent processes. While the upper panels show binned distributions, the lower panels represent
the same data as fraction of observed events vs. time and thus in an un-binned fashion. Exponential ts to the
distributions (lines) yield rates for opening and closing, respectively. (B) Opening and closing rates as a function
of force. e le panel shows the rates obtained from ing the binned distributions, the right panel the rates
from ing the un-binned data. Fits of a single-barrier kinetic model (lines) yielded values for the zero-force
opening and closing rates and the respective distances to the transition state as indicated, in reasonable agreement
with the values obtained by ing the relative populations of states (see Fig. 5.13). e dashed gray lines indicate
the force at which the rates of opening and closing are equal.
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interactions that are still closed (or open) for each transition, and the dwell times observed
in the measurement have to be weighted accordingly by this number. Applying the above
considerations yields so-called pseudo-dwell time distributions [154], which reect the kinetics
of a single interaction.
Pseudo dwell time distributions for two exemplary forces for the tether already presented in
Figs. 5.9 and 5.13 are shown in Fig. 5.14A. e data are shown both as binned distributions
and in an un-binned fashion, represented as fraction of observed events vs. pseudo dwell time.
Exponential ts to the pseudo dwell time distributions yielded rates of opening and closing,
respectively (Fig. 5.14B). Rates obtained by ing to binned and un-binned distributions were
found to be very similar, but ing to un-binned distributions was preferred owing to higher
stability of ing. e dependence of the opening and closing rates on force was further ed
by a simple single-barrier kinetic model (Fig. 5.14B), yielding values for the zero-force rates
k0,open and k0,close, which were found to be on the order of 10−3 − 10−4 s−1 and 103 − 104 s−1
respectively, and for the distances to the transition state ∆xopen and ∆xopen (≈ 3 nm and 4 nm,
respectively). Importantly, these values are in good agreement with those obtained by analyzing
the relative populations of the dierent states. is consistency indicates that the hopping can
indeed be well described by three states, with possible intermediate states being negligible.
Two-state hopping and potential inhibition of interface formation in D’D3
Importantly, not all specic VWF dimer tethers (as identied by the occurrence of two A2
unfolding events as ngerprint) exhibited three-state hopping. e fraction of tethers showing
three-state hopping under near-physiologic buer conditions was found to be roughly 50 %.
Roughly 40 % of tethers exhibited hopping-like transitions between only two distinct states
(Fig. 5.15A). Two-state hopping was observed in the same force range as three-state hopping,
and, furthermore, the two states were separated by extension increments identical to the ones
observed for the transitions in three-state hopping, strongly suggesting that in such tethers the
underlying transition within the D’D3 domain is inhibited in one of the two monomers. e
remaining roughly 10 % of all tethers did not show any hopping, implicating that, overall, the
transition may be inhibited in approximately 30 % of all individual D’D3 domains.
To test the assumption that the transitions observed in two-state hopping correspond to one
of the two identical interactions underlying the three-state hopping, the relative populations
of the two states and the kinetics of opening and closing were analyzed for an exemplary
two-state tether (Fig. 5.15B,C), analogously to the analysis of three-state tethers presented
above. Indeed, the obtained rates and distances to the transition state were comparable to
those found for three-state hopping, corroborating the assumption that in tethers exhibiting
two-state hopping the transition within one of the D’D3 domains is unaltered, whereas it is
inhibited in the other D’D3 domain.
Currently, it can only be speculated what the reason for such an inhibition might be. Inter-
estingly, occasionally tethers were observed that initially exhibited three-state hopping, but
only two-state hopping at later stages of the measurement. is observation suggests that the
inhibition of the transition in one D’D3 domain may result from a spontaneously occurring
alteration in D’D3 that inhibits closing of the interaction. It is for instance conceivable that
upon force-induced opening of the VWD3/C8-3/TIL3/E3 interface, Cys1099 and/or Cys1142
might be able to form non-native disulde bonds that could disrupt the interface region, thereby
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Figure 5.15: Hopping between only two states. (A) Extension vs. time trace of a full-length VWF dimer tether,
subjected to the same measurement protocol as presented in Fig. 5.9, but exhibiting hopping between only two
instead of three states, suggesting that the underlying transition only occurs in one of the two D’D3 domains. e
inset shows the bimodal extension histogram obtained for the segment of the trace at 8.1 pN, close to the force at
which opening and closing rates are expected to be equal. e dashed red line indicates the threshold between the
two states used for analysis. e shown traces were subjected to 5-frame moving average smoothing. (B) Analysis
of the relative populations of the two observed states, and ts (lines) under the assumption of a two-state model.
(C) Opening and closing rates as a function of force, as determined from un-binned dwell time distributions, and
ts (lines) of a single-barrier kinetic model. Importantly, the obtained thermodynamic parameters were found to
be comparable to the ones obtained for tethers showing three-state hopping.
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impairing its re-association.
Impact of acidic pH and calcium chelation
e structure of D’D3 strongly suggests the stability of the interface between submodules
VWD3, C8-3, TIL3, and E3 to be pH-dependent. e hypothesis that the hopping observed in
the MT measurements results from opening and closing of this interface would consequently
imply that pH changes are expected to have an impact on the hopping.
Repeated measurements on the same eld of view, but under varied pH conditions, allowed to
directly assess the eect of the pH. Fig. 5.16 shows the analysis of an exemplary tether that
was rst measured at the physiologic pH of 7.4 and subsequently, aer buer exchange, at pH
6.2, under identical ionic conditions. At pH 7.4, three-state hopping was observed as described
in detail above (see Figs. 5.9, 5.13, and 5.14). At pH 6.2, in contrast, hopping was shied to
markedly lower forces, with the force at which opening and closing of the interaction are
equally likely being reduced by ≈ 25 %, as can be seen directly from the measurement trace and
from the formal analysis (Fig. 5.16B,C). e observation that acidic pH shis the hopping to
lower forces is in line with the proposed destabilization of the VWD/C8-3/TIL3/E3 interface by
loss of hydrogen bonds due to protonation of histidine residues [48]. e analysis based on the
relative populations of the states revealed a marked decrease of the Gibbs free energy dierence
between the closed and open state at zero force from ≈ 14.9 kBT at pH 7.4 to ≈ 7.3 kBT at pH
6.2 (Fig. 5.16B).
In addition, at pH 6.2 the transitions between the states appeared to be less clear and to exhibit
slightly reduced extension increments, resulting in signicant overlapping of the peaks in
the respective extension histograms (Fig. 5.16A). As a consequence, for further analysis the
thresholds separating the dierent states had to be assigned manually. For these reasons, the
rates obtained from the dwell time analysis are likely not fully condable. Nonetheless, for the
sake of completeness it should be mentioned that also the pseudo dwell time analysis indicated
a signicant decrease of the Gibbs free energy dierence between the closed and open state at
zero force from ≈ 14.6 kBT at pH 7.4 to ≈ 7.6 kBT at pH 6.2 (Fig. 5.16C).
Importantly, I observed the destabilizing eect of acidic pH to be fully reversible, as inferred
from a measurement conducted at pH 7.4 aer a measurement at a low pH of 5.5. is obser-
vation would again be in line with the scenario in which the pH dependence is mediated by
histidine residues in the interface.
Similarly, also the potential eect of divalent ions on the hopping can be assessed by per-
forming measurements under dierent buer conditions. Divalent ions may in principle be
relevant for the hopping, as the crystal structure of D’D3 revealed calcium binding to the VWD3
submodule, which might stabilize VWD3 and thereby the interface. However, measurements in
the absence of divalent ions and in the presence of 10 mM EDTA showed hopping at the same
forces as in the presence of calcium (Fig. 5.17), contradicting a signicant destabilization due
to calcium chelation. It should however be noted that it cannot be entirely excluded that even
in the presence of such high concentrations of EDTA, calcium might still be bound to VWD3 if
its anity for calcium is very high. Measurements in the presence of EDTA should therefore
be repeated with longer incubation times before the measurement.
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Figure 5.16: Eect of acidic pH on hopping. (A) Exemplary segments of a trace with respective extension
histograms of the same bead, measured rst at the physiologic pH of 7.4 (le) and, aer buer exchange, at pH 6.2
(right), under identic, near-physiologic ionic conditions. Shown is in each case a segment of the trace at a force
close to the point at which opening and closing appeared to be equally likely. At pH 6.2, transitions between states
appeared much less clearly and with slightly reduced extension, resulting in signicant overlapping of the peaks
in the histogram. As a consequence, thresholds between the states (dashed red lines) had to be assigned manually
for analysis at pH 6.2. (B) Analysis of the relative populations of the three states, and ts (lines) analogous to
the procedure presented in Fig. 5.13. (C) Opening and closing rates as a function of force, as determined from
un-binned pseudo dwell time distributions, and ts (lines) of a single-barrier kinetic model. For both analyses, the
obtained Gibbs free energy dierence at zero force between the closed and open state was found to markedly
decrease from pH 7.4 to pH 6.2. In line with this, the force at which the rates of opening and closing are equal
(dashed gray lines) was considerably lower under acidic pH as compared to physiologic pH.
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Figure 5.17: Eect of calcium chelation on hopping. (A) Analysis of the relative populations of the three
states of hopping for the same bead, measured rst at near-physiologic ionic conditions, i.e. in the presence of
calcium (le), and, aer buer exchange, in the absence of calcium and with 10 mM EDTA (right). (B) Opening
and closing rates as a function of force, as determined from un-binned pseudo dwell time distributions, and ts
(lines) of a single-barrier kinetic model. For both analyses, the force at which the rates of opening and closing
are equal (dashed gray lines) was found to be identical, within experimental error, for the two dierent ionic
conditions, suggesting no signicant destabilization due to calcium removal.
Taken together, the results presented in this section strongly suggest that the observed
three-state hopping results from the opening and closing of a pH-dependent interface between
the submodules VWD3, C8-3, TIL3, and E3 in the D’D3 domains that likely plays a regulatory
role during VWF’s biosynthesis. Experiments on a construct with insertion of an articial
linker between VWD3 and C8-3, as described above, could conrm this assumption in the near
future. Furthermore, experiments on ”inverted” dimers (Fig. 5.12), to probe D’D3 in its native
conformation as present in mature VWF multimers –i.e. aer dimerization with another D’D3
domain via disulde bonds Cys1099-Cys1099’ and Cys1142-Cys1142’–, will hopefully help to
answer the open question if intra-domain interactions within D’D3 still play a regulatory role
in mature VWF multimers, e.g. for factor VIII binding.
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Chapter6
Advancing multimer analysis of VWF by
single-molecule AFM imaging
is chapter goes into a somewhat dierent direction and expands the focus from the level
of single VWF dimers to multimers. e research project described in the following, which
was performed in collaboration with researchers from the University Clinical Center Hamburg-
Eppendorf and from the Asklepios Klinik Altona in Hamburg, aimed at elucidating mechanisms
of VWF multimerization and of pathological multimerization defects. To this end, I introduced
single-molecule AFM imaging as a tool for analyzing multimer size distributions of recombinant
VWF samples and for directly visualizing non-native multimers occurring for VWF variants
with disturbed multimerization. 1
6.1 VWF multimer size distribution and multimerization
defects
As discussed in chapter 1, large VWF multimers are hemostatically more active than smaller
ones, as they experience higher hydrodynamic forces and are capable of multivalent binding
[4, 11, 12, 43]. Consequently, a correct multimer size distribution is of utmost importance for
ensuring normal function of VWF. For instance, mutations that alter the normal size distri-
bution of VWF and result in reduction of large multimers can lead to the subtype 2A of von
Willebrand Disease (VWD) [11, 12]. On the other hand, an excess of very large multimers,
e.g. due to deciency of the VWF-cleaving enzyme ADAMTS13, will result in hyperactivity
of VWF and can cause excessive formation of blood clots in the microvasculature, such as in
thrombotic thrombocytopenic purpura [83].
Linear multimers are assembled in the trans-Golgi exclusively from dimers –VWF’s smallest
repeating subunits– which are linked via the disulde bonds Cys1099-Cys1099’ and Cys1142-
Cys1142’ between their N-terminal D’D3 assemblies [46] (Fig. 1.1), and mutations in this
1e work described in this chapter was published in similar form in PLoS ONE, vol. 14, no. 1, e0210963, 2019,
as Advancing multimer analysis of von Willebrand factor by single-molecule AFM imaging by Achim Lo¨f, Gesa
Ko¨nig, Sonja Schneppenheim, Reinhard Schneppenheim, Martin Benoit, Jochen P. Mu¨ller, and Maria A. Brehm.
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region can impair multimerization. In a recent study [203], which combined quantitative
electrophoretic multimer analysis, uorescence correlation spectroscopy, and total internal
reection uorescence microscopy-based photobleaching, it was reported that the size distri-
bution of VWF is exponential and may well result from a simple step-growth polymerization
mechanism, where the number N of multimers of size i (i = 1 representing a dimer), is given
by the expression N (i) = N1 · p(i−1). Here, N (i) is a constant ing parameter representing the
number of dimers aer multimerization, and p describes the extent of multimerization. Larger
values of p are indicative of samples in which large multimers are more abundant. For mutant
p.Cys1099Tyr, which impairs N-terminal linkage of dimers, an exponential size distribution
was still observed, albeit with a lower extent of multimerization.
VWF’s size distribution can also be aected by mutations in its C-terminal CK domain, as
dimers are built in the ER from monomers that are linked in a tail-to-tail fashion via the three
disulde bonds Cys2771-Cys2773’, Cys2773-Cys2771’, and Cys2811-Cys2811’ between their
CK domains [44, 45, 202, 204] (Fig. 1.1). is dimerization process crucially involves protein
disulde isomerase A1 (PDIA1), as has been shown in a recent study that I was involved in
before my PhD work [45]. An impaired dimerization in the ER results in a more complex
multimerization process than the above-mentioned simple step-growth multimerization. When
dimerization is disturbed, multimers are assembled from dimers as well as from monomers,
giving rise to the occurrence of ‘non-native’ multimers that comprise monomeric subunits
[205, 206]. Importantly, the N-terminal aachment of monomers to the ends of a multimer
terminates its growth [11], as the resulting multimer ends on C-termini instead of N-termini.
us, non-native multimers can be dierentiated into ‘odd-numbered’ and ‘even-numbered’
ones, having a monomer aached to only one end and both ends, respectively. Odd-numbered
multimers –i.e. multimers of sizes i = 1.5, 2.5, 3.5, and so forth– were, inter alia, reported for
the VWD 2A/IID mutants p.Cys2771Arg and p.Cys2773Arg [202, 205, 206]. e relevance of the
bond Cys2811-Cys2811’ was illustrated by the articial mutation p.Cys2811Ala, which leads to
the occurrence of odd-numbered multimers, albeit with an only minor reduction in the number
and size of large multimers [45]. In line with the laer observation, this mutation has never
been found in a patient with VWD [45]. As suggested by molecular dynamics (MD) simula-
tions, the disulde bond Cys2811-Cys2811’ was predicted not to be structurally essential for
dimerization, but to shield and protect the disuldes Cys2771-Cys2773’ and Cys2773-Cys2771’
from reduction, thus rendering dimerization irreversible [45]. is hypothesis implies that in
the absence of the protective disulde bond partial reopening of the bonds Cys2771-Cys2773’
and Cys2773-Cys2771’ can occur.
In order to gain deeper insights into the mechanisms of VWF multimerization and multimer-
ization defects, and to overcome certain limitations of established methods of VWF multimer
analysis, I aimed at directly visualizing the size distribution of recombinant VWF multimer
samples, employing single-molecule AFM imaging. As presented in the following sections, the
obtained results show excellent quantitative agreement with electrophoretic multimer analysis,
which is the standard technique for multimer size distribution analysis and commonly used in
diagnosis of VWD subtypes. Furthermore, investigating several mutants that exhibit disturbed
multimerization, it could be demonstrated that AFM imaging can provide detailed insights into
VWF processing and pathological defects at the single-molecule level that cannot be gained
from electrophoretic multimer analysis alone. AFM imaging could hence aid conventional elec-
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trophoretic multimer analysis as a complementary technique and provide a valuable research
tool to elucidate the pathological mechanisms of a variety of VWD-related VWF variants.
6.2 antitative analysis of VWF multimer size distribu-
tions by AFM imaging
I rst performed proof-of-principle AFM single-molecule imaging experiments with recombi-
nant wtVWF and compared the results with those obtained by electrophoretic multimer analysis.
To this end, wtVWF multimers were adsorbed onto a functionalized mica substrate (for details
of sample preparation, see section 2.1) and imaged employing AFM (Fig. 6.1). Electrophoresis
experiments were conducted by Sonja Schneppenheim and Ulrich Budde at the Asklepios
Klinik Altona, and gels were analyzed quantitatively by Jochen P. Mu¨ller, LMU Munich (see
section 2.1). From the AFM images, I directly determined the size distribution by counting
the number N of molecules of multimer size i , where i = 1 denotes a dimer, i = 2 a tetramer,
and so forth. e analysis of AFM images is described in detail in section 2.1 and in Fig. 6.3. I
observed a distribution of multimer sizes that decayed in an approximately exponential fashion
(Fig. 6.1Ci), in line with a recent study [203]. Due to the exponential decay and the chosen
single-molecule approach, multimers of sizes i > 5 were observed only occasionally in AFM
images. I estimated the extent p of multimerization by ing the expression N (i) = N1 · p(i−1)
to the data for multimer sizes up to i = 5, and obtained a value of 0.43 ± 0.11 (± 1 SD). is
value is in excellent agreement with the value of 0.47 ± 0.03 that was obtained by quantitative
luminescence intensity proling of wtVWF electrophoretic multimer analyses (Fig. 6.2A-B).
To test the capability of the AFM imaging approach to detect alterations in the size distri-
bution, I further investigated the mutant p.Cys1099Tyr, which exhibits a well-described defect
in multimerization [46, 203]. is mutation, which impairs the N-terminal linkage of dimers,
had been shown to also result in an exponential size distribution, but with a steeper decay
than observed for wtVWF, corresponding to a lower extent of multimerization [203]. I indeed
observed an exponential size distribution shied towards smaller values of i compared with
wtVWF (Fig. 6.1Cii). A signicantly lower value for p of 0.21±0.07 was obtained, again in good
agreement with quantitative electrophoretic multimer analysis, which yielded p = 0.15 ± 0.01
(Fig. 6.2C). ese data show that AFM imaging is an adequate method to determine the degree
of VWF multimerization in a quantitative fashion.
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Figure 6.1: Multimer analysis of wildtype and mutant VWF by AFM imaging of individual molecules.
(A, B) Representative AFM images of individual native (A) and non-native (B) VWF molecules. Numbers in images
indicate the multimer size i (i = 1 corresponds to a dimer). White arrowheads mark paired, red arrowheads
unpaired CK domains. For more details on the identication of dimeric and monomeric building blocks within
VWF molecules, see section 2.1 and Fig. 6.3. Scale bars represent 20 nm, range of color scale is 2.4 nm. (C) Size
distributions of wtVWF (i) and mutant p.Cys1099Tyr (ii), and schematic of step-growth multimerization (iii).
Insets in subpanels i and ii show linear ts to the data represented in logarithmic space, yielding values for the
extent p of multimerization of 0.43 and 0.21, respectively. (D) Size distributions of VWF mutants p.Cys2771Arg
(i) and p.Cys2773Arg (ii), and schematic of the underlying multimerization process (iii). Native and non-native
molecules are depicted in blue and red, respectively. Non-native molecules end on a C-terminal CK domain (small,
closed circle) at one or both termini, while native molecules end on N-terminal D’D3 assemblies (open circle).
From the observed size distributions, values for the dimerization abolishment of 87 % and 73 % were determined
for p.Cys2771Arg and p.Cys2773Arg, respectively. (Ei) Size distribution of VWF mutant p.Cys2811Ala, for which
non-native molecules had been hypothesized to result from reopening of disulde-linked CK domains. e overall
ratio of non-native molecules was found to be 51 %. e (apparent) reopening probability was determined to be
23 %. (Eii) Size distribution (shown for i ≤ 5) obtained from a simulation that assumed multimers to initially follow
an exponential size distribution –with p = 0.43 as observed for wtVWF– and to aerwards reopen partially at
their CK domains with the experimentally determined probability for p.Cys2811Ala. Simulations yielded, similarly
to p.Cys2811Ala, a ratio of 53 % non-native molecules, and very low fractions of even-numbered non-native
molecules. (Eiii) Schematic representation of the hypothesized scenario of initial wildtype-like step-growth
multimerization and subsequent reopening of C-terminal disulde bonds within constituent dimers. Figure as
published in [42].
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Figure 6.2: antitative electrophoretic multimer analysis of wildtype and mutant VWF. (A) High-
resolution agarose gel of multimer samples. Numbers beneath bands indicate the multimer size i (i = 1 corresponds
to a dimer). (B-F) Frequencies of molecules of size i , as determined from the gel by quantitative luminescence
intensity proling (for more details, see section 2.1), for wtVWF (B) and mutants p.Cys1099Tyr (C), p.Cys2771Arg
(D), p.Cys2773Arg (E), and p.Cys2811Ala (F). Insets in panels B and C show linear ts to the frequency data
represented in logarithmic space, yielding values for the extent p of multimerization of 0.47 and 0.15 for wtVWF
and mutant p.Cys1099Tyr, respectively. Figure as published in [42].
6.3 Insights into processing defects beyond conventional
multimer analysis
Cys2771 and Cys2773 are crucial for VWF dimerization
It has previously been reported that the mutants p.Cys2771Arg and p.Cys2773Arg exhibit
disturbed dimerization [202, 205, 206]. Electrophoretic multimer analysis revealed that both of
these mutations lead to the formation of multimers containing odd numbers of monomers (‘odd-
numbered multimers’) and to a decit of large multimers (Fig. 6.2D-E). While p.Cys2771Arg
almost exclusively showed monomers and dimers, for p.Cys2773Arg multimers with sizes of
up to i = 4 were observed, including also odd-numbered molecules (i.e. molecules with sizes of
i = 0.5, 1.5, 2.5, and 3.5; Fig. 6.2D-E). ese data conrm the ability of p.Cys2773Arg to still
form small multimers. I assessed the multimer size distribution of p.Cys2771Arg (Fig. 6.1Di) and
p.Cys2773Arg (Fig. 6.1Dii) by AFM imaging and determined the number of both dimeric and
monomeric building blocks incorporated into all observed VWF molecules. Fig. 6.3 illustrates
the identication of monomers and dimers within multimers. e obtained size distributions
were again in excellent agreement with those obtained by conventional, electrophoretic multi-
mer analysis. For the mutant p.Cys2771Arg, I found 96 ± 6 % monomers (i = 0.5) and dimers
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Figure 6.3: Analysis of VWFmultimers inAFM images. (A) Identication of dimeric and monomeric building
blocks within VWF molecules. Le: Exemplary image of an individual non-native VWF molecule of size i = 1.5,
i.e. consisting of a dimer and an N-terminally aached monomer, with a schematic representation of the structure
below. Scale bar represents 20 nm, range of color scale is 2.4 nm. Right: Height trace along the contour of the
molecule (boom), obtained by tracing the molecule from end to end, following local maxima in height (top). A
clear height dierence between lower C-terminal portions (C domains, yellow) and higher N-terminal domains is
clearly visible. Due to the aachment of a single monomer, the molecule shown here ends on an N- and on a
C-terminus, which exhibit markedly dierent heights. White arrowheads mark the paired –i.e. dimerized– CK
domains of the dimeric building block, and red arrowheads mark the unpaired CK domain of the monomeric
building block. Again, a clear height dierence is observed. It should be noted that height tracing of molecules
was, for the vast majority of analyzed molecules, not necessary for reliable identication of their dimeric and
monomeric building blocks, as the characteristic paern of alternating higher and lower portions of VWF is also
directly visible from the color scale. (B) Further exemplary images of VWF multimers with schematic structures
shown below for illustration. Le: native molecule of size i = 5, i.e. consisting of ve dimers and thus ending
on two N-termini. Right: non-native molecule of size i = 4, i.e. consisting of three dimers and two N-terminally
aached monomers, thus ending on two C-termini. White and red arrowheads mark paired and unpaired CK
domains, respectively. Scale bars represent 20 nm, range of color scale is 2.4 nm. Figure as published as supporting
information to [42].
(i = 1), and only rarely trimers (i = 1.5) and tetramers (i = 2). e mutant p.Cys2773Arg
exhibited all the multimer sizes that were observed in the electrophoretic multimer analysis.
However, in AFM imaging, the observed maximum multimer size was i = 4.5, i.e. one unit
larger than in electrophoretic multimer analysis. is nding shows that AFM imaging, as a
single-molecule technique, is in principle capable of detecting rare multimer species, which
–due to the luminescence intensity detection limit– are not visible in electrophoretic multimer
analysis.
A tremendous advantage of AFM imaging over electrophoretic multimer analysis is the pos-
sibility to distinguish native multimers from non-native even-numbered (i = 1, 2, 3, and so
forth) multimers of the same size, i.e., from multimers that exhibit a monomeric building
block at both ends (Fig. 6.1A-B,Diii). For instance, AFM imaging can resolve the structural
dierence between C- and N-terminally linked dimers, while in electrophoretic analysis C-
and N-terminally linked dimers are hidden in the same band. In other words, AFM imaging
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Figure 6.4: Stability of pseudo-WPBs in HEK-293 cells expressing wtVWF or mutant p.Cys2811Ala.
HEK293 cells stably overexpressing wtVWF (middle lane) or mutant p.Cys2811Ala (boom lane) were lysed using
M-PER lysis buer containing 1 % (w/v) octylglycoside. e lysates were analyzed by electrophoretic multimer
analysis. As size reference, wtVWF secreted into the medium is shown (top lane). Cell lysis experiments were
conducted by Gesa Ko¨nig (UKE Hamburg). Figure as published in [42].
allows for counting non-native dimers and multimers individually. Analysis showed that for
p.Cys2771Arg, only 14 ± 4 % of the observed dimers are native, i.e. linked C-terminally (Fig
6.1Di, note the logarithmic scale). For the mutant p.Cys2773Arg, this ratio was found to be
23±5 %. e observed dierence between the two mutants goes hand in hand with the previous
observation that the laer mutant is still able to form small multimers [45, 206], as more native
dimers are available for multimer formation. I further quantied the degree of dimerization
abolishment (DA) –i.e. the fraction of all monomers that are not C-terminally dimerized (cf.
section 2.1)– and found DA values of 87± 5 % and 73± 4 % for p.Cys2771Arg and p.Cys2773Arg,
respectively. Taken together, these data conrm that both cysteines, Cys2771 and Cys2773, are
essential for dimerization. Cys2771 appears to be slightly more important, in the sense that
the investigated mutation of this cysteine results in a more pronounced loss of dimerization
than the mutation of Cys2773, indicating that the absence of Cys2771 cannot be compensated
signicantly by alternative disulde bonds. At least partial compensation is however possible
in the absence of Cys2773.
In addition, it is noteworthy that the AFM data indicate an approximately equal probability for
the N-terminal aachment of dimers and monomers to an assembling VWF molecule during
multimerization. I separately determined the fractions of dimeric and monomeric building
blocks N-terminally linked to at least one other building block and observed no signicant
dierence between these fractions for p.Cys2771Arg (42 ± 13 % and 55 ± 4 %, respectively), or
for p.Cys2773Arg (60 ± 10 % and 60 ± 4 %, respectively).
Cys2811 plays a secondary role in VWF dimerization
To also investigate the impact of loss of the third cysteine involved in dimerization, Cys2811, I
imaged the mutant p.Cys2811Ala, which is unable to form disulde bond Cys2811-Cys2811’
[45] (Fig. 6.1Ei). Approximately one-half of all molecules were observed to be non-native
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(rate of non-native molecules: rnn = 51 ± 4 %), and 33 ± 3 % of all molecules were isolated
monomers. e overall size distribution, however, exhibited an only minor shi towards smaller
values of i compared with wtVWF, in line with observations from electrophoretic multimer
analysis (Fig. 6.2F). AFM imaging further revealed a fraction of 93 ± 9 % native dimers and
only 7 ± 2 % N-terminally linked, non-native dimers (Fig. 6.1Ei), showing that disulde bond
Cys2811-Cys2811’ is not crucial for formation of native dimers. Also for larger even-numbered
multimers, i.e. for tetramers (i = 2), hexamers (i = 3) and so forth, only a very low fraction of
non-native molecules was observed. ese ndings suggest that Cys2811 is structurally less
important than Cys2771 and Cys2773 and plays a secondary role in dimerization.
e observed size distribution can be explained by a scenario in which mutation of Cys2811
directly, but only moderately, impairs dimerization via disulde bonds Cys2771-Cys2773’ and
Cys2773-Cys2771’ in the ER, e.g. by inducing structural changes in the CK domain. In this
scenario, multimers would be assembled from both dimeric and monomeric building blocks,
entirely analogous to the mechanism of mutants p.Cys2771Arg and p.Cys2773Arg described
above, but with a markedly lower degree of DA of 23± 3 %. However, based on MD simulations,
it has recently been postulated that disulde bond Cys2811-Cys2811’ is not structurally essen-
tial for dimerization, but rather serves to shield and protect the disuldes Cys2771-Cys2773’
and Cys2773-Cys2771’ from reduction, thus rendering dimerization irreversible [45]. is
hypothesis implies that in the absence of the protective disulde bond Cys2811-Cys2811’ the
other two bonds (Cys2771-Cys2773’ and Cys2773-Cys2771’) may undergo partial reopening. To
test compatibility of the AFM data with the hypothesis that reopening of C-terminal disulde
bonds can occur, an extreme scenario was assumed in which initially wildtype-like formation
of exclusively native, i.e. C-terminally linked, dimers takes place, which would then undergo
normal multimerization. Aer multimerization, multimers would break up randomly between
CK-domains of constituent monomers, yielding non-native multimers (Fig. 6.1Eiii). In this
scenario, all apparent monomeric building blocks observed in the measurements would have
originated from the reopening of dimeric building blocks. Under this assumption, I determined
the probability preopen for the reopening of a dimeric building block from the data, and obtained
a value of preopen = 23 ± 3 %. en, simple simulations were performed in silico (Fig. 6.1Eii). To
this end, an initial exponential size distribution of multimers with an extent of multimerization
of p = 0.43, i.e. with the value that was obtained experimentally for wtVWF, and with a
large N1 of 106, was constructed. In the next step, each C-terminal dimerization site within
multimers, i.e. each pair of disulde-linked CK domains, was broken with an equal probability
of preopen = 23 ± 3 %. e resulting size distribution very closely matched the experimentally
observed one. In particular, the overall ratio of non-native molecules was found to be rnn =
53 %, agreeing excellently with the ratio of 51 % that was determined experimentally. More-
over, the fractions of even-numbered non-native molecules were closely reproduced, e.g., 8 %
non-native dimers, compared with 7 % found in the experiment. e simulations thus show
that the experimental data obtained in the absence of disulde bond Cys2811-Cys2811’ are
compatible with the proposed scenario involving reopening of C-terminal disulde bonds aer
dimerization.
It should further be noted that also a situation combining the two dierent scenarios described
above, i.e. a situation in which dimerization of monomers and reopening of dimers occur in
parallel already in the ER, could result in the same nal size distribution aer multimerization.
us, denite discrimination between these possibilities is not possible by the AFM imaging
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data alone and will likely require elaborate in vivo measurements. A third scenario, in which
C-terminal degradation occurs extracellularly, could be excluded by cell lysis experiments,
which were conducted by Gesa Ko¨nig at the University Clinical Center Hamburg-Eppendorf.
To investigate if odd-numbered multimers already exist intracellularly, HEK-293 cells stably
overexpressing wtVWF or mutant p.Cys2811Ala were lysed using M-PER lysis buer containing
1 % (w/v) octylglycoside (Fig. 6.4). For cells expressing mutant p.Cys2811Ala, this treatment
resulted in lysis of pseudo-Weibel-Palade bodies (pseudo-WPBs), and the cell lysate exhibited
all multimer sizes, including non-native multimers, as seen in electrophoretic multimer anal-
ysis (boom lane). Cell lysate of cells expressing wtVWF did not exhibit multimers (middle
lane), indicating that pseudo-WPBs containing wtVWF cannot be disrupted under identical
conditions.
6.4 Discussion and conclusion
In the work described in the previous sections, I introduced the use of single-molecule AFM
imaging as a research tool to characterize the size distribution of VWF multimers. I used
recombinant VWF expressed in HEK-293 cells, which do not intrinsically possess WPBs, but
form pseudo-WPBs induced by expression of VWF. Although WPBs and pseudo-WPBs most
likely are not identical in their composition, HEK-293 cells have been shown to produce
multimer size distributions that very closely match those found in plasma samples [207], and
therefore are a commonly used cell line for recombinant VWF production (e.g.: [208–210]).
e usage of recombinant protein has a couple of advantages: 1) VWF is secreted into the
serum-free medium of choice, making complex purication protocols unnecessary. 2) Absence
of ADAMTS13 provides uncleaved VWF samples. 3) Patients are not burdened with voluminous
blood draws, which would be necessary for complex purication protocols to yield plasma
VWF of high enough purity for imaging. 4) e expression of VWF variants in HEK-293 cells
reproduces their homozygous state. Although it is clinically much less common than the
heterozygous state, it can be analyzed more straight-forwardly and helped to gain deeper
insights into how the dierent mutations disturb VWF processing. 5) If necessary, reproduction
of the heterozygous state is also possible by co-expression of wildtype and variant VWF, and
good agreement between the size distribution of heterozygous recombinant multimers and
respective patient plasma samples has been reported [207].
us, while I do not see immediate application of the presented approach as a diagnostic tool for
analysis of patient samples, AFM imaging is an excellent research tool to beer comprehend the
processing defects of VWD-related VWF variants and the molecular mechanisms underlying
certain VWD subtypes.
e utility of this AFM imaging approach was demonstrated by showing that it can provide
quantitative insights into VWF processing defects that go beyond the results of conventional
multimer analysis. To verify the validity of the imaging approach, I rst investigated wtVWF
and the mutant p.Cys1099Tyr, which impairs N-terminal disulde-linkage between dimers [46,
203]. e results obtained from AFM imaging were in very good agreement with data from
quantitative electrophoretic multimer analysis and fully consistent with results from an earlier
study that had employed a combination of quantitative electrophoretic multimer analysis,
uorescence correlation spectroscopy, and total internal reection uorescence microscopy-
based photobleaching for investigating multimer size distributions [203]. ese ndings show
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consistency between AFM imaging and the established method of multimer analysis by elec-
trophoresis and prove the capability of AFM imaging to detect multimerization defects of
VWF. It should however be pointed out that a quantitative multimer analysis by AFM imaging
is limited to rather small multimer sizes due to two dierent aspects. First, –much like for
established methods of multimer analysis– the exponentially decaying size distribution of VWF
limits the throughput at high multimer sizes. Since large multimers are much less frequent
than smaller ones, reliable statistics can, with reasonable eort, only be collected from AFM
images for smaller multimers (i ≤ 5 here). However, larger multimers are still fairly commonly
observed, which would allow for detection of structural anomalies that might potentiate in
larger multimers. For variant p.Cys2811Ala, for instance, nine molecules with sizes of i > 5
were observed, of which four had sizes of i > 10. Also in these larger multimers I was able to
identify processing defects and to distinguish native (ve) from non-native (four) multimers.
Second, the unambiguous identication of a multimer’s dimeric or monomeric subunits be-
comes increasingly complicated for increasing multimer size due to possible self-overlaps or
close colocalization with other molecules.
It is worth noting that the exponential size distributions observed both for wtVWF and mutant
p.Cys1099Tyr are fully in line with a step-growth multimerization process with dimers as sole
building blocks (Fig. 6.1Ciii). In contrast, for the mutants p.Cys2771Arg and p.Cys2773Arg,
which lead to a marked dimerization abolishment [44, 45, 205, 206], multimers are assembled
from two dierent building blocks –dimeric and monomeric ones– by N-terminal linkage [202],
implying a compromised multimerization process: the growth of a multimer is terminated
by the aachment of monomers via the D’D3 assembly [11], resulting in the formation of
non-native multimers and a severe lack of large multimers (Fig. 6.1Diii).
e direct visualization of multimeric VWF samples by AFM imaging proved to be a power-
ful approach for multimer analysis, complementary to the established method of SDS-agarose
gel electrophoresis, where aer size separation and bloing multimer bands are typically
detected using anti-VWF antibodies and visualization by luminescence [117, 118]. As AFM
imaging can directly visualize monomeric and dimeric building blocks of VWF, both individu-
ally and as constituents of multimers, the imaging approach chosen in this study is capable of
providing additional and quantitative information that cannot be gained from electrophoretic
analysis. In particular, AFM imaging does not only allow for identifying odd-numbered non-
native molecules, but also for distinguishing between native and even-numbered non-native
molecules of the same size i , for instance between dimers that are linked C-terminally and
N-terminally, respectively. e laer discrimination is not directly possible by electrophoretic
multimer analysis, as native and non-native molecules of the same size i are located in the
same band in a gel. In principle, information about N- or C-terminal linkage could be ob-
tained by preceding proteolysis of mutant VWF using ADAMTS13, which would result in
dierent proteolytic fragments. However, these fragments would again have to be analyzed by
Western bloing, making quantitative analysis dicult. In contrast, AFM imaging allowed to
directly quantify how many native dimers can still be formed by the mutants p.Cys2771Arg,
p.Cys2773Arg, and p.Cys2811Ala. e data I obtained conrm the severe inhibiting eects
on dimerization –and consequently multimerization– of the rst two mutations, and show
that mutation p.Cys2771Arg aects dimerization more severely than p.Cys2773Arg (Figs. 6.1D
and6.2D-E, and [202]). e fact that 13 % and 27 % of all monomers are still C-terminally dimer-
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ized for p.Cys2771Arg and p.Cys2773Arg, respectively, suggests that occasionally alternative
disulde bonds such as Cys2773-Cys2773’ or Cys2771-Cys2771’ can be formed [45, 202]. e
lower rate of C-terminal dimerization of p.Cys2771Arg compared with p.Cys2773Arg may be
explained by a higher degree of structural change within the CK domain in case of a mutation of
Cys2771 than for a mutation of Cys2773. is assumption is supported by previously published
structure modeling and MD simulations [202].
Whereas Cys2771 and Cys2773 were conrmed to be crucial for C-terminal dimerization,
signicant formation of C-terminally linked, native dimers can still occur in the absence of
Cys2811, as observed for mutant p.Cys2811Ala. Consequently, an only minor overall shi to
smaller values of i compared with wtVWF was found for this mutant. e large fraction of
C-terminally linked monomers (77 % ; DA = 23 %) indicates that mutation p.Cys2811Ala does
not severely inhibit the formation of the dimerizing bonds Cys2771-Cys2773’ and Cys2773-
Cys2771’, indicating that Cys2811 is structurally less important for dimerization, and suggesting
a dierent role for disulde bond Cys2811-Cys2811’. For instance, it might render dimerization
irreversible by shielding the other two disuldes from reduction [45]. As corroborated by
simple simulations, the AFM data on p.Cys2811Ala are consistent with such a scenario in which
the absence of disulde bond Cys2811-Cys2811’ still allows normal dimerization via disulde
bonds Cys2771-Cys2773’ and Cys2773-Cys2771’, but results in subsequent partial reopening of
these bonds (Fig. 6.1Eiii). It appears plausible that such reopening might already occur in the
ER, where VWF monomers are dimerized by PDIA1 [45], an enzyme that is not only able to
form but also to reduce disulde bonds. In other words, lack of disulde bond Cys2811-Cys2811’
would, in this scenario, shi the equilibrium towards increased reduction of disuldes Cys2771-
Cys2773’ and Cys2773-Cys2771’. Reopening might potentially also occur at the acidic pH values
encountered during tubulation of VWF [4, 211], as disulde reduction has been shown to be
possible at the acidic pH of endosomes [212] (pH = 5-5.5) [213]. Since in cell lysis experiments
pseudo-WPBs containing p.Cys2811Ala were observed to be less stable than pseudo-WPBs
containing wtVWF, it might be possible that Cys2771-Cys2773’ and Cys2773-Cys2771’ are
reduced during tubulation, leading to a less compact packing. However, as described before,
the size distribution observed for mutant p.Cys2811Ala could also result from a scenario in
which the lack of Cys2811 directly, but only moderately, impairs formation of disulde bonds
Cys2771-Cys2773’ and Cys2773-Cys2771’ –e.g. due to slight structural changes within the CK
domain induced by mutation of Cys2811–, without reopening of formed disuldes. Discrimina-
tion between these possibilities may be facilitated in the future by more sophisticated in vivo
measurements or by new insights from structural studies or MD simulations.
Put succinctly, the AFM imaging data on selected VWF mutants are fully in line with the
recently proposed picture of VWF dimerization: Cys2771 and Cys2773 are the essential starting
points of dimerization and bonds Cys2771-Cys2773’ and Cys2773-Cys2771’ are the structural
bonds that connect CK domains of monomers. A loss of Cys2771 has a more severe eect than
a loss of Cys2773, indicating that an alternative bond Cys2773-Cys2773’ is formed less readily
than Cys2771-Cys2771’. Cys2811 in contrast appears to play a secondary role in dimerization,
as loss of Cys2811 still allows for signicant formation of native dimers and consequently larger
multimers. From a more methodological point of view, it was shown that AFM imaging is a
powerful approach to assess the size distribution of VWF, which can help to gain a quantitative
understanding of the processes involved in VWF’s multimerization and in multimerization
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defects at the single-molecule level. In particular, direct visualization of individual molecules
by AFM imaging enables detection of structurally anomalous molecules, even if they are indis-
tinguishable from native molecules in electrophoretic multimer analysis. In the future, AFM
imaging may therefore aid electrophoretic multimer analysis as a complementary method to
beer comprehend the pathological mechanisms of elusive VWF variants, especially in cases
where subtle structural dierences are expected to play a role.
Chapter7
Summary, conclusions, and outlook
In the framework of this thesis, dierent approaches were employed to study the mechanical
response and the conformational ensemble of VWF at the single-molecule level, and to thus
elucidate and characterize intramolecular interactions and conformational transitions underly-
ing the force-regulation of VWF’s hemostatic activity. Investigating the mechanical response
of VWF in the physiologically relevant low force regime (. 10 pN) and, in particular, under
constant force was of special interest, as these conditions likely resemble the physiological
case of prolonged exposure of a multimer to force when subjected to increased elongational
ow at sites of vascular injury [4, 7, 21].
Multiplexed protein force spectroscopy at low and constant forces
In this regard, a key technical achievement in the framework of this thesis was the development
and validation of a versatile, modular approach for protein force spectroscopy in MT that
enables precise and stable long-term measurements at constant forces and on dozens of single
molecules in parallel. In particular, this approach extends protein force spectroscopy into the
regime of very low forces down to. 1 pN. As the employed protein aachment strategy, which
makes use of unstructured polypeptide linkers, does not require major protein modication, it
can be expected to be applicable to a very wide range of proteins and to also be of use for other
parallel single-molecule techniques such as centrifugal or acoustic force spectroscopy. Given
ongoing improvements in camera technology, the number of molecules that can be measured
in parallel will presumably increase at least one order of magnitude in the near future.
e characteristic three-state folding and unfolding of ddFLN4 served as model system for
validation of the MT assay. e MT measurements on ddFLN4 at constant force were in excellent
agreement with previous AFM-based constant pulling speed experiments and conrmed the
existence of a low-loading rate pathway for unfolding [194]. Also in the context of validation
and optimization of the MT assay, it was shown that the lifetime of the biotin–streptavidin
interaction, which is ubiquitously used in a variety of biological, chemical, biophysical, and
pharmaceutical applications, strongly depends on the pulling geometry. A tested monovalent
streptavidin variant was found to provide extremely high force stability, making it an aractive
approach for force spectroscopy –or other assays– on systems that are subjected to high forces
over extended periods of time. In the future, the force and also chemical stability of the MT
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assay could in principle be enhanced even further by replacing the biotin–streptavidin bond
between protein of interest and magnetic bead with a covalent linkage.
Regulatory intramolecular interactions and transitions in VWF dimers
e rst project of this thesis, building on previous work conducted before my doctoral studies,
aimed at investigating the impact of the pH on the large-scale structure and overall mechanical
resistance of VWF dimers by employing a combination of AFM-based single-molecule force
spectroscopy and AFM imaging. It could be shown that both the structure and the mechanics
of VWF dimers –and thus, in all probability, of multimers– are critically inuenced by multiple
pH-dependent interactions with opposite trends. Most prominently, the recently discovered
strong intermonomer interaction [20], which crucially involves the D4 domain and induces a
rmly closed conformation of dimers, was observed with highest frequency at pH 7.4 –being
present in approximately one-half of all dimers–, but was essentially absent at pH values below
6.8. However, below pH 6.8, the fraction of compact dimers increased with decreasing pH, in
line with a previous transmission electron microscopy study [47]. ese ndings indicated that
the compactness of dimers at pH values below 6.8 is promoted by other interactions in the
C-terminal stem region of VWF dimers that possess low mechanical resistance compared with
the strong intermonomer interaction. By investigating deletion constructs, it was found that
compactness under acidic conditions is primarily mediated by the D4 domain, i.e. remarkably
by the same domain that also mediates the strong intermonomer interaction. In addition,
further mechanically very weak interactions between C domains, occurring not only at acidic,
but also at physiologic pH, could be inferred from the AFM imaging data.
Notably, as these ndings suggest that VWF has its highest mechanical resistance at physio-
logical pH, local deviations from the physiological pH, which might occur at sites of vascular
injury, may represent a means to promote activation of VWF for its hemostatic function exactly
where needed. e higher initial compactness at acidic pH can be assumed to be a prerequisite
for orderly multimerization of VWF in the trans-Golgi and for storage in Weibel-Palade bodies
[47, 54].
More detailed insights into dierent force-induced conformational transitions within VWF
were gained by MT force measurements on VWF dimers. Regarding the strong D4-mediated
interaction, the MT experiments at constant force revealed dissociation of this interaction
to occur in the same force range as unfolding of A2 domains (at . 10 pN), in contrast to
AFM-based force measurements conducted with (very likely unphysiologically) high force
loading rates, which had shown dissociation at considerably higher forces than A2 unfolding.
is nding not only suggests a marked force loading rate dependence of the D4-mediated
strong interaction, but also implicates a central role of the interaction in VWF’s force-induced
elongation: its dissociation at physiologically relevant forces will release a considerable length
from previously rmly closed dimers and thus, due to the positive feedback between (eective)
multimer length and hydrodynamic force, markedly increase the force acting on the multimer.
Unfolding of A2 domains as another force-induced transition that provides a signicant
length increase was also studied and characterized in detail. Notably, A2 unfolding can not
only be expected to represent a central step in VWF’s elongation and thus activation, but is also
the prerequisite for down-regulation of VWF by enzymatic cleavage. e MT measurements
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in particular allowed to resolve the previously controversial impact of Ca2+ binding to A2 on
the kinetics of both unfolding and refolding of A2. While calcium only slightly, but clearly,
stabilizes A2 against unfolding, it markedly (up to 20-fold) speeds up refolding. ese ndings
help to beer comprehend the remarkable connection between activation and down-regulation
of VWF, and to elucidate the pathological mechanisms of mutations in A2 associated with
VWD.
e rst specic step of VWF’s activation cascade likely is the dissociation of weak interac-
tions in the C-terminal stem of dimers that are not rmly closed by the strong D4-mediated
interaction. e MT measurements allowed to directly probe such transitions in the stem,
which had previously only been inferred indirectly from imaging results, at very low forces
of ≈ 1 pN. e observed fast and reversible transitions with multiple intermediate states are
in line with a zipper-like opening and closing of the stems with several pairs of interacting
C domains. However, reliably assigning the interactions and dissecting the contributions of
the dierent C domains will require further measurements, e.g. on deletion constructs. Of
special interest will be measurements under acidic pH conditions, as these are expected to
stabilize C-domain interactions. Moreover, certain clinically relevant variants with mutations
in C domains may exhibit altered stem dynamics. Regarding data analysis, a Hidden Markov
Model approach may help to more reliably identify the number of intermediate states.
An unexpected nding was the discovery of a previously unknown intradomain transition
within VWF’s N-terminal D’D3 domains, which manifested in the MT traces as rather fast hop-
ping between distinct states at forces around ≈ 8 pN, i.e. remarkably also in the physiologially
relevant force range of A2 unfolding. A very recent crystal structure of D’D3 [48], which was
only published aer the measurements presented in this thesis were already nished, suggests
the observed transition to originate from dissociation (and re-association) of an interaction
between the C-terminal submodules VWD3, C8-3, TIL3, and E3 of the large D’D3 assembly.
To verify this hypothesis, measurements on a construct with insertion of an articial linker,
which would increase the observed length increments of the transition in the experiment, are
planned. In addition, steered molecular dynamics simulations could help to determine the
expected extension increments for the opening of this interaction and to compare them with
the experimental observations. As the interaction shields two cysteine residues involved in
N-terminal multimerization of VWF, and as it is expected to be pH-dependent, it is thought to
play a regulatory role during VWF’s pH-guided biosynthesis [48]. e expected pH dependence
is in line with a considerable destabilization of the interaction at acidic pH observed in the
MT experiments. An important open question is if this interaction is only relevant in the
monomeric D’D3 domain during biosynthesis, or if similar force-sensitive interactions are
still present in mature VWF aer linkage of D’D3 to another D’D3 domain of the neighboring
dimer. To address this issue, measurements on ”inverted” VWF dimer constructs are planned,
in which the two monomers are natively linked between their D’D3 domains and can be pulled
from their non-dimerized C termini.
Finally, it is noteworthy that no further prominent features, e.g. corresponding to dissocia-
tion of autoinhibitory interactions between the A1 domain and neighboring domains, were
observed in the MT measurements, suggesting that such interactions likely dissociate already
at low forces during early stages of VWF’s force-induced elongation.
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VWF multimer size distribution and multimerization defects
Going into a somewhat dierent direction, one part of this thesis expanded the focus from the
level of dimeric subunits of VWF to full multimers and showed the benet of single-molecule
AFM imaging for studying VWF’s multimer size distribution and, in particular, pathological
multimerization defects. e size distribution of VWF multimers is of utmost importance for
VWF’s physiological function, since multimers of dierent sizes signicantly dier in their
hemostatic activity, both due to the dierences in the encountered hydrodynamic forces and due
to avidity eects associated with multivalent binding. Results obtained by direct visualization
of wtVWF were in excellent quantitative agreement with previous studies and conrmed an
exponential size distribution of VWF multimers in line with a simple step-growth multimer-
ization process with dimers as sole building blocks [203]. e strength of the AFM imaging
approach lies in its ability to identify structural anomalies arising from certain mutations. For
instance, for clinical VWF variants with dimerization defects, the approach allowed to directly
identify non-native molecules that also comprise non-dimerized monomers, including multimer
species that cannot be distinguished by the established standard method of electrophoretic
multimer analysis. us, the AFM imaging approach enables thorough quantication of the
impact of dimerization or multimerization defects, and could provide a valuable research tool
to elucidate the pathological mechanisms of a variety of VWF variants asociated with VWD. So
far, the imaging approach has only been used on recombinant VWF samples and not on samples
acquired from patient blood. While in principle AFM imaging of VWF could in the future
also be helpful for diagnostic purposes, this would require improved purication protocols to
achieve samples of high enough quality for single-molecule visualization.
Conclusion
To conclude, molecular mechanisms underlying the remarkable force sensing of VWF –i.e.
the ability to convert changes in the hydrodynamic ow into a physiological response– were
characterized at the single-molecule level, both by directly probing force-induced transitions at
physiologically relevant forces and by investigating the conformational ensemble of VWF’s
dimeric subunits.
Based on the presented data, force-induced elongation of VWF multimers, which is critical
for their activation, can be assumed to involve three main transitions. Dissociation of weak
interactions in C-terminal stems, which likely tune VWF’s initial force sensitivity, already
at low forces can be expected to represent the rst specic step of elongation. Unfolding
of A2 domains and dissociation of the D4-mediated intermonomer interaction presumably
occur in the same force range and both provide a considerable length increase. Due to the
positive feedback between length and hydrodynamic force, an increased length will result in
increased force acting on the multimer. Elongation can hence be expected to proceed rapidly in
a cascade-like fashion once sucient forces for a rst signicant length increase are reached,
provided that the multimer cannot rapidly relax. In this context, elevated elongational ow
at sites of vascular injury helps to facilitate activation of VWF where needed by suppressing
tumbling and relaxation of the multimer. Vascular injury may further go along with local
changes of the pH, which based on the ndings of this thesis may represent a second means of
promoting activation of VWF precisely where needed, by lowering the mechanical resistance
of dimers.
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Taken together, the presented results help to comprehend how VWF’s extraordinary force re-
sponse is “built-in” into its molecular architecture, and thus contribute to a beer understanding
of VWF’s physiological function in hemostasis as well as of its pathological dysfunctions.
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